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TRAINING INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this training manual is to
standardize procedures and maneuvers for pilots
transitioning into DC-3 flight operations. Although
the DC-3 Training Center is operated under FAR
part 91, training and flight operations will be
conducted as if they were a part 121 or part 135
carrier with emphasis on crew coordination,
checklist usage, and Crew Resource Management
(CRM). The scope of this training introduction is
limited. Absolute numbers, speeds, weights, and
rules that prevail in all conditions will not
necessarily be presented. Throttle or control
positioning, power settings, and airspeeds will be
given and discussed as target settings only.
Common sense and good judgment should be
applied to all DC-3 operations and training.
A detailed study of the Douglas DC-3 Ground
Training Manual (GTM), the Flight Training Manual
(FTM), the Aircraft Flight Manual (AFM), and the
Normal and Emergency Checklists is strongly
encouraged.
This Flight Training Manual is written as a reference
for the training and normal operations that will be
conducted in the DC-3. Since there is no simulator
for the DC-3, all training, maneuvers, and the flight
test (if required) will be accomplished in the aircraft.
Following this Training Introduction is a review of
the FAA publication: ATP and Type Rating
Practical Test Standards (PTS). All training and
instruction will be completed in accordance with
FAR part 61 and 91, FAA AC 61-89E, and the FAA
PTS.
STANDARD OPERATING PROCEDURES AND
POLICIES FOR ALL FLIGHT TRAINING AND
FLIGHT TEST OPERATIONS IN THE
DOUGLAS DC-3:
For all ground operations, it is the responsibility of
the person that physically connects the tow bar to
the tug to ensure that the tail wheel is in the
unlocked position in the cockpit. Using a tug to reposition the aircraft with the tail wheel locked may
damage the aircraft. It is the responsibility of the
person operating the tug with the aircraft under tow
to ensure that the aircraft is chocked prior to
disconnecting the tug from the aircraft. All
checklists will be called for by the Pilot Flying (PF)
and completed by the Pilot Not Flying (PNF).
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Prior to engine start, the aircraft must be parked in
an unobstructed area with a clear path to the
appropriate taxiway.
All fuel tanks and sumps shall be thoroughly
sumped prior to engine start.
After start and during taxi, turns of more than 30
degrees left or right are not permitted unless the
aircraft is on a charted runway or taxiway.
All Flight Training operations shall be conducted in
day VMC conditions only. The weather at the
departure and destination airports shall be no less
than a 1500 foot ceiling, and 3 statute miles
visibility. For all training operations, the aircraft
shall initially depart with the main fuel tanks full and
at least 25 gallons of fuel in each aux fuel tank.
During all takeoffs and landings, the engines will
utilize fuel from the main fuel tanks only. For all
takeoffs, 42 IMP will be used unless otherwise
required.
For all flight operations conducted below 3000 feet
AGL, powerplant failures will be simulated only by a
reduction of power and utilizing the throttle control.
The instructor, the student, and the examiner (if
applicable) will clearly announce any intended
action regarding a simulated powerplant failure and
specify the engine that will be affected. Likewise,
any maneuver that would be considered unusual or
abnormal will be briefed prior to executing that
maneuver.
For all flight operations conducted above 3000 feet
AGL, powerplant failures may be real or simulated
and may be either pre-briefed or unannounced.
After a simulated or actual powerplant failure, all
crewmembers will confirm the reduction of the
appropriate throttle and concur before the propeller
control is actuated. Likewise, before actuating the
feather button, all crewmembers will concur that the
correct feather button has been selected.
CREW COORDINATION
Throughout the training manuals and checklists,
reference will be made to the following crew
positions:
C
Captain
F
First Officer
PF
Pilot Flying
PNF
Pilot Not Flying
The Captain is restricted from occupying any seat
other than the left seat unless he is a DC-3
Instructor.
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The individual receiving the DC-3 training will
accomplish the pre-flight inspection. The Captain is
responsible for assuring that all preparations for
flight are complete before departure.
PRE-FLIGHT INSPECTION
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After the Interior and Exterior Inspections are
complete, the Captain should ask for the Before
Start Checklist and respond to each item as
appropriate. Verify that each item is properly set
while accomplishing the checklist.

The pre-flight inspection should be accomplished
by using the Douglas DC-3 Preflight Checklists.
This checklist is separated into two components:
the Interior Inspection and the Exterior Inspection.
The Interior Inspection starts in the cockpit. By
following this checklist all required items in the
cockpit will be checked in a systematic method and
the flight controls will be positioned for the Exterior
Inspection. Both the Exterior and Interior
Inspections may be accomplished either by
memory or by using the checklist as a “do list.” If
portions of these checklists are completed by
memory, use the appropriate checklist to verify that
all checks have been completed.

A departure briefing should follow the Before Start
Checklist. This departure briefing should cover the
pertinent details of the intended flight. The Captain
may modify the departure briefing so as to make it
fit his own style. The Captain should consider
discussing the following items during the Departure
Briefing: Winds and Weather, Abnormal
Procedures, Aborts, Runway information, Terrain
considerations, and Special considerations
including: Notams, alternate airports in the
departure area, the intended instrument approach
for an immediate return to the departure airport, if
required, and any other special duties or
considerations.

Since the ship’s battery is normally used to start the
engines, the use of battery power should be
minimized while accomplishing the Interior
Inspection. Accomplish the checklist items
requiring power as quickly as possible to conserve
battery power. The following items should be
checked while battery power is available:

At the appropriate time, the Captain will call for the
Engine Start Checklist. The First Officer will
complete the first two items of this checklist and so
indicate by stating “Fire guard - posted, Right
engine - clear”.

Engine warning lights (6) - Should be ON.
Gear lights & horn – The green Gear Down
Indicator should be illuminated. The orange (Gear
Unsafe Indicator) should illuminate when the bulb is
pressed-to-test. The Gear Unsafe horn should
sound when the gear handle is brought out of the
DOWN position.
Engine instruments - Electrically powered
instruments should show normal indications.
Boost pumps (L/ R) - Fuel pressure should rise on
each associated fuel pressure gauge and indicate
approximately 14 – 16 PSI.
Fuel quantity - Check each tank quantity. Note:
Rotate the fuel quantity selector clockwise only.
Fire warning - Momentarily hold the test switch up
until the first light illuminates and then release the
switch. Both Fire Warning Lights should illuminate
within 30 seconds.
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The Captain will engage the starter and the First
Officer will count out loud the number of propeller
blades that pass a selected position. At the
appropriate time, the Captain will complete the
engine start sequence. After the engine is started,
the Captain should call for the After Start portion of
the checklist. The First Officer will complete the
After Start Checklist beginning with the challenge
“Right Engine Oil Pressure”. Since this is a dual
response item, the Captain and the First Officer will
verify and respond “Checked”.
The same procedure will be used to start the left
engine. Since the Captain has the best view of the
rotating propeller during the engine start, the
Captain will normally count the number of blades
that pass his point of reference out loud. After the
Captain has said, “Fire guard - posted, left engine clear” he will start the left engine. After the left
engine is started, the Captain should call for the
After Start portion of the checklist. The First Officer
will complete the After Start Checklist beginning
with the challenge “Left Engine Oil Pressure”.
Since this is a dual response item, the Captain and
the First Officer will verify and respond “Checked.”
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The DC-3 engines will normally be started by
having the Captain engage the associated boost
pump, the starter switch, the magneto switch, and
the mixture control lever. He should wait for 9
blades to pass for a warm engine or 12 for a cold
engine before selecting the magneto switch to
BOTH.
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the Aircraft Log Book.

The engine should show indications of ignition and
starting after a few more blades. As it does, the
Captain will control the start with the mixture control
lever and the throttle until it is running. The Captain
should release the starter and select the fuel boost
pump to OFF as soon as the engine begins to run.
After the engines are properly warmed up and the
First Officer has received a taxi clearance, the
Captain should call for the Taxi Checklist. Be
careful not to exceed maximum idle power
(1000 RPM) until oil temperatures are in the green
band (40º C. or above).
Immediately after beginning to taxi, the Captain
should check the brakes. If the Captain does not
check the brakes after initiating movement, the First
Officer should challenge “Brakes” and receive an
appropriate response. When acknowledging the
dual response items on the Taxi Checklist, each
pilot should look across the cockpit at the other
pilot’s instruments to compare them to his own and
the proper setting(s).
There are several things to check before
responding “Set & Crosschecked” to the Flight &
Nav Insts challenge. Some items to be considered
are:
Airspeeds
ADI
Instruments
Altimeters
DGs
NAV & COMM radios
Transponder

0
proper indications
No flags
set & indicating field elev.
set and agree with compass
set
set

On the flight controls check, the First Officer will
check the ailerons and elevators and the Captain
will check the rudder for free and full travel. The
First Officer will challenge with “Tops” and the
Captain will respond “Bottoms” to indicate that the
check is complete and satisfactory.
The Captain will complete the engine run-up and
assign any related duties to the First Officer as
necessary. The First Officer should record the
magneto drop on each engine for future input into
Douglas DC-3 FTM
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The First Officer should complete the Before
Takeoff Checklist when requested by the Captain.
The departure briefing as listed on the Before
Takeoff Checklist need only be a short review of the
current winds, the assigned heading and altitude,
and the engine failure procedure.
The First Officer may complete all of the “final
items” of the Before Takeoff Checklist (except
locking the tailwheel) while in the process of taxiing
on to the runway. When the aircraft is aligned with
the runway center line, he should lock the tail wheel
and announce that the “Before Takeoff Checklist is
complete.”
TAKEOFF
The PF will advance the power to a target of
42 IMP. The 42-inch mark is indicated by a green
radial that intersects a yellow radial on the engine
manifold pressure gauge. At higher density
altitudes, the throttle lever position will be closer to
the firewall to achieve this power setting. The PF
may ask for assistance in fine tuning this power
setting, if necessary, by saying “set power.” If the
PF requests this assistance, the PNF should
quickly adjust the throttle and then remind the PF
that the throttles are once again under his control
by saying: “The power is set”. The PNF should
announce any abnormal conditions as they occur.
The PF may elect to discontinue the takeoff up to
the speed of 84 KIAS. If the First Officer is the PF,
this decision may need to be made quickly and
without discussion with the Captain since the
engine gauges may not accurately reflect a power
loss that can only be felt by the PF in the form of a
yawing moment or large rudder input.
After liftoff, the PNF should call “Positive rate” when
the barometric altimeters on both sides show a
positive rate of climb. The PF should verify a
positive rate of climb and respond by commanding,
“Gear - UP.” The power reductions to be used
when in VMC conditions and no powerplant failure
has occurred are:
AT:
100 KIAS
400 AFE
1000 AFE

SET:
METO
CLIMB
CRUISE/ CLB

Douglas DC-3 FTM

IMP
42
36
31

RPM
2550
2350
2050 (pwr chart)
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The PF should ask for ”Climb Power, After Takeoff
Checklist” when at least 100 feet AFE, and the
Landing Gear is UP. Both pilots should visually
check the engine and nacelle areas on their
respective side of the aircraft and respond
“Checked” when appropriate on the After Takeoff
Checklist.
Upon reaching final cruise altitude, the PF should
ask for the Cruise Checklist. While in cruise and
after the engines and temperatures have stabilized,
the First Officer should complete the “Aircraft Trend
Information” section of the aircraft logbook. If the
First Officer is the PF, he should transfer control of
the aircraft to the Captain to accomplish this
requirement.
The PF might also want to consider transferring
control of the aircraft to the PNF temporarily prior to
beginning his descent point in order to review the
destination weather and runway conditions and to
brief the approach.
Enroute weather should be checked as conditions
dictate by contacting the nearest FSS or flight
watch on 122.0. Some items to be considered
during the approach briefing can be summarized by
the acronym “NATS” and are listed as follows.
Notams and weather via:
ATIS,
ASOS,
FSS or Flight Watch, or
Unicom
Approach to be used:
Wx and wind,
Approach and runway,
Runway information,
Nav aids, frequency, and ID,
Inbound course,
IAF altitude,
FAF altitude,
FAF point,
G/S intercept altitude,
Minimums,
Barometric altimeter bug setting,
Missed approach point,
Missed approach procedure,
When to configure
Setting NAV radios during approach
Terrain
Special considerations
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BEFORE LANDING
At the appropriate time, the PF should call for “1/4
Flaps, Landing gear DOWN, Before Landing
Checklist.” The PNF should complete the prelanding routine by placing the gear handle in the
down position. After the gear comes down and the
latch drops into the locked position, he should then
place the gear handle in the neutral position. Next,
the latch handle should be placed all the way down
to the floor and secured with the thumb latch.
Finally, check the hydraulic pressure and the green
gear “down and locked” indicator light.
The PNF should then begin the Before Landing
Checklist by challenging, “Landing gear”. The PF
should respond by accomplishing the following:
1) Look at the latch handle and respond “Down and
Latched”
2) Look at the gear handle and respond “Handle
Neutral”
3) Look at the hydraulic pressure gauge and
respond “Pressure Up”
4) Look at the indicator and respond "Green Light".
Since this is a dual response item, the PNF will now
follow the same sequence and make the same
responses. In addition, both pilots should visually
check that the landing gear is down by looking out
their respective window.
The propellers are typically advanced to the full
forward position as the aircraft is on final approach.
It is permissible for the PNF to complete all of the
Before Landing items except for the props and
verbalize “Before Landing checklist complete,
holding on props” if it is desired to wait until later to
move them to the forward position. The PNF will
verify the final landing flap position setting and will
state that the “Before Landing Checklist” is
complete after confirming that the Propeller Levers
are forward.
The PNF should call out any navigation deviations
in LOC, G/S, course, or altitude during any
approach. He should also call when 1000 feet
above field elevation in the case of a visual
approach and landing, or 1000 feet above
minimums, 200 feet above minimums, 100 feet
above minimums, and minimums, in the case of an
instrument approach.

The PF may elect to call for the “Descent and
Approach” checklists simultaneously.

Douglas DC-3 FTM
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If the First Officer completed the approach and
landing, the Captain should resume control of the
aircraft at his discretion. The First Officer should
complete the After Landing, Shutdown, and
Termination checklists when requested by the
Captain.

The last two lines of information under trend
information include a space for the logging VOR
equipment checks as required under FAR Part
91.171. This required check and signoff is required
every 30 calendar days for any aircraft operated
under IFR rules.

FLIGHT RECORDS
There are five documents that are used for flight
records. They are: The aircraft logbook, weight and
balance worksheet, load manifest, mechanical
discrepancy log, and flight planning form.

A mechanical discrepancy page is to be kept in the
aircraft at all times. Since this aircraft operates
without the benefit of a MEL, flight crews are
reminded to be very familiar with the policies and
procedures of FAR 91.213(D) concerning operation
of the aircraft with any installed component
inoperative.

The aircraft log page is used for several purposes.
Four separate areas of information are included on
each logbook page. The first area in the upper left
corner of the page indicates the “Log Page, Aircraft,
Date and A/C Tot. Time, A/C Insp. Due, Pax. this
leg, and Trip Description.”
The log pages are numbered sequentially. If an
error is made on a log page, make a line across the
entire page and write “error” and go on to the next
page. The error page will retain its individual
number. Do not keep the same log page number
for the new log page after making an error on a log
page.
The aircraft total time is a running total based on
the Hobbs time of each flight segment. After
completing a flight leg and finishing the log page for
the flight segment, add the total Hobbs used for that
leg to the A/C Tot Time and enter this sum on the
next flight log page. This leaves the logbook ready
for the next flight and provides the information
necessary to check for required inspections.
The final block of information has to do with aircraft
maintenance. This block is called “Aircraft Trend
Information” and is used to compare known
parameters and maintain trend information of
aircraft performance.
These readings should be taken in cruise flight
using cruise power. Normally wait a minimum of
five minutes after reaching cruise conditions and
power settings to take the readings so that all
parameters will stabilize. Also, enter the Mag Drop
information that was recorded during the Engine
Run Up. Do not conduct a magneto check in flight
at cruise power.

Douglas DC-3 FTM

BASIC MULTI-ENGINE FLIGHT THEORY
You may have heard the term “type rating” in
conversation about airplanes. Many pilots refer to
themselves as being “typed” in an aircraft. An
airplane itself can also be “typed.” Aircraft that
weight over 12,500 pounds are Transport Category
aircraft and must prove their capabilities under an
entirely different set of rules than lighter aircraft.
Most single and light twin aircraft are manufactured
under FAR Part 23 of the Federal Regulations.
Some examples of some aircraft certified under this
part are airplanes like the Beech Baron, the Piper
Seminole, and the Cessna 421. Many owners of
light aircraft feel an extra-added sense of security in
having two engines available for flight, but are
unaware that their particular multi-engine aircraft is
actually certified as a single engine airplane under
FAR Part 23.
Part 23 certification does not guarantee aircraft
performance or climb gradient capabilities in the
event of the loss of power on an engine in any
phase of flight. In fact, some production aircraft are
so underpowered that flight with one engine
inoperative and feathered under ideal conditions
flown by ideal pilots may continue flight only with a
well-developed sink after an engine failure. The
procedures for Part 23 aircraft dictate that if an
engine fails after takeoff, the pilot may be forced to
close the remaining operative engine throttle and
land straight ahead as if it were a single engine
aircraft!
Part 25 of the FARs governs the certification
process for transport category aircraft and defines
the operating specifics for an aircraft with
guaranteed performance under known conditions.
The DC-3 is a Part 25 Transport Category aircraft.
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The following is a short discussion of some of the
speeds associated with the DC-3 relative to FAR
Part 25 certification requirements, and specific
FARs.
FAR 25.149 – DEFINITION OF VMC
VMC is the calibrated airspeed at which, when the
critical engine is made inoperative, it is possible to
maintain control of the airplane with that engine still
inoperative and maintain straight flight with an
angle of bank of not more than 5 degrees.
VMC may not exceed 1.2 VS with maximum available
takeoff power on the engines, the most unfavorable
center of gravity, the airplane trimmed for takeoff,
maximum sea level takeoff weight, the airplane in
takeoff configuration except with the landing gear
retracted, the airplane airborne and ground effect
negligible, the propeller of the critical engine
windmilling.
The rudder forces required to maintain control at
VMC may not exceed 150 pounds. The operative
engine must also remain at full power during
certification.
FAR 25.103 – DEFINITION OF VSO
VSO is the calibrated stalling speed, or the minimum
steady flight speed, in knots, at which the airplane
is controllable with throttles closed, landing gear
down, flaps set to full, propeller pitch controls set to
high RPM, and the most unfavorable CG.

FAR 25.111 – DEFINITION OF TAKEOFF PATH
The takeoff path extends from a standing start to a
point in the takeoff at which the airplane is 1,500
feet above the takeoff surface or at which the
transition from the takeoff to the enroute
configuration is completed and an enroute speed is
reached. By definition, the right engine is the
Critical Engine on the DC-3 due to the direction of
rotation of the propellers.
The most unfavorable CG is an aft CG. Although it
is never clearly stated in FAR Part 25, 5 degrees of
bank away from the dead engine is most favorable
and allowed. Remember this by the term: “raise
the dead.”
The chart shown below describes the FAR
segments and associated power settings and
speeds for the DC-3 in each particular segment of
flight from standing start up to the enroute segment
for an engine failure at or after V1 during takeoff.
SEGMENT (PART 25)
SEG

BEGIN

END

PWR

MP

Ist
2nd
3rd
4th
ENRT

START
Gear Up & 35’
400 AFE
400 AFE
1500 AFE

Gear Up & 35’
400 AFE
400 AFE
1500 AFE
ENR ENVIR

T/O
METO
METO
METO
CLIMB

48”
42”
42”
42”
36”

FAR 25.107 – DEFINITION OF V1
V1 may not be less than the speed at which an
engine is failed plus the speed gained with critical
engine inoperative during the time interval between
the instant at which the critical engine is failed, and
the instant at which the pilot recognizes and reacts
to the engine failure, as indicated by the pilots first
action to stop the airplane during the acceleratestop tests.
FAR 25.107 – DEFINITION OF VR
VR may not be less than V1 or 105% of VMC
FAR 25.107 – V2
V2 may not be less than 1.2VS or 1.1VMC
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FAR (minimum speeds)
SEG. RPM

SPEED

PITCH KIAS

GRADIENT

1st
2nd
3rd
4th
ENR

V2
V2
V2 - VYse
VYse
VYse

5º
5º
5-3
3
3

Not spec.
2.4%
0%
1.2%
Not spec.

2700
2550
2550
2550
2350

84
84
84 - 95
95
95

Care must be exercised by all DC-3 flight crews to
operate the aircraft with a keen awareness of the
small margins in performance and speeds in certain
flight parameters. The loss of a powerplant just
after lift off represents a challenging scenario for
even the most accomplished multi-engine pilot. It
will be common to find yourself just above VMC, but
below VYse. If you raise the nose to avoid ground
contact, the airspeed will recede back towards VS1
and VMC. If you lower the nose to attain VYse, you
may contact the ground.
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The following procedures should be reviewed by all
crewmembers. The most critical actions for survival
are to immediately ensure that the proper power is
set, that the pitch is checked via the airspeed
indicator, eliminate the drag, feather the affected
propeller, and secure the affected engine.
1) Pitch the aircraft for V2. There is only one pitch
that will get this heavy aircraft climbing on one
engine. You should be familiar with this pitch by
referencing the forward view out the window of the
aircraft relative to the horizon, as well as the pitch
indicator as represented by the airspeed indicator
and the attitude bar of the attitude indicator. Be
careful not to induce any unnecessary drag by
aileron input during this maneuver. Maintain
directional control primarily with the rudder.
2) Power - Set appropriate power on all engines
considering flight conditions. This is accomplished
by advancing
a) All mixture controls
b) All propeller controls
c) All throttle controls (48 IMP)
3) Eliminate the drag.
a) Flaps - UP.
b) Gear – UP.
When a positive rate of climb is established, the PF
will call for the accomplishment of these items. The
PNF will operate the appropriate controls.
6) Identify the failed engine with rudder pressure
and asymmetric thrust. Do not trust gauge
readings to identify the failed engine.
7) Verify the suspected engine by retarding the
throttle of the suspected engine.
8) Feather the suspected engine by pulling the
verified propeller control aft, and immediately
pointing to the appropriate red feather button. The
PNF should verify that the correct feather button is
being selected. Either the PF or the PNF may
actually push the feather button in.
9) Pull the verified inoperative engine mixture
control lever full aft.
Ask for and complete the balance of the cleanup
items on the associated checklist.

Douglas DC-3 FTM
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DC-3 SPEEDS
SPEED KIAS
VS0
64
VS1
68
VX
84
VXse
84
VY
91
VYse
95
VNO
158
VNE
190
VLE
148
VLO
126
VFE
135
VFE 1/2
99
VFE full
97
VMC
76
V1, VR, V2 84

DESCRIPTION
pwr off stall/ landing config.
stall speed/ clean config.
best angle of climb, M/E
best angle of climb, S/E
best rate of climb, M/E
best rate of climb, S/E
top of green arc
top of yellow arc, red radial
max speed for extending gear
max speed for gear extended ops
max speed for first flaps
max speed for 1/2 flaps
max speed for more than 1/2 flaps
Min contr. airspeed, S/E
decision, rotate, and
Takeoff safety speed (V2=VXse)

Notice that V2, the target single engine airspeed for
the first 400 feet, is only 8 knots above VMC. The
aircraft was certified with VMC at 76 KIAS under the
specified conditions of FAR 25.149.
Anything less than max gross takeoff weight, full aft
CG, and full power on the operative engine would
tend to decrease VMC. However, an aircraft not
trimmed for takeoff, or not flying with 5 degrees of
bank towards the operative engine would tend to
increase VMC. It has been demonstrated that VMC is
raised as much as 20 knots in some airplanes by
flying with the wings level and the ball centered.
When only one engine is operating, the pilot is
balancing the yawing moment caused by
asymmetrical thrust by setting up a moment of his
own with the rudder. Just as the lift of the wing is a
function of area of the wing, coefficient of lift, and
dynamic pressure, so is the “lift” of the rudder. The
only difference is that the rudder is lifting in a
different plane of relative wind than the wing. When
the rudder is fully deflected, its yawing power (lifting
power in that relative wind plane) will depend on:
1) The coefficient of lift of that surface (a fixed
figure and not controllable by the pilot)
2) The area of the rudder (also a fixed figure and
not controllable by the pilot)
3) The dynamic pressure, which we know as
airflow across the surface.
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As the dynamic pressure (airspeed) is decreased,
there will be an airspeed below which the rudder
moment can no longer balance the thrust moment
caused by the operative engine, and directional
control will be lost. This speed is known as VMC
VMC decreases with an increase in altitude.
Therefore directional control can be maintained at a
lower Indicated Airspeed at altitude than at sea
level. This is due to the fact that thrust and the
resultant yawing moment is less with an increase in
altitude or density altitude.
Also note that at higher altitudes, the aircraft will
most likely reach VS1 or VS0 before VMC. Be careful
not to stall the aircraft with full power on one
engine, as the maneuver may not be recoverable.
Obstacle Clearance off of the departure end of all
civil airports is assumed to be a standard linear
slope of 152 feet per nautical mile. This means that
there should not be any known obstruction taller
than 76 feet tall within 1/2 nautical mile of the
departure end of the runway. A margin of 48 feet
per nautical mile is built in to the Part 25 minimum
climb gradient of 200 feet per nautical mile for
segments (1) and (2). This gradient is known as a
2.4% gradient. (A “rise” of 200 feet over a “run” of
6076 feet represents a slope of 2.4%)
The following chart relates the required
performance in terms of groundspeed and aircraft
VSI performance necessary in order to meet the
required 200 feet per nautical mile (2.4% gradient)
for the first two segments.
REQD
FT/NM
200
250
300
350

GROUNDSPEED (KTS)
80
90
100
267
300
333
333
375
417
400
450
500
467
525
583

Pilots should reference the instrument departure
pages of the associated approach plates for
airports of intended departures in weather less than
VFR. Non-standard climb gradients and/or
procedures are common and may not permit a safe
takeoff from an airport requiring a specified climb to
a published altitude or published departure
procedure for obstacle clearance.
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The minimum required gradient for the fourth
segment is 1.2%, or 100 feet per nautical mile, until
the aircraft is established at 1500 AFE.
CAUTION
FLIGHT CREWS SHOULD USE VERY CAREFUL
FLIGHT PLANNING WHEN OPERATING AT
NIGHT OR IN IMC CONDITIONS AT UNFAMILIAR
AIRPORTS.
BASIC INSTRUMENT FLIGHT
The flight instruments on the DC-3 can be grouped
into Primary and Secondary instruments for pitch,
bank, or power.
The altimeter is the primary reference instrument
for pitch information any time the aircraft is
maintaining level flight. While in level flight if a
climb or descent is indicated on the altimeter, the
artificial horizon becomes primary for reestablishing the proper pitch picture, and then
becomes a secondary reference once level flight is
re-established.
Emphasis should be placed on the difference
between “establishing” a climb, descent, turn, or
power change, and that of an “established” climb,
descent, turn, or power change. One degree of
change in pitch results in a rate of climb or descent
equal to 100 times your true airspeed expressed in
miles per minute. For example, if the DC-3 is
climbing at 120 knots and 500 fpm at 3 degrees
nose up, you can expect that raising the nose to 4
degrees will increase (add to) your rate of climb by
200 fpm:
(1) 120/ 60 = 2 (miles per minute)
(2) 2 X 100 = 200 (change in rate of climb)
(3) 200 + 500 = 700 (resultant rate of climb)
At high airspeeds, very small pitch changes will
result in the desired performance. For climbs,
descents, and level-offs in the DC-3, make pitch
changes by using the control wheel first to change
the pitch, set the power as necessary with the
throttles, and then trim away any unwanted
pressure. Remember - Pitch, Power, then Trim.
The directional gyro is the primary reference
instrument for bank control as long as the aircraft is
not turning. The artificial horizon is the primary
reference instrument for establishing a turn, and the
turn coordinator is primary for maintaining a
standard rate turn.
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A standard rate turn is a turn in which the aircraft is
passes through three degrees of heading change
per second. As true airspeed increases, the rate of
turn per degree of bank angle will decrease. The
bank angle necessary to accomplish a standard
rate turn at any speed can easily be calculated. A
simple method of calculating the required bank
angle for a standard rate turn is to divide the true
airspeed by 10, and add 7. At 120 KIAS, the bank
angle required will be 19 degrees.
1) 120/ 10 = 12
2) 12 + 7 = 19 degrees
The airspeed indicator is the primary reference
instrument for power as long as the aircraft is in
level flight. In all other cases, the manifold
pressure indicator is the primary source of
information for power. This is due to the fact that in
level flight, all changes in thrust are directly
reflected by corresponding changes in airspeed.
Continual crosscheck of the performance
instruments in reference to the artificial horizon is
referred to as “scan”. Your instrument flying scan
should start with the artificial horizon and proceed
to a performance instrument such as the heading
indicator or altimeter. Your scan should then return
to the artificial horizon to make any small
adjustments necessary.
In all areas of flight, pitch + power = airspeed. This
is to say that if you have the correct pitch set on the
artificial horizon, the correct power set with the
manifold pressure gauges, the airspeed will be as
predicted. Once the target pitch and power values
are learned, you can set the pitch of the aircraft
where you know it is supposed to be, set the power
at its target value, and be assured that the airspeed
will be within a few knots of your desired airspeed.
This is especially useful during maneuvers such as
an engine failure during takeoff.
INSTRUMENT CATEGORIES
NAME OF INSTR
Attitude Indicator
Heading Indicator
Turn and Bank
Altimeter
Airspeed Indicator
Vertical Speed Ind.
Manifold Pressure
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TYPE
Gyro
Gyro
Gyro
Pressure
Pressure
Pressure
Power

DRIVEN BY
Suction
Suction
Suction
Pitot-static
Pitot-static
Pitot-static
Mechanical
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BASIC TAIL WHEEL OPERATIONS
As aircraft development progressed in the early
1900’s, most land plane designs incorporated a
landing gear that supported the majority of the
aircraft weight during ground operations on the
main landing gear only and “drug” a third wheel at
the aft end of the aircraft. Thus the term “tail
dragger”. This initial landing gear design employing
a tail wheel is also called “conventional gear”. The
DC-3 is a “conventional gear” type aircraft.
This design required the center of gravity to be
located well aft of the main landing gear at all times.
Due to the fact that the center of gravity was
located so far aft, many aircraft accidents occurred
during ground operations. Although these aircraft
were stable and had good handling characteristics
while in flight, many accidents occurred during
ground operations, especially during the after
landing roll.
In later years, sales of light single engine and multi
engine aircraft were enhanced by making the
landing gear more user friendly. The tail wheel was
removed, the center of gravity moved forward, and
a nose wheel added. Eventually, most
manufacturers produced only nose wheel type
aircraft and the conventional gear became
uncommon. The aft center of gravity on
conventional gear aircraft creates potential
problems in both the yaw and the pitch axis of the
DC-3 while on the ground:
YAW. Side to side control around the yaw axis of
the aircraft is more susceptible to instability caused
by wind, excessive use of rudder, excessive use of
a single brake, uneven ground surface, or even a
soft spot on the taxi way or runway that may retard
the rotation of one wheel assembly more than the
other.
The most common error involving yaw control in a
conventional gear aircraft is over correcting or over
compensating for slight oscillations after they have
occurred. For example, let’s say that after landing,
a crosswind gust exerts a small amount of energy
on the large vertical stabilizer and begins to push
the tail of the aircraft to the left and the nose of the
aircraft to the right. If the pilot over compensates
by adding too much left rudder and left brake, the
tail wheel will gather momentum and centrifugal
force as it leaves the right half of the runway,
comes through the center line with speed, and
enters the left half of the runway.
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The nose of the airplane is now pointing to the left
and going further to the left. Now a small deviation
caused by a wind gust has become a larger, yet still
manageable, deviation caused by pilot control
input. If another cycle is allowed to occur, aircraft
control may not be recoverable before it either
leaves the runway or enters a “Ground Loop”.
Pilots are cautioned to be aware of this “Pilot
Induced Oscillation” and not allow this phenomenon
to begin its cycle.
A Ground Loop is a condition where this “swerve”
force has developed to the point that the aircraft
tries to turn at a rate greater than it is actually
capable of turning. When this happens, directional
control is lost, the aircraft may leave the runway,
and aircraft damage may or may not result. In a
Ground Loop, the inboard wing tip usually strikes
the ground and the aircraft usually comes to rest
facing in the direction opposite to its initial heading.
The most common place to watch for the ground
loop is during the after landing roll, and early in the
takeoff roll. During landing or an aborted takeoff,
brakes should generally be used only when runway
length is a factor or when full rudder authority is not
adequate to maintain directional control.
Surprise is also a factor on most ground loops
during the after landing phase. The aircraft has
flown at cruise speeds, approached the airport and
crossed the runway threshold at speeds of around
100 miles per hours. By comparison, slow rollout
and taxi speeds seem harmless. These slow
speeds, however, are more than enough to begin
oscillations and result in a ground loop of epic
proportions. Pilots are often surprised that this
condition is even possible and are typically not
ready to react properly when the oscillations begin.
Also, at slow speeds with the tail wheel on the
ground, the tail low/ nose high view from the pilot’s
seat tends to lead the crew to believe that they are
going slower than they really are. Remember do not
quit flying the aircraft until it is parked, shut down,
and chocked.
2) PITCH. Longitudinal control around the pitch
axis is susceptible to unwanted excursions as well.
The same aft CG problems that affect the aircraft
yaw axis can also affect the pitch axis. This
problem is called “Nose over” and is caused by
excessive braking application. Since momentum,
centrifugal force, and deceleration force are the key
elements in causing this undesired event, the nose
over scenario is actually most probable while
taxiing or rolling out with the tail on the ground.
Douglas DC-3 FTM
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After landing and with the tail still flying, large
amounts of braking can be applied without the
aircraft going all the way over on its nose. Always
be cautious with the use of brakes and once the tail
is on the ground, continue the landing rollout or taxi
with the elevator control full aft. This will keep more
weight on the tail wheel and reduce the chance of
nose over.
Fortunately, the DC-3 is a very heavy conventional
gear aircraft and nose over accidents are rare. It
takes a tremendous amount of momentum and
centrifugal force to get the tail up and the Center of
Gravity forward of the Main Landing Gear. The
short field landing pitch picture may look like the
airplane is going to nose over but this is usually an
optical illusion overcome by experience and an
increased sense of what the tail is actually doing.
With practice, the DC-3 can land and be stopped on
a hard surface runway as quickly as a lot of aircraft
weighing half or less.
Landings in the DC-3 can be made in a variety of
ways. The two most common types of landings are
Wheel landings and Single Wheel landings.
1) WHEEL LANDINGS. In this type of landing, a
normal approach and landing flare is made. As the
main landing gear touches the ground, the tail is
kept up by the application of forward elevator
pressure. The aircraft sometimes has a tendency
to try to bounce and still fly at this point during the
landing. Pilots often comment that this is when
they feel like the aircraft control becomes
questionable. During a wheel landing with the tail
still in the air, you can maintain control of the
aircraft by relaxing elevator backpressure and
allowing the control wheel to move slightly forward.
“Nose over” and “prop strike” are two of the most
common fears during this type of landing. Both are
virtually impossible while the elevator is still flying.
It is important to time the application of forward
elevator so as not to dive the aircraft into the
runway just after a short bounce. As a technique, a
slight amount of power may also be added as the
main landing gear touches the ground (runway
length permitting). With the mains firmly on the
ground, close both throttles (if open) and use
brakes only if necessary.
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It is possible on some runways to land, lower the
tail to the ground, and slow to taxi speed without
using the brakes. This is the preferred landing
technique unless runway length is a factor or
conditions dictate otherwise. As the aircraft slows,
the elevator should stall just as the control wheel
reaches full aft travel and the tail wheel contacts the
ground. An indication that all of this was
accomplished correctly is that the tail wheel
touches the ground at the same time the control
wheel reaches full aft travel, and the tail wheel does
not bounce.
2) SINGLE WHEEL LANDINGS. Much the same
as wheel landings, a single wheel landing is made
during a crosswind approach and landing. The
main tire on the upwind side of the aircraft should
be touched first using standard crosswind landing
technique. Next, the opposite main tire should be
lowered to the ground. This situation is a likely
candidate for the ground loop as pilots often induce
their own oscillation just after the first main tire
touches the ground, and the aircraft is still traveling
at a relatively high speed. As a proficiency
maneuver, a DC-3 pilot should be able to make a
single wheel landing on either main tire during calm
wind conditions.
THREE-POINT LANDINGS. A three-point landing
is a landing where all three wheels of the landing
gear system touch the surface at the same time.
The three-point landing is not normally
accomplished in the DC-3. The advantages of this
type of landing are that it is a full stall landing and
allows touchdown at the lowest possible speed. It
is common to use a three-point landing on
unimproved runways such as grass or dirt where
runway length is not a critical factor.
The disadvantage of the three-point landing is that
much of the forward visibility is lost during the
landing. The tail is as low as it is on the ground
while taxiing and visibility is poor. Also, pilots tend
to misjudge exactly where the tail is relative to the
mains during this critical phase and try to “place”
the tail on the ground with elevator backpressure.
The tail itself can enter an oscillation of its own
during this time. The pitch change from the cockpit
is not usually that noticeable as the tail rises and
falls to the runway three or four times before
settling down to a steady roll. However, the noise
and metallic sound of cables slapping against
aluminum is very noticeable even with headsets on.
Of the types of landings, a good three-point landing
is probably the hardest landing to make with
consistency.
Douglas DC-3 FTM
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Heavy brake application immediately following a
three-point landing should not be used as it creates
a great potential for a nose over accident. A loaded
aircraft is balanced with the tail about four feet
above level. In other words, if you had a parked
and loaded DC-3, and you could raise the tail to
four feet above the level cabin position, it would be
balanced on the main landing gear and you could
support the entire weight of the tail of the aircraft
with just one hand. Any additional lifting of the tail
would cause the aircraft to go over on its nose. Any
further lowering of the tail would increase the
weight on the tail. This is the critical balance angle
for the given conditions.
If heavy braking is applied with the tail low or on the
ground, the tail may lift off of the ground and start
rising with significant momentum. Once the tail has
risen above the level position and approaches the
critical balance point, it is difficult to stop the
momentum and avoid a nose over accident.
BASIC FLIGHT PLANNING
Wherever possible, all DC-3 operations should be
conducted on an IFR flight plan. Weather briefings
and the filing of IFR flight plans may be conducted
via a telephone call to the nearest Flight Service
Station (FSS) by calling 1-800-WX-BRIEF, or via a
computer terminal capable of obtaining and printing
necessary flight planning considerations. All DC-3
flight crews should flight plan with a minimum of at
least the following information:
• SYNOPSIS
• CURRENT WEATHER (SELECTED
LOCATIONS)
• CEILING
• VISIBILITY
• WIND
• ALTIMETER
• FORECAST WEATHER
• CEILING
• VISIBILITY
• WIND
• WINDS ALOFT
• FREEZING LEVEL
• RADAR SUMMARY
• NEAREST VFR WEATHER
• PIREPS
• NOTAMS
Fuel calculations should be made to consider
enroute, approach, alternate, reserve, and total
fuel. A copy of the flight plan as filed by the crew
should be carried in the aircraft.
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A course log should be completed and checked for
accuracy during flight. This will help to alert crews
of any unpredicted change in progress along a
route.
An IFR clearance may be obtained from ground
control, clearance delivery, a remote
communications outlet (RCO) located on the
departure field, departure control, center, or via a
telephone call to the local FSS. An FSS facility can
obtain an IFR clearance and issue that clearance to
the pilot with a void time if no other means is
available. A copy of this clearance should be
carried in the aircraft.
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When accomplishing these Immediate Action Items,
be very careful to verify each switch or control prior
to activation (as time permits). When it becomes
necessary to shutdown an engine in flight, it is
highly recommended that the flight crew take the
appropriate time to verify that correct actions are
being taken prior to their execution.
When an emergency or abnormal situation occurs,
the flight crew should assess whether the situation
requires immediate action utilizing Immediate
Action Items or whether the situation requires the
use of checklists and manuals.
RESPONSIBILITIES OF THE PIC

In addition, a completed weight and balance report
and passenger manifest should be completed prior
to departure. Ground personnel should retain a
copy of these two documents.

The pilot in command of each flight segment is
directly responsible for the safe and efficient
conduct of the flight. Some specific duties are as
follows:

Once enroute, weather conditions should be
checked via communications with FSS as
appropriate during operation in IFR conditions.

• Determines that his crew is properly licensed,
well rested, and in the proper attire.
• Plans each flight and obtains briefings regarding
the purpose or nature of the flight, weather,
operating procedures, or special instructions.
• Prepares the flight plan considering factors such
as weather, altitude, terrain, range, weight,
performance data, airport facilities, and
navigational aids. He should avail himself of all
pertinent information from the Flight Service
Station or any other appropriate source.
• Supervises crew members
• Ensures that all required paperwork and licenses
are on board the aircraft
• Ensures that all required navigational charts are
current and on board the aircraft.
• Ensures that a VOR check has been
accomplished within the preceding 30 days in
accordance with FAR 91.171.
• Ensures that the aircraft is preflight inspected,
loaded, equipped, and manned for the flight
assignment.
• Ensures that during fueling the aircraft is
grounded, fire protection is available, smoking is
not permitted within 50 feet of any fuel service
apparatus, and that fueling is not permitted during
thunderstorm activity.
• Ensures that the aircraft has been serviced with
the proper grade and quantity of fuel.
• Ensures that the weight and balance is within the
prescribed limitations.
• Ensures that cargo, if carried, is properly secured
prior to takeoff.
• Files the flight plan.

WEIGHT AND BALANCE
The weight and balance portion of flight planning
should be completed prior to departure. Please
refer to the sample weight and balance worksheet
located in GTM Chapter 18.
The Basic Empty Weight (BEW) and Basic Empty
Arm are constant figures and include hydraulic fluid
and unusable fuel. Unusable fuel is considered to
be 5 gallons per tank.
The Basic Operating Weight (BOW) is the BEW
plus an assumed average weight and station
location for crew members, flight kit, tools, extra
hydraulic fluid, tie down, etc, and is sometimes
referred to as the BEOW (Basic Empty Operating
Weight).
Use of the Weight and Balance Loading Chart in
this section will allow a faster and more accurate
assessment of loaded aircraft conditions. Blank
weight and Balance forms are located in the aircraft
and should be completed prior to each flight.
EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
The Immediate Action Items/ Quick Reference
Procedures Checklist should be used to resolve
emergency situations when appropriate. The items
on this checklist enclosed by a single-line box are
the required Immediate Action Items. These items
should be accomplished by memory by the Pilot
Flying or as designated by the Captain.
Douglas DC-3 FTM
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• Operates the aircraft at the most favorable
altitude considering winds, icing, turbulence,
oxygen requirements, and minimum safe
altitudes.
• Ensures that any required maintenance has
been completed.
• Ensures that any inoperable component has
been properly deactivated in compliance with
FAR 91.213(D).
• Ensures that all passengers are briefed
concerning emergency as well as normal
operating procedures.
• Is highly knowledgeable of the appropriate
regulations of FAR 61, FAR 91, and the
Aeronautical Information Manual.

FLIGHT TRAINING MANUAL (FTM)
This portion of the Flight Training Manual is
designed as an in depth training manual only. Its
purpose is to aid the applicant in gaining useful and
relevant information concerning the safe and
efficient operation of the Douglas DC-3 aircraft.
The FTM is to be used in conjunction with the
Airplane Flight Manual (AFM), Weight and Balance
data, and the FAA Practical Test Standards (PTS).
The material in the FTM is organized to accompany
and complement the FAA document: FAA-S-80815D - AIRLINE TRANSPORT PILOT AND TYPE
RATING PRACTICAL TEST STANDARDS (PTS).
The PTS concept was designed by the FAA to give
solid guidance to examiners regarding the number
of and description of the oral exam, as well as the
flight test itself. Specific conventions are followed
throughout this FTM. Each section is outlined in
terms of the following format:
Area of Operation
References
Objectives
Minimum acceptable performance guidelines
Discussion of maneuver
Maneuver Illustrations (If applicable)
Throughout the FTM, there are specific Warnings,
Cautions, and Notes. The following paragraphs
provide and example and description of each:
WARNING
Describes operating procedures or techniques,
which, if not carefully followed, will result in
personal injury or loss of life.
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Describes operating procedures or techniques,
which, if not carefully followed, will result in
damage to equipment.
Notes: Are used to add emphasis, establish
correlations, or focus special attentions.
Graphics are included as visual illustrations of
some in flight maneuvers.
Normal and Abnormal checklist items are presented
in this manual as well as the DC-3 APPROVED
FLIGHT MANUAL.
SCOPE
The DC-3 FLIGHT TRAINING MANUAL has been
prepared in compliance with the FAA approved
Airplane Flight Manual (AFM). Procedures that
differ from the FAA AFM have been designed to
assure an equivalent level of safety.
REVISIONS
Revisions will be posted on the Internet and may be
accessed at: www.TheAviatorNetwork.com
GENERAL INFORMATION
When the words “shall” or “must” are used in the
Objectives, they indicate that the Examiner has no
deviation authority concerning the appropriate
action associated with the task. When the words
“should” or “may” are used, they indicate that the
proper action is desirable or permitted, but not
necessarily mandatory.
The following pages contain the nine Areas of
Operations that are tested to obtain an additional
type rating for an existing Airline Transport Pilot
certificate. The first Area of Operation is commonly
known as the “Oral” or “Oral Exam” and is
conducted on the ground to determine the
applicant’s knowledge of the aircraft, equipment,
performance calculations, and limitations.
The Oral Exam will be normally conducted at a
training facility. The environment used to conduct
the Oral Exam should be well lit, comfortable, and
free of distractions. The Oral Exam may last up to
three hours.
If at any time during the Oral Exam, the examiner
determines that the applicant’s knowledge or
performance is not satisfactory, he is obligated to
stop the exam and inform the applicant.

CAUTION
Douglas DC-3 FTM
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Once the Oral Exam is complete, it is considered
satisfactory and should not normally be revisited
during the flight portion of the exam. The PTS
written by the FAA includes this instruction to
examiners: “The equipment examination must be
closely coordinated and related to the flight portion
of the practical test, but must not be given during
the flight portion of the practical test.”
The other eight Areas of Operation are considered
the “flight” portion of the test and are designed to
test the applicant’s skill and knowledge. To
continue questions left over from the Oral Exam
during this flight portion of the exam is both unsafe
and unprofessional. During the flight portion of the
exam, emphasis must be placed on the safe
operation of the aircraft and must be free from
undue distractions caused by continued
questioning. If all portions of the practical test are
not completed on one date, the remaining portions
must be satisfactorily completed within 60 calendar
days of the initial test date.
The Areas of Operation on the flight portion of the
test are arranged in a logical sequence. They
begin with the Preflight Preparation and end with
Post Flight Procedures. The Examiner may
combine tasks with similar objectives and conduct
the flight test in any sequence that will result in a
complete test.
“Tasks” are subparts to each Area of Operation and
include knowledge areas, flight procedures, or
maneuvers as they relate to the specific Area of
Operation. With very few exceptions, all tasks are
required for the issuance of an additional type
rating on to an existing Airline Transport Pilot
certificate.
If an element is not appropriate to the flight test, it
can be omitted at the discretion of the examiner.
The examiner will place special emphasis upon
areas of aircraft operations considered to be critical
to flight safety. Among these are: positive aircraft
control, situational awareness, positive exchange of
flight controls, collision avoidance, wake turbulence
avoidance, use of available automation,
communications, Crew Resource Management
(CRM), and decision making.

Douglas DC-3 FTM
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The “Objectives” list the important elements that
must be satisfactorily performed to demonstrate
competency in a task. The Objectives include:
• Specifically what the applicant should be able to
do.
• The conditions under which the task is to be
performed
• The acceptable standards of performance by the
applicant.
The “References” section identifies the
publication(s) that describe(s) the task in further
detail.
An applicant for an additional type rating in the DC3 must possess the following:
• The applicable experience as outlined in FAR 61.
• A first class medical certificate.
• The appropriate category and class rating.
• Received and logged ground training from an
authorized ground or flight instructor and flight
training from an authorized flight instructor, on the
Areas of Operation in the PTS that apply to the
type rating being sought.
• Received a logbook endorsement from the
instructor who conducted the training, certifying
that the applicant completed all the training on
the Areas of Operation in the PTS that apply to
the type rating being sought.
“Satisfactory Performance” of an applicant is based
upon the following:
• Performance of the tasks specified in the AREAS
OF OPERATION for the rating being sought
within the approved standards.
• Demonstrating mastery of the aircraft with
successful outcome of each task performed
never seriously in doubt.
• Demonstrating sound judgment and CRM
“Unsatisfactory Performance” of an applicant is
based upon the following:
• Consistently exceeding tolerances stated in the
task objective.
• Failure to take prompt corrective action when
tolerances are exceeded.
• Any action, or lack thereof by the applicant that
requires intervention of the examiner to maintain
safe flight.
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USE OF CHECKLISTS
Throughout the check ride, the applicant will be
evaluated on the use of checklists. Proper use is
dependent on the specific task being evaluated.
USE OF DISTRACTIONS IN FLIGHT
Part of the Examiner’s responsibility in making an
assessment of the skill level of the applicant is to
occasionally create a realistic distraction during a
critical phase of flight. When this occurs, the
Examiner is attempting to evaluate the applicant’s
ability to divide his attention, maintain safe positive
control of the aircraft at all times, and establish
proper priorities for the tasks to be accomplished.

Douglas DC-3 FTM
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TASK: EQUIPMENT EXAMINATION
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge appropriate to the airplane; its systems
and components; its normal and abnormal, and
emergency procedures; and uses the correct
terminology with regard to the following items:
1) Landing gear, indicators, brakes, steering, shock
absorbers, powerplant controls and powerplant
indications, induction system, carburetor and fuel
injection, turbocharging, cooling, fire
detection/protection, mounting points, deicing, antiicing, and other related components, propeller type,
propeller control, feathering, unfeathering,
synchronizing, fuel system, fuel capacity, drains,
pumps, controls, indicators, cross feeding,
transferring, fuel grade, color, fuel additives, fueling
and defueling, oil system, capacity, grade,
quantities, indicators, hydraulic system capacity,
pumps, pressure, reservoirs, grade, regulators,
electrical system, generators, battery(s), circuit
breakers, protection devices, controls, indicators,
external power, auxiliary power sources and
ratings, heating and cooling of aircraft interior,
ventilation, avionics, communications, and
navigation devices including GPS, VOR, ILS, LOC,
NDB, systems and components, indicating devices,
transponder, ELT, ice protection, anti-ice, de-ice,
pitot-static system protection, propeller, windshield,
wing and tail surface, crew member and passenger
equipment, oxygen system, survival gear,
emergency exits, evacuation procedures, crew
duties in evacuation, flight controls, flaps, trim
devices, balance tabs, pitot static system and the
power source for the flight instruments.
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MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
Adequate knowledge in all subject areas listed and
skill in specific problem solving areas that involve
calculations, computations, or chart reading and
interpolation.
DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
The equipment examination, often referred to as
the “Oral Exam”, comprises approximately half of
the entire check ride. If you conduct this portion of
your check ride in a well-prepared and orderly
fashion, you will set the tone for a smooth flight test
in the aircraft.
Make sure that all of your paper work including your
FAA form 8710 Airman Application is completely
and correctly filled out. Have all of your required
certificates and logbook documentation filled out, as
well as copies of your airman certificates, medical,
and drivers license.
The first portion of the equipment examination is
the aircraft systems examination. Included in this
section are questions related to how every system
on the aircraft works. You should know the aircraft,
its systems, limitations, speeds, and related
components very well. Know all the numbers,
systems, and Immediate Action Items for the
airplane as outlined above. A pre-oral exam review
guide is available prior to the flight test.
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A
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TASK: PERFORMANCE AND LIMITATIONS
REFERENCES:
FAR 1, 61, 91 POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits an
adequate knowledge of performance and
limitations, including a thorough knowledge of the
adverse effects of exceeding any limitations.
To determine that the applicant demonstrates
proficient use of performance charts, tables,
graphs, or other data relating to items such as:
Accelerate/stop distance, Accelerate/go distance,
2-engine takeoff performance, single engine takeoff
performance, climb performance, segmented climb
performance using both or only one engine.
Service ceiling, S/E service ceiling, drift down,
cruise performance, fuel consumption, range,
endurance, descent performance, go-around from a
rejected landing, other performance data relative to
the DC-3.
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DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
The performance and limitations portion of the
equipment examination includes: accelerate/stop
distances, accelerate/go distances, climb
segments, cruise performance, single engine
performance, approach climb performance, and
landing climb performance.
You must understand and know how to derive all
operational performance data including weight and
balance data. An oral exam review guide is
available for study and preparation.
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A

To determine that the applicant describes the
airspeeds used during specific phases of flight,
effects of meteorological conditions upon
performance characteristics and correctly applies
these factors to a specific chart, table, graph or
other performance data.
To determine that the applicant correctly computes
the center of gravity location for a specific load
condition, including adding, removing, or shifting
weight, determines that the computed center oaf
gravity is within the forward and aft limits and that
lateral fuel balance is within limits for takeoff and
landing. Demonstrates good planning and
knowledge procedures in applying operational
factors affecting airplane performance.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
Adequate Knowledge in all subject areas listed and
skill in specific problem solving areas that involve
calculations, computations, or chart reading and
interpolation.
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TASK: PREFLIGHT INSPECTION
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, 91, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
(1) To determine that the applicant exhibits
adequate knowledge of the preflight inspection
procedures, while explaining briefly the purpose of
inspecting the items that must be checked, how to
detect possible defects, and the corrective action to
take.
(2) To determine that the applicant exhibits
adequate knowledge of the operational status of the
airplane by locating and explaining the significance
and importance of related documents such as the
airworthiness certificate and registrations certificate,
the operating limitations, handbook, and manuals,
the MEL, weight and balance data, maintenance
requirements, tests, appropriate records applicable
to the proposed flight or operation; and
maintenance that may be performed by the pilot or
other designated crewmember.
(3) To determine that the applicant uses the
approved checklist to inspect the airplane externally
and internally.
(4) To determine that the applicant uses the
challenge and response method with other
crewmembers to accomplish the checklist
procedures.
(5) To determine that the applicant verifies that the
airplane is safe for flight by emphasizing the need
to look at and explain the purpose of inspecting
powerplant controls and indicators, fuel quantity,
grade, type, contamination safeguards, and
servicing procedures, oil quantity, grade, and type,
hydraulic fluid quantity, grade, type and servicing
procedures, oxygen quantity, pressures, servicing
procedures, and associated systems, and
equipment for crew and passengers, hull, landing
gear, brakes, steering systems, condition of tires,
inflation, correct mounting, fire protection/ detection
systems servicing, pressures, and discharge
indications, pneumatic system pressures and
servicing, ground environmental systems, flight
control systems including trim, anti-ice, de-ice
systems, servicing and operation.
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(6) To determine that the applicant coordinates with
ground crew and ensures adequate clearance prior
to moving and devices such as door, hatches, or
flight control surfaces, demonstrates proper
operation of all applicable airplane systems, notes
any discrepancies, determines if the airplane is
airworthy and safe for flight, checks the general
area around the airplane for hazards to the safety
of the airplane and personnel.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
Adequate Skill and Knowledge in all subject areas
listed.
DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
The regulations clearly state that the pilot in
command is responsible for completing an
adequate and thorough pre-flight inspection prior to
flight. The pilot must be able to inspect for
abnormalities, check for defects, and detect
conditions that are not normal. The basic
responsibility of the pilot during a preflight
inspection is to continually determine whether the
condition of the aircraft is (a) normal or
(b) abnormal.
If an abnormal condition is discovered during the
pre-flight inspection, the pilot has only one course
of action: He must report the condition to
maintenance personnel and not fly until it has been
corrected.
Follow the Douglas DC-3 Preflight Checklist located
in the aircraft. You must know that the following
documents must be on board and be able to locate
them: the airworthiness certificate, registration,
operating manual, and weight and balance data.
The acronym “AROW” is a helpful reminder.
The AFM and equipment list should also be
available and in the aircraft. Although not required,
the airplane and engine logbooks should be
available for inspection before the flight test. Most
examiners like to see that the airplane has a current
annual inspection and like to review its
maintenance history.
Review all aircraft performance data, planned
runway information, and weather reports and
forecasts. Review normal and emergency power
settings, normal and critical airspeeds, fuel
consumption and loading, and oil requirements.
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Complete a normal Exterior and Interior Inspections
including cockpit instruments and panel setup. This
checklist may be accomplished by memory using
an organized “flow pattern”. After completing the
checks, refer to the checklist and make sure that all
items have been accomplished.
INTERIOR INSPECTION
ESCAPE HATCH .......................................................SECURE
TAIL WHEEL .................................................................. LIGHT
LANDING GEAR LATCH ........................................ LATCHED
BATTERY MASTER..................................................OFF/ EXT
AVIONICS MASTER ..........................................................OFF
CABIN LIGHTS ..................................................................OFF
PROPELLER ANTI-ICE .....................................................OFF
WINDSHIELD ANTI-ICE ....................................................OFF
EXTERIOR LIGHTS (7) .....................................................OFF
NO SMOKE/ SEATBELT SIGN .........................................OFF
LANDING LIGHTS .............................................................OFF
ANTI-COLLISION LIGHT ...................................................OFF
IGNITION MASTER ...........................................................OFF
MAGNETOS.......................................................................OFF
STARTER...........................................................................OFF
PRIMER ...........................................................................OFF
BOOST PUMPS .................................................................OFF
GENERATOR SWITCHES ..................................................ON
PITOT HEAT ......................................................................OFF
INSTRUMENT SWITCH ......................................................ON
HEATER CONTROLS (3) ..................................................OFF
WINDSHIELD WIPERS .....................................................OFF
GYRO PRESSURE ...................................................NORMAL
FIRE WARNING CUTOUT.........................................NORMAL
STATIC SOURCES....................................................NORMAL
FIREWALL SHUTOFFS..................................................OPEN
CARBURETOR HEAT .................................................... COLD
FUEL SELECTORS ............................................MAIN TANKS
PROPELLER CONTROLS .................................... FORWARD
THROTTLES ..................................................................... IDLE
MIXTURES ....................................................... IDLE CUT-OFF
TRIM (3) ........................................................................ 0, 0, 0
FLAP HANDLE......................................................... NEUTRAL
LANDING GEAR HANDLE ...................................... NEUTRAL
COWL FLAPS ..................................................... OPEN & OFF
HYDRAULIC PRESSURE.................... CHECKED (500-1000)
HYDRAULIC QTY. .................... CKD (BOTTOM INDICATOR)
STAR VALVE ............................................................. CLOSED
BATTERY SWITCH .............................................................ON
LANDING GEAR INDICATOR ..................................... GREEN
LEFT LOW FUEL PRESSURE LIGHT ................................ON
LEFT LOW OIL PRESSURE LIGHT....................................ON
LEFT LOW VACUUM LIGHT...............................................ON
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RIGHT LOW FUEL PRESSURE LIGHT..............................ON
RIGHT LOW OIL PRESSURE LIGHT .................................ON
RIGHT LOW VACUUM LIGHT ............................................ON
LANDING GEAR HANDLE ............................................DOWN
LANDING GEAR INDICATOR .................................. ORANGE
LANDING GEAR WARNING ...............................................ON
THROTTLES ........................................................... ADVANCE
LANDING GEAR WARNING .............................................OFF
RIGHT THROTTLE ........................................................... IDLE
LANDING GEAR WARNING ...............................................ON
LANDING GEAR HANDLE ...................................... NEUTRAL
LANDING GEAR WARNING .............................................OFF
FLAP INDICATOR................................................................ UP
FLAP HANDLE...............................................................DOWN
FLAP INDICATOR................................................... CHECKED
FLAP HANDLE......................................................... NEUTRAL
ENGINE INSTRUMENTS ...................................... POWERED
RIGHT ENGINE BOOST PUMP ..........................................ON
RIGHT ENGINE FUEL PRESSURE...................... 14 – 16 PSI
RIGHT ENG LOW FUEL PRESS LT .............EXTINGUISHED
RIGHT ENGINE BOOST PUMP ........................................OFF
RIGHT ENGINE FUEL PRESSURE................................ 0 PSI
LEFT ENGINE BOOST PUMP ............................................ON
LEFT ENGINE FUEL PRESSURE ........................ 14 – 16 PSI
LEFT ENG LOW FUEL PRESS LT ...............EXTINGUISHED
LEFT ENGINE BOOST PUMP ..........................................OFF
LEFT ENGINE FUEL PRESSURE .................................. 0 PSI
OIL QTY ANNUN LIGHTS ...................................... CHECKED
CARGO FIRE WARNING ....................................... CHECKED
HEATER ANNUN LIGHTS...................................... CHECKED
FUEL QUANTITY (4 TANKS) ................................. CHECKED
FIRE WARNING...................................................... CHECKED
FIRE WARNING CUTOUT...................................... CHECKED
AVIONICS MASTER ............................................................ON
NAV/ COMM RADIOS........................................................ SET
ATIS/ ASOS.....................................................................COPY
AVIONICS MASTER ..........................................................OFF
BATTERY SWITCH ...........................................................OFF
NO SMOKE/ SEATBELT SIGN ...........................................ON
ANTI-COLLISION LIGHT .....................................................ON
ALTIMETERS..................................................................... SET
CHARTS ...............................................................ON BOARD
HEATER FIRE EXTINGUISHER ............................ SAFETIED
ENGINE FIRE BOTTLE ..........................................CHARGED
CRASH AXE.............................................................. STOWED
COCKPIT FIRE EXTINGUISHERS .......................ON BOARD
CIRCUIT BREAKERS ............................................. CHECKED
CERTIFICATES & DOCUMENTS .........................ON BOARD
EMK
................................................................ CHECKED
EMERGENCY EXITS...........................CHECKED & SECURE
ELT
................................................................ CHECKED
AFT BALLAST....................................ON BOARD & SECURE
HYDRAULIC FLUID ...............................................ON BOARD
OIL
...............................................................ON BOARD
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EXTERIOR INSPECTION
LEFT ENGINE OIL QUANTITY ................................... CHECK
LEFT MAIN FUEL QUANTITY..................................... CHECK
LEFT AUX FUEL QUANTITY ...................................... CHECK
LEFT FUEL & OIL DOORS........................................SECURE
CARGO DOORS .......................................................... CHECK
LEFT AFT FUSELAGE ................................................ CHECK
LEFT HORIZONTAL STABILIZER .............................. CHECK
LEFT ELEVATOR COTTER PINS (2) ......................... CHECK
LEFT ELEVATOR GROUND STRAP.......................... CHECK
LEFT ELEVATOR MOVEMENT .................................. CHECK
LEFT ELEVATOR STATIC WICKS ............................. CHECK
LEFT ELEVATOR TRIM ROD ..................................... CHECK
LEFT ELEVATOR TRIM COTTER PINS (3) ............... CHECK
LEFT ELEVATOR TRIM SETTING ............................. CHECK
LEFT ELEVATOR CONTROL LOCK .......................... CHECK
RUDDER CONTROL LOCK ..................................... REMOVE
RUDDER GROUND STRAP........................................ CHECK
RUDDER COTTER PINS (2) ....................................... CHECK
RUDDER TRIM ROD (1).............................................. CHECK
RUDDER TRIM COTTER PINS (3) ............................. CHECK
RUDDER STATIC WICKS (1)...................................... CHECK
STINGER CONDITION ................................................ CHECK
STINGER STATIC WICK ............................................. CHECK
STINGER LIGHTS ....................................................... CHECK
RIGHT ELEVATOR CONTROL LOCK ..................... REMOVE
RIGHT ELEVATOR TRIM SETTING ........................... CHECK
RIGHT ELEVATOR TRIM COTTER PINS .................. CHECK
RIGHT ELEVATOR TRIM ROD................................... CHECK
RIGHT ELEVATOR STATIC WICKS........................... CHECK
RIGHT ELEVATOR MOVEMENT................................ CHECK
RIGHT ELEVATOR GROUND STRAP ....................... CHECK
RIGHT ELEVATOR COTTER PINS (3)....................... CHECK
RIGHT HORIZONTAL STABILIZER............................ CHECK
TAIL WHEEL AREA ..................................................... CHECK
TAIL WHEEL STRUT........................... 4 INCHES (MINIMUM)
TAIL WHEEL INFLATION............................................. 50 LBS
TAIL WHEEL CONDITION .......................................... CHECK
RIGHT AFT FUSELAGE .............................................. CHECK
VERTICAL STABILIZER .............................................. CHECK
RIGHT ENGINE OIL QUANTITY................................. CHECK
RIGHT MAIN FUEL QUANTITY .................................. CHECK
RIGHT AUX FUEL QUANTITY .................................... CHECK
RIGHT FUEL & OIL DOORS .....................................SECURE
RIGHT FLAP CONDITION........................................... CHECK
RIGHT AILERON CONDITION.................................... CHECK
RIGHT AILERON TRIM SETTING ................................. ZERO
RIGHT STATIC WICKS ............................................... CHECK
RIGHT WING TIP CONDITION ................................... CHECK
RIGHT WING TIP LIGHTS .......................................... CHECK
RIGHT WING LEADING EDGE ................................... CHECK
RIGHT WING LANDING LIGHT .................................. CHECK
RIGHT ENGINE COWL FLAPS......................................OPEN
RIGHT ENGINE HYDRAULIC LINES.......................... CHECK
RIGHT ENGINE REAR CYLINDERS .......................... CHECK
RIGHT ENGINE WHEEL WELL .................................. CHECK
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RIGHT MLG DOWNLOCK MECHANISMS ................. CHECK
RIGHT CARBURETOR FUEL STRAINER.................. CHECK
RIGHT MLG INSPECTION LIGHTS............................ CHECK
RIGHT MLG PINS ..................................................... REMOVE
RIGHT MLG STRUT .................................................... CHECK
RIGHT MLG TIRE ........................................................ CHECK
RIGHT MLG PRESSURE ............................................ CHECK
RIGHT MLG CHOCKS................................................. CHECK
RIGHT COWLING ........................................................ CHECK
RIGHT OIL COOLER ................................................... CHECK
RIGHT ENGINE FRONT CYLINDERS ....................... CHECK
RIGHT ENGINE CASE ................................................ CHECK
RIGHT PROPELLER ................................................... CHECK
RIGHT PROPELLER HUB........................................... CHECK
RIGHT MAIN FUEL TANK SUMPS ............................. CHECK
RIGHT AUX FUEL TANK SUMPS............................... CHECK
RADOME ..................................................................... CHECK
ANTENNAS .................................................................. CHECK
BLOWOUT DISCS (2).................................................. CHECK
PITOT TUBES..........................REMOVE COVERS & CHECK
STATIC PORTS ........................................................... CHECK
LEFT ENGINE COWL FLAPS ........................................OPEN
LEFT ENGINE EXHASUT STACKS............................ CHECK
LEFT ENGINE HYDRAULIC LINES ............................ CHECK
LEFT ENGINE REAR CYLINDERS............................. CHECK
LEFT ENGINE WHEEL WELL..................................... CHECK
LEFT MLG DOWNLOCK MECHANISMS ................... CHECK
LEFT CARBURETOR FUEL STRAINER .................... CHECK
LEFT MLG INSPECTION LIGHTS .............................. CHECK
LEFT MLG PINS .......................................................... CHECK
LEFT MLG STRUT....................................................... CHECK
LEFT MLG TIRE........................................................... CHECK
LEFT MLG PRESSURE............................................... CHECK
LEFT MLG CHOCKS ................................................ REMOVE
LEFT COWLING .......................................................... CHECK
LEFT OIL COOLER ..................................................... CHECK
LEFT ENGINE FRONT CYLINDERS .......................... CHECK
LEFT ENGINE CASE................................................... CHECK
LEFT PROPELLER...................................................... CHECK
LEFT PROPELLER HUB ............................................. CHECK
LEFT MAIN FUEL TANK SUMPS ............................... CHECK
LEFT AUX FUEL TANK SUMPS ................................. CHECK
LEFT WING LANDING LIGHT..................................... CHECK
LEFT WING LEADING EDGE ..................................... CHECK
LEFT WING TIP ........................................................... CHECK
LEFT WING TIP LIGHTS ............................................. CHECK
LEFT WING STATIC WICKS....................................... CHECK
LEFT AILERON............................................................ CHECK
LEFT FLAP EXTENSION............................................. CHECK
LADDER ....................................................................... STOW

MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A
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TASK: POWERPLANT START
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, 91, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge of the correct powerplant start
procedures, including the use of a ground power
unit, starting under various atmospheric conditions,
normal and abnormal starting limitations, and the
proper action required in the event of a malfunction.
To determine that the applicant ensures the ground
safety procedures are followed during the before
start, start, and after start phases. To determine
that the applicant uses the appropriate ground crew
personnel during the start procedure, performs all
items of the start procedures by systematically
following the approved checklist items for the
before start, start, and after start phases. To
determine that the applicant demonstrates sound
judgment and operating practices in those
instances where specific instructions or checklist
items are not published.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
Adequate Skill and Knowledge in all subject areas
listed.
DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
After some refresher training and a few tries,
getting this large old round engine to fire up will not
normally be a problem. Remember to consistently
utilize the “tried and true” preferred techniques, as
well as the assistance of your First Officer for the
type of start that you are performing such as cold
starts, hot starts, etc. On both the Pratt and the
Wright engines, avoid use of pre-prime unless
absolutely necessary. Here is a quick review of the
preferred technique for normal battery starts from
the ships batteries:
Call for and complete the Before Start Checklist
and the Engine Start Checklist.
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BEFORE START

C EXT/ INT PREFLIGHT.......................... COMPLETE
C LOGBOOKS CHECKLISTS ................... CHECKED
C LANDING GEAR PINS ..........................ON BOARD
C CONTROL LOCKS............ REMOVED & STOWED
C CIRCUIT BREAKERS ............................ CHECKED
C HYDRAULIC QUANTITY ....................... CHECKED
C HYD PRESSURE ......... CHECKED (500-1000 PSI)
C ESCAPE HATCH.................................... CHECKED
C BATTERY SWITCH...........................................OFF
C AVIONICS MASTER .........................................OFF
C CABIN LIGHTS..................................................OFF
C PROPELLER ANTI-ICE.....................................OFF
C WINDSHIELD ANTI-ICE ...................................OFF
C EXTERIOR LIGHTS (7).....................................OFF
C NO SMOKE & SEAT BELT SIGNS.....................ON
C LANDING LIGHTS.............................................OFF
C ANTI-COLLISION LIGHT ....................................ON
C IGNITION MASTER.............................................ON
C MAGNETOS ......................................................OFF
C STARTER ..........................................................OFF
C PRIMER .............................................................OFF
C BOOST PUMPS ............................CHECKED/ OFF
C GENERATOR SWITCHES..................................ON
C PITOT HEAT......................................................OFF
C INSTRUMENT SWITCH......................................ON
C CARGO FIRE WARNING....................... CHECKED
C HEATER CONTROLS (3) .................................OFF
C PROPELLERS....................................... FORWARD
C THROTTLES ................................ CHECKED/ IDLE
C MIXTURES ....................................... IDLE CUTOFF
C THROTTLE FRICTION...................................... SET
C RADIOS & TRANSPONDER............................. SET
C ALTIMETERS .................................................... SET
C FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS.. SET/ CROSSCHECKED
C ENGINE INSTRUMENTS....................... CHECKED
C&F FUEL REQ’D/ON BD......____ REQ’D/ ____ON BD
C FIRE WARNING ..................................... CHECKED
C FIREWALL SHUTOFFS .................................OPEN
C CARBURETOR HEAT.................................... COLD
C WARNING LIGHTS ................................ CHECKED
C STATIC SOURCE SELECTORS ..............NORMAL
C FUEL SELECTORS............................MAIN TANKS
C TRIMS.............................................. 3 CHECKED/ 0
C COWL FLAPS..................................... OPEN & OFF
C FLAP HANDLE ........................................ NEUTRAL
C LANDING GEAR HANDLE...................... NEUTRAL
C LANDING GEAR LATCH ........................ LATCHED
C STAR VALVE............................................. CLOSED
C AFT BALLAST ...........................................SECURE
C AFT CARGO DOORS ............................... LOCKED
C PASSENGER BRIEFING ..................... COMPLETE
C FLIGHT ATTENDANT BRIEFING........ COMPLETE
PF DEPARTURE BRIEF............................ COMPLETE
AFTER PAPERWORK COMPLETE
C&F TAKEOFF WT................................... ________ LBS
C&F % MAC..................................................________ %
C&F ELEVATOR TRIM................................. ____ UNITS
C&F AMBIENT MP READING........... ________ INCHES
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ENGINE START CHECKLIST
Accomplish the following checklist when
appropriate:
RIGHT ENGINE START
F FIRE GUARD .......................................... POSTED
F RIGHT ENGINE.......................................... CLEAR
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

BATTERY MASTER ............................................ON
RIGHT BOOST PUMP ........................................ON
RIGHT STARTER...................................ENGAGED
RIGHT PROPELLER....................... 9 - 12 BLADES
RIGHT ENGINE MIXTURE .................. AUTO RICH
RIGHT ENGINE MAGS.................................. BOTH
RIGHT THROTTLE ..............ADVANCE SLIGHTLY
RIGHT ENGINE PRIMER ............... AS REQUIRED
RIGHT ENGINE STARTER...............................OFF
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AFTER START
C&F LEFT ENGINE OIL PRESSURE ............ CHECKED
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

LEFT BOOST PUMP..................................................... OFF
LEFT PRIMER ............................................................... OFF
LEFT ENGINE FUEL PRESSURE...........................CHECK
LEFT ENGINE IDLE RPM ........................... 500 – 800 RPM
LEFT ENGINE OIL TEMP .................................. 70º – 90º C
LEFT ENGINE RPM .................................. 950 – 1050 RPM
BATTERY SWITCH ....................................................... OFF
RIGHT ENGINE GEN SWITCH .................................... OFF
MAIN BUS VOLTAGE ............................ 25 VOLTS (+1/ -0)
BATTERY SWITCH ......................................................... ON
RIGHT ENGINE GEN SWITCH ...................................... ON
INVERTERS .................................................................... ON
HYDRAULIC QUANTITY..........................................CHECK
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM PRESSURE........................CHECK
LEFT HYDRAULIC PUMP........................................CHECK
LEFT VACUUM ........................................................CHECK
LEFT COWL FLAP ......................................... OPEN & OFF
AVIONICS MASTER........................................................ ON

AFTER START
C&F RIGHT ENGINE OIL PRESSURE.......... CHECKED
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

RIGHT BOOST PUMP ......................................OFF
RIGHT PRIMER.................................................OFF
RIGHT ENGINE FUEL PRESSURE ...... CHECKED
RIGHT ENGINE IDLE RPM ............500 – 800 RPM
RIGHT ENGINE OIL TEMP....................70º – 90º C
RIGHT ENGINE RPM....................950 – 1050 RPM
BATTERY SWITCH...........................................OFF
MAIN BUS VOLTAGE ................ 25 VOLTS (+1/ -0)
BATTERY SWITCH.............................................ON
HYDRAULIC QUANTITY ....................... CHECKED
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM PRESSURE...... CHECKED
RIGHT HYDRAULIC PUMP ................... CHECKED
RIGHT VACUUM.................................... CHECKED
RIGHT COWL FLAP........................... OPEN & OFF

LEFT ENGINE START
C FIRE GUARD............................................. POSTED
C LEFT ENGINE .............................................. CLEAR
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

LEFT STARTER .....................................ENGAGED
LEFT PROPELLER ...................... 8 -to-12 BLADES
LEFT ENGINE MIXTURE..................... AUTO RICH
LEFT ENGINE MAGS .................................... BOTH
LEFT ENGINE THROTTLE..ADVANCE SLIGHTLY
LEFT ENGINE PRIMER.................. AS REQUIRED
LEFT ENGINE STARTER .................................OFF
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Each engine will normally be started by having the
Captain operate the pre-oiler, starter, mixture,
mags, and throttles in sequence. After confirming
that the area is clear, engage the starter and wait
for 9 blades to pass for a warm engine or 12 for a
cold engine. If the engine has not been run for
more than 4 hours, 12 blades should be counted
before continuing the start.
Since the ignition master has already been selected
to ON (on the Before Start Checklist), the Captain
can select the mixture to AUTO RICH and the
magneto switch to BOTH after the appropriate
number of blades have passed. The engine should
show signs of starting after a few more blades. As
it does, the Captain will control the start by
adjusting the throttle and mixture control levers until
the engine is running.
The Captain should release the starter as soon as
the engine begins to run. As he does, he can also
select the fuel boost to OFF.
Caution:
If the propeller stops rotating while the starter is
engaged, a “hydraulic lock” may have occurred.
A hydraulic lock indicates that oil is trapped in
the lower cylinders preventing engine rotation.
IMMEDIATELY release the starter. DO NOT turn
the blades by hand as internal engine damage
may result. The only acceptable method of
clearing a hydraulic lock is by removing the
spark plugs in the bottom cylinders and
draining the trapped oil.
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POWERPLANT START (CONT’D.)
During cold ambient conditions, it may be
necessary to “charge” the cylinders with primer fuel
during the first 4 or 5 blades of rotation prior to
selecting the magneto switch to BOTH. Avoid
“pumping” the throttles. Most engine fires are the
result of over-priming or poor throttle technique. If
an engine fire is reported or suspected during start,
complete the Immediate Action Items on the
IMMEDIATE ACTION ITEMS/ QUICK
REFERENCE PROCEDURES checklist as outlined
below:
ENGINE FIRE DURING START
F STARTER ............................... CONTINUE START
C PRIMER ................................................. RELEASE
C MIXTURE CONTROL (AFF. ENGINE) ............ ICO
F BOOST PUMP ................................................. OFF
C&F INSTRUMENTS (AFF. ENGINE) .......... MONITOR
IF FIRE CONTINUES:
C THROTTLE .............................................. CLOSED
C STARTER .............................................. RELEASE
C COWL FLAPS .......................................... CLOSED
F ENGINE FIRE BOTTLE ......... SELECT AFF. ENG
F FIRE BOTTLE T HANDLE ............................ PULL
IF FIRE CONTINUES:
C AIRCRAFT .......................................... EVACUATE

Use good CRM and enlist the assistance of your
First Officer and a qualified safety scanner outside
the aircraft to keep the area around the aircraft
clear prior to and during the start. Don’t try to start
these engines by reading the checklist. You will
see that it is a complex operation and you will
soon be out of eyes and fingers without having to
hold or read a checklist. Know the procedures
and stay “heads up” during the start.
Since the DC-3 cannot be taxied on a single
engine, the Captain will call for the Left Engine
Start Checklist after the right engine is stabilized
and at idle. After each start, monitor temperatures
and pressures, and idle at 500 - 800 RPM. Do not
exceed 1000 RPM until the oil temperature for the
respective engine is in the green band (40º C.)
After all indications are normal on both engines,
call for and complete the After Start Checklist
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A
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TASK: TAXIING
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, FAR 91, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge of safe taxi procedures, demonstrates
proficiency by maintaining correct and positive
airplane control, maintains proper spacing on other
aircraft, obstructions, or persons, accomplishes the
applicable checklist items and performs
recommended procedures, maintains a desired
track and speed, complies with instructions issued
by ATC, or the examiner simulating ATC, observes
runway hold lines, localizer and glideslope critical
areas and other surface control markings and
lighting, maintains constant vigilance and airplane
control during taxi operations.
DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
When the aircraft is free of congested areas, call for
the Taxi Checklist.
TAXI
F
F
F
F

BRAKES ................................................. CHECKED
FLAP HANDLE .................................................... UP
FLAP INDICATOR.................................................. 0
FLAP HANDLE ....................................... NEUTRAL

C&F ALTIMETERS ........... ______ & CROSSCHECKED
C&F FLT & NAV INSTR..........SET & CROSSCHECKED
C&F FLT CONTROLS ........................ TOPS/ BOTTOMS

Taxiing the DC-3 may be a little more difficult than
what you may be used to in aircraft. Your forward
vision is somewhat obstructed due to the tail wheel
configuration. It may be necessary to move the tail
from side to side as you taxi to afford better vision
out of the front of the aircraft. Once you are sure
that the area in front of the aircraft is clear, you
should lock the tail wheel until a turn is required. If
you can taxi this airplane, you can probably fly it.
Lock the tail wheel when taxiing on long straight
taxiways. Carburetor heat is not normally needed
during taxi. However, it is important to routinely
monitor the Carburetor Air Temperatures in case
Carburetor Heat is needed prior to takeoff. If there
is any doubt about the condition of the carburetors,
make a static runup for 1 minute with heat ON prior
to takeoff.
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The following are a few things to remember NOT to
do during training or a check ride:
• Don’t taxi without checking the brakes. It is
generally accepted that for all operations, you
should check the brakes within 5 feet or 5
seconds of starting to taxi. An easy way to
remember to do this is to call for the Taxi
Checklist before advancing the power. The First
Officer will then state the first item on the Taxi
Checklist: “Brakes – Checked”.
• Don’t ride the brakes while taxiing.
• Don’t exceed 1100 RPM while taxiing.
• Don’t taxi too fast or carelessly. If you sense that
the examiner is uneasy, there is a good
possibility that you are either not on the yellow
taxi line, or you may be taxiing too fast. Use your
CRM skills and encourage all crewmembers to
remain vigilant for obstacles and danger. Let the
examiner know that you are cautious.
• Don’t cut the corners on turns. Try to make
square turns where possible. This will reduce the
risk of running off of the taxiway. The tail wheel
may be locked for long straight taxiing operations.
When approaching a corner, slow early, unlock
the tail, and add some power on the outboard
engine during the turn.
• Don’t let the inside wheel come to a complete
stop while making a sharp turn. Doing so may
damage the tire or strut due to the heavy weight
of the airplane. During high crosswind conditions,
constant differential power may be needed
because of the large vertical surface of the tail.
• Don’t taxi with the controls neutral. Use proper
control surface deflection considering the
prevailing winds while taxiing. Be aware of the
wind direction and velocity. Use the control
inputs even if the winds are light, as it will show
your awareness and consideration for the affects
of wind.
• Don’t “dance” your feet on the rudder pedals.
Use constant rudder pressure, differential power,
and a minimum of differential braking to maintain
your desired ground track. Stay on the yellow
line and do your best to be smooth on the
controls.
• Don’t “Jockey” the throttles. Make your throttle
changes smoothly.
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A
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TASK: PRE-TAKEOFF CHECKS
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, 91, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge of the Pre-Takeoff checks by stating the
reasons for checking the items outlined on the
approved checklist and explaining how to detect
possible malfunctions, divides attention properly
inside and outside the aircraft, ensures that all
systems are within their normal operating range
prior to beginning, during the performance of, and
at the completion of those checks required by the
approved checklist, explains any normal or
abnormal system operating characteristic or
limitation, and the corrective action for a specific
malfunction, determines if the aircraft is safe for the
proposed flight or requires maintenance,
determines the airplanes takeoff performance,
considering such factors as wind, density altitude,
weight, temperature, pressure altitude, and runway
condition and length, determines airspeeds, V
speeds and properly sets all instrument references,
flight director, and autopilot controls, as well as
communication and navigation equipment, reviews
procedures for emergency and abnormal situations
which may be encountered during takeoff, and
states the corrective action and states the required
action required of the pilot in command and other
concerned crewmembers, obtains and correctly
interprets the takeoff and departure clearance as
issued by ATC.
DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
The Objectives for this task state that you will be
required to state the reasons for checking items on
the Pre-Takeoff checks. This will most likely be
accomplished during the Equipment Examination
but could be addressed while you are
accomplishing the checks in the aircraft.
While all of the items mentioned in the Objectives
above may be tested, most Examiners will typically
determine your “adequate knowledge” as you are
accomplishing them. The further you progress in a
type check, the less conversation there is. With the
engines running most examiners are in the “watch
you work” mode, as opposed to a “20 questions”
mode. For example, if an examiner were
concerned about your knowledge of a proper
engine runup and magneto check, the better time to
have considered and discussed this would have
been at the planning table prior to boarding the
aircraft.
Douglas DC-3 FTM
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On the other hand, if you get to the runup area and
don’t know how to do a run-up, then you can expect
some discussion. Typically you can expect to taxi
to a run-up area, perform the Engine Run-up and
Before Takeoff Checklists, brief the departure, and
be in the air fairly quickly.
In your departure briefing, be thorough and
deliberate. Be sure to review the known weather
and winds, your departure plan, and any
instructions for the First Officer should any
abnormal situation be encountered after the takeoff
has begun. A review of the runway length, terrain,
and any performance considerations is also
prudent.
ENGINE RUN-UP
C
C
C
C
C
C

LEFT & RIGHT ENGINE .........................1700 RPM
PROPELLERS...........................EXERCISE TWICE
LEFT ENGINE FEATHER ........................... CHECK
RIGHT ENGINE FEATHER......................... CHECK
PROPELLERS........................................EXERCISE
THROTTLES ...........................................1000 RPM

C
C
C
C

RIGHT THROTTLE .............INC TO AMBIENT IMP
RIGHT ENGINE.................................. MAG CHECK
RIGHT ENGINE........POWER CHECK (2300 RPM)
RIGHT ENGINE................................................ IDLE

C
C
C
C
C
C
F

LEFT THROTTLE................INC TO AMBIENT IMP
LEFT ENGINE .................................... MAG CHECK
LEFT ENGINE ..........POWER CHECK (2300 RPM)
LEFT ENGINE .................................................. IDLE
ENGINE INSTRUMENTS....................... CHECKED
LEFT ENGINE ........................................ CHECKED
RIGHT ENGINE...................................... CHECKED

BEFORE TAKEOFF
F
F
F
F
F

SEAT BELT SIGN ...............................................ON
PROPELLERS....................................... FORWARD
MIXTURES ........................................... AUTO RICH
PITOT HEAT........................................................ON
ANN PANEL/WARNING LIGHTS .......... CHECKED

C&F FLAPS..................................................................... 0
C&F TRIM ...............................................................0, 0, 0
PF DEPARTURE BRIEFING ..................... COMPLETE
F FLT ATTENDANT..........................NOTIFIED / ACK
F COCKPIT DOOR & WINDOWS...... AS REQUIRED

FINAL ITEMS
F
F
F
F
F

COWL FLAPS.................................................TRAIL
EXTERIOR LIGHTS .......................................... SET
BOOST PUMPS ..................................................ON
TRANSPONDER .................................................ON
TAIL WHEEL ............................................. LOCKED

PTS: PRE-TAKEOFF CHECKS
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The Captain should perform these checklists when
the aircraft is in a safe run-up area near the
departure end of the runway. Be sure that there is
no equipment, personnel, or other aircraft in close
proximity of the aircraft that might be adversely
affected by the prop wash.
Each engine power check will be accomplished at
the Manifold Pressure Indication noted on the
Before Start Checklist. This power setting should
yield approximately 2300 RPM. If it does not, it
could indicate a power problem.
The carburetor heat system should not be checked
during the engine runup since the use of carburetor
heat may temporarily affect the auto rich feature of
the carburetors. A check of carburetor heat in flight
is permissible, if desired. The carburetor heat
system is normally checked prior to engine
shutdown.
It is a good practice and most examiners will expect
you to have an appropriate approach plate
available prior to departure in the (likely) event that
you have to make an immediate return to the
departure airport. You are also expected to have
the navigation radios set for your departure or an
immediate return as appropriate.
Be sure to apply CRM skills and assure that the
entire crew understands the departure plans as
outlined in your departure briefing. When taxiing
onto the active runway, call for the “Final Items” on
the Before Takeoff Checklist. The First Officer
should announce “Before Takeoff Checklist
complete” prior to initiating the takeoff.
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A
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TASK: NORMAL AND CROSSWIND TAKEOFF
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge of normal and crosswind takeoffs and
climbs including airspeeds, configurations,
emergency, and abnormal conditions, notes any
surface conditions, obstructions or other hazards
that might hinder a safe takeoff, verifies and
correctly applies correction for the existing wind
component to the takeoff performance, completes
required checks prior to starting the takeoff to verify
the expected powerplant performance, performs all
required pre-takeoff checks as required by the
appropriate checklist items, aligns the airplane on
the runway centerline, applies the controls correctly
to maintain longitudinal alignment on the centerline
of the runway prior to initiating and during the
takeoff, adjusts the powerplant controls as
recommended by the FAA approved guidance for
the existing conditions, monitors powerplant
controls, settings, and instruments during takeoff to
ensure all predetermined parameters are
maintained, adjusts the controls to attain the
desired pitch attitude at the predetermined
airspeed/v speed to attain the desired performance
for the particular takeoff segment, performs the
required pitch changes and, as appropriate,
performs or calls for and verifies the
accomplishment of gear and flap retractions, power
adjustments, and other required pilot related
activities at the required airspeeds within the
tolerances established in the AFM, uses the
applicable noise abatement and wake turbulence
avoidance procedures, accomplishes or calls for
and verifies the accomplishment of the appropriate
checklist item, maintains the appropriate climb
segment airspeed/v speeds, maintains the desired
heading within 5 degrees and the desired airspeed
within 5 knots.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
± 5 Degrees of assigned heading
± 5 knots of desired airspeed
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DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
During this maneuver, there are some criteria
similar to those during the taxi phase. For example
it is important to stay on the centerline and use
correct control surface deflection during takeoff.
Verify that the Before Takeoff Checklist is complete
including the Final Items. Typically this is a VMC
takeoff with no loss of power after V1. The takeoff
can be conducted with either two or three power
reductions, in either three or four stages,
respectively:
POWER
T/O
ATO
METO
CLIMB
CRUISE/CLIMB

IMP
48
42
42
36
31

RPM
2700
2700
2550
2350
2050

BHP
1200
1100
1050
800
600

If the weather, terrain, and gross weight permit, it is
common to use 42 IMP (Alternate Take Off Power/
“ATO”) as the takeoff power setting. With either the
T/O or ATO MP setting, the RPM will be 2700 RPM.
As soon as the gear is retracted call for “METO”
power. If 42 IMP was used, the PNF will only have
to retard the propeller controls slightly to achieve
2550 RPM. Next the PF should call for “Climb
Power” and the “After Takeoff Checklist”. Keep the
aircraft in this configuration and power setting to at
least 400 AGL. If no abnormalities are
encountered, a further reduction in power to 31 IMP
and 2050 RPM is permissible.
As you advance the power for takeoff, the RPM
should automatically increase to 2700 RPM since
the props are full forward and the overspeed
governor will limit the RPM. Set 48 inches of MP
(red radial) only if necessary. For training and
check ride purposes, 42 IMP is standard. Have the
First Officer set and fine-tune the power setting.
After a short ground run, apply a little forward
pressure on the control wheel and fly the tail off of
the runway. The airplane will accelerate faster in
this attitude. Rotate to climb pitch at VR. The First
Officer will confirm and call “Positive Rate.” After
confirming a positive rate of climb, respond by
asking for “Gear UP”. Maintain V2 and your takeoff
power setting until the gear is fully retracted and it
is determined that no abnormal condition exists.

PTS: NORMAL AND CROSSWIND TAKEOFF

PTS: NORMAL AND
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If there is a direct crosswind, full aileron deflection
is recommended prior to starting the takeoff roll.
Reduce the aileron input as airspeed increases.
After liftoff, allow the airplane to crab into the wind
wings – level and track outbound on the runway
extended centerline. The After Takeoff Checklist
should be accomplished by the PNF as time
permits.
AFTER TAKEOFF
PNF LANDING GEAR................................................. UP,
................................................ HANDLE NEUTRAL,
........................................................... PRESSURE 0
PNF FLAPS................................................................. UP,
................................................. HANDLE NEUTRAL
PNF BOOST PUMPS ................................................OFF
PNF CLIMB POWER ................................................. SET
PNF CYLINDER HEAD TEMPERATURES ... CHECKED
PNF COWL FLAPS.................................................TRAIL
C&F ENGINE NACELLES .............................. CHECKED

Remember that pitch + power = airspeed. The
proper sequence of events when changing
configurations and power should always be: Pitch,
Power, and then Trim. Pitch the airplane to the
appropriate pitch, call for the specific power settings
that you want, and check to see that your First
Officer has set the correct MP and RPM and the
desired airspeed will result. Finally, adjust elevator
trim to remove remaining control wheel pressure.
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A
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TASK: INSTRUMENT TAKEOFF
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge of an instrument takeoff with IMC
conditions simulated at or before reaching 100 feet
AFE, takes into account prior to beginning the
takeoff operational factors which would affect the
takeoff such as airplane characteristics, runway
length, surface conditions, wind, wake turbulence,
obstructions and other considerations that would
adversely affect safety, accomplishes the
appropriate checklist items to ensure that the
airplane systems applicable to the instrument
takeoff are operating properly, sets the applicable
radios/flight instruments to the desired setting prior
to initiating the takeoff, applies the controls
correctly to maintain longitudinal alignment on the
centerline of the runway prior to initiating and during
the takeoff, transitions smoothly and accurately
from VMC to actual or simulated IMC conditions,
maintains the appropriate climb attitude, maintains
desired heading within 5 degrees and desired
airspeeds within 5 knots, complies with ATC
clearances and instructions issued by ATC or the
Examiner simulating ATC
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
± 5 Degrees of assigned heading
± 5 knots of desired airspeed
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DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
The IMC takeoff is a fairly straightforward
maneuver. The hardest part of this maneuver is
putting the hood on by 100 AFE as required by the
regulations to simulate entering IMC conditions.
Most applicants prefer to put the hood, headsets,
and glasses all on prior to taking the active runway.
If you prefer this method, just keep your eyes up
enough to make a normal takeoff.
Be sure to brief your departure plan including the
departure procedure and navigation plans before
takeoff. Have all of the radios set for both the
departure procedure and enroute navigation.
It is also important to have a plan for an immediate
return to the field should circumstances dictate.
You should be prepared for such an event by
having your charts and instrument approach
plate(s) ready for immediate reference. This is a
favorite spot for examiners, as they like to see if
you are ready for the unexpected. Expect the
unexpected!
After takeoff, remember to call “Gear UP” after the
PNF calls “Positive Rate” and you have confirmed a
positive rate of climb. Next, call “Climb Power” and
“After Takeoff Checklist”. At this point you will
begin simulating IMC operations.
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A

PTS: POWERPLANT FAILURE DURING TAKEOFF
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TASK: POWERPLANT FAILURE
DURING TAKEOFF
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, AC 61-21, AC 120-62, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge of the procedures used during
powerplant failure on takeoff, the appropriate
reference speeds, and the specific pilot actions
required, takes into account prior to beginning the
takeoff, operational factors which could affect the
maneuver such as airplane characteristics, runway
length, surface conditions, wind, wake turbulence,
or other related factors that could adversely affect
safety, completes the required checks prior to
starting takeoff to verify the expected powerplant
performance, performs all required pre-takeoff
checks as required by the appropriate checklist
items, aligns the airplane of the runway, applies the
controls correctly to maintain longitudinal alignment
on the centerline of the runway prior to initiating and
during the takeoff, adjusts the powerplant controls
as recommended by the FAA approved guidance
for the existing conditions, continues the takeoff if
the simulated powerplant failure occurs at a point
where the airplane can continue to a specified
airspeed and altitude at the end of the runway
commensurate with the airplanes performance
capabilities and operating limitations, maintains the
desired heading after a simulated powerplant failure
and after a climb has been established within 5
degrees and an airspeed within 5 knots and a bank
angle of approximately 5 degrees toward the
operating engine, maintains the airplane alignment
with the heading appropriate for the climb
performance and terrain clearance when the
simulated powerplant failure occurs.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
± 5 Degrees of assigned heading
± 5 knots of desired airspeed
5 degrees of bank toward the good engine after the
engine is secured.
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DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
This where you will learn to appreciate the value of
doing most of your other training in a simulator.
Because of safety considerations, most examiners
will brief you fully prior to simulating an engine
failure. They will tell you what is about to happen
and which engine will be affected.
The most common method of simulating an engine
failure is by retarding the throttle on that engine.
There are critical Immediate Action Items that you
must execute to maximize safety. You must act
quickly, decisively, and in order. Ask for and
accomplish the checklist later when time permits. It
is important to note that when dealing with an
engine failure on these large radial engines, there
are issues that are significantly different from other
engines that you may be familiar with.
If the engine failure occurs at or after V1, stay on
the ground (tail wheel flying) and accelerate to VR.
At VR, rotate to the proper pitch for climb out with
an engine failure.
It is important to remember that the only speed that
will result in a single engine climb in the DC-3 is
84 KIAS (VXse = V2 = 84 KIAS). Any speed lower
than 84 KIAS will be dangerous due to the potential
loss of control below VMC. Any higher airspeed will
be likely to cause a descent towards the terrain.
The Pilot Flying (PF) should recognize the engine
failure and should announce “Engine failure!” The
pilot flying should verify that the pitch attitude is
correct for a single engine climb and that the power
is set to at least 42 IMP. Since all takeoffs are
normally made with the flaps in the retracted
position, he should then call for “Gear - UP.” The
PNF may remind the PF to ask for gear up by
announcing “positive rate” at the appropriate time.
42 IMP should be used unless more power is
necessary.

PTS: POWERPLANT FAILURE DURING TAKEOFF
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ENGINE FIRE OR FAILURE
DURING TAKEOFF/ INITIAL CLIMB
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF

MIXTURE CONTROLS ...................... AUTO RICH
PROPELLER CONTROLS ........ FULL FORWARD
THROTTLES ............................................... 48 IMP
FLAPS ................................................................ UP
LANDING GEAR ............................................... UP
AFFECTED ENGINE ............................. IDENTIFY
AFFECTED ENGINE ................................. VERIFY
AFFECTED ENGINE ............................. FEATHER
MIXTURE CONTROL (AFF. ENGINE) ............ ICO

IF FIRE EXISTS:
F COWL FLAPS .......................................... CLOSED
PNF FIREWALL SHUT OFF (AFF. ENGINE) ......... OFF
PNF ENGINE FIRE BOTTLE ... SELECT AFF. ENGINE
PNF FIRE BOTTLE T HANDLE ............................ PULL
CLEANUP ITEMS:
PNF IGNITION SWITCH (AFF. ENGINE) ............... OFF
PNF GENERATOR (AFF. ENGINE) ....................... OFF
PNF BOOST PUMP (AFF. ENGINE) ...................... OFF
PNF COWL FLAPS (AFF. ENGINE) ...... CLOSED/ OFF
PNF COWL FLAPS (OPERATIVE ENGINE) . AS REQD
PNF FUEL TANK SELECTOR (AFF. ENGINE) ...... OFF
PNF FIREWALL SHUTOFF (AFF. ENGINE) . CKD/OFF
C&F FUEL BALANCE .................................... MAINTAIN
C&F CHT (OPERATIVE ENGINE) ................ MONITOR
C&F OIL TEMP (OPERATIVE ENGINE) ....... MONITOR

Use of firewall power is not recommended unless
ground contact is a factor. The PF should verify
that the power is set. The Captain should
announce the abnormal condition and request
“Gear UP.” while maintaining VXse (V2).
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In the training and checking environment, engines
will not be actually failed below 3000 feet AFE.
When close to the ground, the examiner will
simulate an engine failure by retarding the
appropriate throttle.
Move as slowly and deliberately when it is time to
push a feather button as you would in the event of a
real engine failure. The examiner will want to see
the action initiated, but he will stop you from
actually pulling the propeller control, pushing the
feather button, or pulling the mixture control to ICO
unless you are above 3000 AFE. See the Training
Introduction Chapter (FTM p.1.2) for more
information about standard operating procedures
during flight training.
The engine feather cycle may be interrupted at any
time by pulling the respective feather button out.
The engine will return to normal operation as long
as its RPM has not decayed below 800 RPM prior
to interrupting the cycle. Recommended
procedures dictate that once the button is pushed,
the propeller should be allowed to go to a fullfeathered condition, and the checklist completed
prior to initiating an airstart.

Identify the failed engine by flight control inputs and
engine instruments. The non-working foot (on the
rudders) is the non-working engine. The working
foot is the working engine. There will be no doubt
which foot is doing the work.

Depending on weather and terrain, the maneuver is
normally over when the aircraft has climbed to 400
AFE on runway heading and the first nine items of
the checklist are complete. A 3 – 5 degree bank
toward the operative engine is recommended
during the climb and level off. A good memory cue
is the phrase: “raise the dead”. At 5 degrees bank,
the slip indicator (ball) will indicate approximately
one half displacement.

Verify the failed engine by retarding the throttle on
the suspected engine. There should be no
noticeable change in aircraft yaw or performance.

At 400 AFE, reduce the pitch to the level flight pitch
attitude, accelerate to 95 KIAS (VYse), and set Climb
Power on the operative engine.

In the training environment, this will be the throttle
that is already pulled back as this is the only way
that the examiner has to simulate a failed engine on
takeoff.

An engine failure during takeoff is typically a VMC
(no hood) maneuver. If the maneuver is continued
all the way to 1500 AFE, accelerate to and hold 95
KIAS with the dead engine wing raised about 5
degrees all the way to 1500 AFE. The required
climb gradient in this segment (FAR Part 25 climb
segment 4) is 1.2%. At 95 KIAS, assuming no-wind
conditions, this is about 155 FPM on the VSI.

Immediately point to the feather button for the
affected engine. In the training environment the
maneuver will be complete when the crew prepares
to actuate the correct red feather button, the aircraft
is climbing at a speed of V2, and the Captain has
called for the Engine Failure Checklist.

Douglas DC-3 FTM
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TASK: POWERPLANT FAILURE DURING TAKEOFF (CONT’D.)
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION

Douglas DC-3 FTM
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TASK: REJECTED TAKEOFF
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, AC 61-21, AC 120-62, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant understands when
to reject or continue the takeoff and exhibits
adequate knowledge of the technique and
procedure for accomplishing an RTO after
powerplant/system(s) failure/warnings, including
related safety factors, takes into account, prior to
beginning the takeoff operational factors which
could affect the maneuver such as airplane
characteristics, runway length, surface conditions,
wind, obstructions, and other related factors that
could adversely affect safety, aligns the airplane on
the runway centerline, performs all required pretakeoff checks as required by the a[appropriate
checklist items, adjusts the powerplant controls as
recommended by the FAA approved guidance for
existing conditions, applies the controls correctly to
maintain longitudinal alignment on the centerline of
the runway, aborts if the powerplant failure occurs
at a point in the takeoff where the abort procedure
can be initiated and the airplane can be safely
stopped on the remaining runway/stopway,
reduces the power smoothly and promptly when the
powerplant failure is recognized, uses wheel
brakes and any drag device available while
maintaining positive control in such a manner as to
bring the airplane to a complete stop, accomplishes
the appropriate powerplant failure or other
procedures and/or checklists as set forth in the
POM or AFM.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
Engine failure is recognized and takeoff is aborted,
maximum braking until a stop on available runway
is assured, Aircraft stays on centerline of runway.
DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
Prior to checking this maneuver, most examiners
will brief you on what is going to happen and the
engine they are going to use to simulate a failure.
The most common method to simulate an engine
failure is by retarding the appropriate throttle. This
may happen at just about any point in the takeoff
roll. However, you will probably know if this is an
abort or continued takeoff situation before you start
the roll. There are only two types of engine related
maneuvers close to and on the ground:
(1) Rejected takeoff - You are expected to STOP,
and (2) Powerplant failure during takeoff - You are
expected to GO.
Douglas DC-3 FTM

The rule of thumb for an engine failure rejected
takeoff in the training and checking environment is
to simulate the failure at or before 50% of VMC (38
KIAS). More commonly, it will occur at about 20
KIAS. For safety reasons, the examiner will not
consider simulating an engine failure above 20 to
30 KIAS unless you have accelerated well past
VMC.
If an engine failure is indicated above 38 knots but
before V2, consider it an actual engine failure.
Should this occur, you must quickly close both
throttles and stop straight ahead. There is not
enough rudder control available at speeds below
VMC to accelerate to V2 and continue the takeoff. If
your airspeed is anything less than V1 when a
failure occurs, just close both throttles, and come to
a complete stop on the remaining runway.
When you detect the engine failure below V1,
accomplish the three Immediate Action Items. After
you are at a complete stop on the runway and ATC
has been notified, call for and run the Aborted
Takeoff Checklist, the After Landing/ Touch & Go
Checklist, and the After Clearing Checklist. Be firm
and deliberate with your control inputs to ensure
that directional control is never in doubt. This is
typically a VMC (no hood) maneuver.
ABORTED TAKEOFF
PF
PF
PF
F
F

THROTTLES ........................................... CLOSED
DIRECTIONAL CONTROL .................... MAINTAIN
BRAKES ..................................................... APPLY
ATC ............................................................ ADVISE
PASSENGERS .......................... ADVISE STATUS

AFTER LANDING/ TOUCH & GO
F ELEVATOR TRIM................................................... 0
F FLAP HANDLE .................................................... UP
F TAIL WHEEL ................................... AS REQUIRED

AFTER CLEARING
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

BOOST PUMPS ................................................OFF
EXTERIOR LIGHTS ........................ AS REQUIRED
PITOT HEAT......................................................OFF
INVERTERS ......................................................OFF
COWL FLAPS..................................... OPEN & OFF
TRANSPONDER .............................................STBY
FLAP HANDLE ........................................ NEUTRAL
CARBURETOR HEAT.................................... COLD

C&F ENGINE NACELLES .............................. CHECKED

MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A
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TASK: INSTRUMENT DEPARTURE
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, AC 61-27, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant in actual or
simulated IMC conditions, exhibits adequate
knowledge of SID’s En Route Low and High
Altitude charts, STARS, and related pilot/controller
responsibilities, uses the current and appropriate
navigation publications for the proposed flight,
selects and uses the appropriate communications
frequencies and selects and identifies the
navigation aids associated with the proposed flight,
performs the appropriate checklist items,
establishes communications with ATC using proper
phraseology, complies in a timely manner with all
ATC instructions and airspace restrictions, exhibits
adequate knowledge of two way radio
communications failure procedures, intercepts in a
timely manner all courses, radials, and bearing
appropriate to the procedure, route, clearance, or
as directed by the Examiner, maintains the
appropriate airspeed within 10 knots, headings
within 10 degrees, and altitude within 100 ft, and
accurately tracks a course radial, or bearing,
conducts the departure phase to a point where, in
the opinion of the examiner, the transition to the
enroute environment is complete.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
± 10 knots
± 10 degrees
± 100 feet
Accurately tracks a course, radial, or bearing.
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DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
This maneuver will be performed under simulated
IMC conditions. You may be asked to put the hood
on and will fly a departure procedure or a course to
join an airway. The examiner is determining your
knowledge of the enroute IFR system while flying
the airplane and performing instrument departure
procedures.
Use CRM by having the First Officer help you keep
track of where you are and what is coming up next.
Don’t try to take this ride by yourself.
Be aware that a favorite enroute and approach
navigation device of examiners is the non-precision
approach. You may be asked to fly a heading to
join an assigned radial. Be sure you are up to
speed on basic navigation and the cockpit
configuration of all navigation instruments. The
Long Range Navigation system in the DC-3 is the
Garmin GNS 430 GPS. This system is certified for
both the Enroute Navigation and Terminal
Approach Procedures. It gives very accurate track
guidance and distance information and should be
used for situational awareness during training and
the flight test.
Your First Officer should have the GNS 430 in MAP
mode when navigating under simulated IMC
conditions. A lot of information is available on the
display including a moving map and a magenta
course line. A GNS simulator is available in the
Training Center for practice and system familiarity.
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TASK: INSTRUMENT DEPARTURE (CONT’D.)
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:

Douglas DC-3 FTM
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TASK: STEEP TURNS
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, AC 61-27, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant in actual or
simulated IMC conditions, exhibits adequate
knowledge of steep turns and the factors
associated with performance and wing loading,
angle of bank, stall speed, pitch, power
requirements, and over banking tendencies, selects
an altitude so as to have the maneuver complete no
lower than 3000 feet AFE, establishes the
recommended airspeed, rolls into a coordinated
turn of 180 degrees or 360 degrees with a bank of
at least 45 degrees, maintains the bank angle
within 5 degrees of the desired angle while in
smooth stabilized flight, applies smooth coordinated
pitch, bank, and power to maintain the specified
altitude within 100 feet and the desired airspeed
within 10 knots, rolls out of the turn at
approximately the same rate as was used to roll
into the turn, within 10 degrees of the entry or
specified heading, stabilizes the airplane in a
straight and level attitude, or at the direction of the
examiner, reverses the direction of the turn and
repeats the maneuver in the opposite direction,
avoids any indication of an approaching stall,
abnormal flight attitude, or exceeding the structural
or operating limitation during any part of the
maneuver.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
± 10 knots
± 10 degrees
± 100 feet
± 5 degrees of 45 degrees of bank while in
the maneuver.
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DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
Steep turns may be demonstrated in either VMC or
simulated IMC conditions. Smoothness is the key
to executing this maneuver well. Roll in to the turn
smoothly like you are carrying a load of eggs in the
back of the aircraft.
Knowing the appropriate MP/ RPM settings and
target airspeeds for this maneuver will help
significantly. Initially set 25 IMP and 2050 RPM,
and allow the airplane to settle into level flight. At
these settings, the aircraft will stabilize at about
105 - 110 KIAS.
As you roll in to the turn, add 2 IMP and start to trim
the nose up. Let the airplane do all the work for
you. If the air is smooth you should be able to fly
this whole maneuver hands off! Use light pressure
with your feet to control and fine-tune the angle of
bank. If the angle of bank starts to go steep, add
top rudder. (In a left turn, the right rudder is top). If
the angle of bank is too shallow, add bottom rudder.
Remember to initiate the rollout well prior to the
desired wings level heading. Most instructors
recommend initiating the rollout at about 20
degrees prior to the final heading. Also, roll out of
the turn smoothly, the same smooth way that you
initiated the turn. Remember to re-trim the nose
back down as you rollout and reset the power back
to 25 IMP.
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A
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TASK: APPROACHES TO STALLS
(3 REQUIRED)
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, AC 61-21, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant in actual or
simulated IMC conditions, exhibits adequate
knowledge of the factors which influence stall
characteristics, including the use of various drag
configurations, power settings, pitch attitudes,
weights, bank angles, and the proper procedure for
resuming normal flight, selects an entry altitude so
that the maneuver will be completed no lower than
3000 ft AFE, observes that the area is clear of other
aircraft prior to accomplishing an approach to a
stall, while maintaining altitude, slowly establishes
the pitch attitude, bank angle, and power settings
that will induce a stall at the desired target
airspeed, announces the first indication of an
impending stall and initiates recovery or as directed
by the examiner, recovers to a reference airspeed,
altitude, and heading, allowing only the acceptable
altitude or airspeed loss, and heading deviation,
demonstrates smooth, positive control during entry,
approaching a stall, and recovery.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
Not less than 3000 AFE at any time. Prompt
recognition and corrective action at first indication.
DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
Stalls are required in three different configurations:
“Clean”, “Dirty”, and “Approach”. One of these
stalls must be accomplished while in a 15 to 30
degree bank. This maneuver is fairly
straightforward.
In preparation for these maneuvers, call for and
complete the appropriate Descent and Approach
Checklists and make sure that the area is clear of
other aircraft.

FTM 1.39
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PNF MIXTURE.............................................. AUTO RICH
PNF HYDRAULIC QUANTITY ....................... CHECKED
PNF HYDRAULIC PRESSURE...................... CHECKED
PNF HEATER CONTROL SWITCH ..........................OFF
PNF FUEL SELECTORS............................MAIN TANKS
PNF SET BELT SIGN..................................................ON
PNF APPROACH BRIEFING ....................... COMPLETE
C&F FLT/ NAV INSTRUMENTS..........SET/ XCHECKED
C&F DIRECTIONAL GYROS ..............SET/ XCHECKED

If the stall is in the landing configuration, call for 1/4
Flaps, Gear DOWN, and the Before Landing
Checklist. As the speed decays, add FULL Flaps.
Make sure that the RPM setting is HIGH prior to
approaching the stall. Reduce the throttles to
16 IMP and hold the nose level.
At the first indication of a stall, advance the throttles
toward maximum power and direct your First Officer
to set the power at 42 IMP. At the same time roll
wings level and raise the flaps if extended. Your
First Officer should call “Positive rate” once you
have accelerated to V2 and the airplane is climbing.
This is your prompt to ask for “Gear UP”. Climb to
the altitude where the maneuver was originally
started.
Be careful not to enter a secondary stall, as the
inclination is to pull up much too steeply in the
recovery. Watch the pitch bar on the artificial
horizon and do not let it go below the level mark.
Hold the airplane level with Max power until V2 is
attained.
Be very careful of stalls with Takeoff power on both
engines and a nose high attitude. An actual engine
failure at this point will cause a significant roll in the
direction of the dead engine. If this happens, close
both throttles simultaneously and recover to a
wings-level attitude. The examiner will NOT do this
to you. If it happens it is an actual engine failure.

DESCENT
PNF EXTERIOR LIGHTS .......................................... SET
PNF SHOULDER HARNESSES .................................ON
PNF DIRECTIONAL GYROS .................................... SET
PNF TAIL WHEEL ............................................. LOCKED
C&F ALTIMETERS ................... SET/ CROSSCHECKED
C&F AIRSPEED BUGS ............................................. SET

Douglas DC-3 FTM
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The standard recovery technique for a stall in the
DC-3 applies to all configurations and is as follows:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Max power
Level wings
Pitch to level
Flaps UP
Check “Positive rate of climb”
Gear UP
Accelerate to V2 (84 KIAS)
Climb at V2 - VYSE (84 – 95 KIAS)
Level at the starting altitude
Climb Power, After Takeoff Checklist

APPROACHES TO STALLS (CONT’D.)
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:

Douglas DC-3 FTM
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POWERPLANT FAILURE
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge of the flight characteristics and
controllability associated with maneuvering with a
Power plant inoperative, maintains positive airplane
control, establishes a bank of 5 degrees towards
the good engine and trims for that condition, sets
the powerplant controls, reduces drag as
necessary, correctly identifies and verifies the
inoperative powerplant after the failure or simulated
failure, maintains the operating powerplant within
acceptable operating limits, follows the prescribed
airplane checklist, and verifies the procedures for
securing the inoperative powerplant, determines the
cause for the powerplant failure and if a restart is a
viable option, maintains desired altitude within 100
feet, airspeed within 10 knots, and heading within
10 degrees, demonstrates the proper powerplant
restart procedures in accordance with the FAA
approved procedure/checklist or the manufactures
recommended procedures and pertinent checklist
items.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
±10 knots
± 10 degrees
± 100 feet of desired altitude
Not less than 3000 AFE at any time.

Douglas DC-3 FTM

DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
All engine failures below 3000 AFE will only be
simulated (by retarding a throttle) and a real engine
failure should be treated as an emergency. On the
other hand, this engine failure will be an actual
engine failure/ shutdown. Your clue that this
maneuver will be next is that you are above 3000
feet and most of your other required air work
maneuvers have been completed.
The regulations for a type rating require the
applicant to completely shut down and feather an
engine and restart it in flight. Anything is “fair
game” as to how the examiner will shut the engine
down. For example, you may be under the hood in
a steep turn when this happens and the examiner
may have pulled a mixture or turned a fuel valve off,
or retarded a throttle.
Complete the Immediate Action Items first, then
perform the checklist. Make sure you investigate
the reason for the engine failure and discuss with
your First Officer the option of a restart in flight.
The airplane flies best with about 3 to 5 degrees of
bank towards the good engine. One good way to
remember this is to “raise the dead.” Be smooth on
the controls but don’t waste time in getting the
Immediate Action Items accomplished when the
failure occurs.
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ENGINE FIRE/ FAILURE/
SHUTDOWN
- ENROUTE PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF

MIXTURE CONTROLS ...................... AUTO RICH
PROPELLER CONTROLS ........ FULL FORWARD
THROTTLES .......................................... AS REQD
FLAPS ................................................................ UP
LANDING GEAR ............................................... UP
AFFECTED ENGINE ............................. IDENTIFY
AFFECTED ENGINE ................................. VERIFY
AFFECTED ENGINE ............................. FEATHER
MIXTURE CONTROL (AFF. ENGINE) ............ ICO

IF FIRE EXISTS:
F COWL FLAPS .......................................... CLOSED
PNF FIREWALL SHUT OFF (AFF. ENGINE) ......... OFF
PNF ENGINE FIRE BOTTLE ... SELECT AFF. ENGINE
PNF FIRE BOTTLE T HANDLE ............................ PULL
CLEANUP ITEMS:
PNF IGNITION SWITCH (AFF. ENGINE) ............... OFF
PNF GENERATOR (AFF. ENGINE) ....................... OFF
PNF BOOST PUMP (AFF. ENGINE) ...................... OFF
PNF COWL FLAPS (AFF. ENGINE) ...... CLOSED/ OFF
PNF COWL FLAPS (OPERATIVE ENGINE) . AS REQD
PNF FUEL TANK SELECTOR (AFF. ENGINE) ...... OFF
PNF FIREWALL SHUTOFF (AFF. ENGINE) . CKD/OFF
C&F FUEL BALANCE .................................... MAINTAIN
C&F CHT (OPERATIVE ENGINE) ................ MONITOR
C&F OIL TEMP (OPERATIVE ENGINE) ....... MONITOR
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ENGINE RE-START/ UNFEATHERING
- IN FLIGHT PF AIRSPEED ...................................... MAX 130 KIAS
PNF FUEL TANK SELECTOR ................... MAIN TANK
PNF FIREWALL SHUTOFF ...................... LOCKED/ ON
PNF PROPELLER CONTROL ...................... FULL AFT
PNF THROTTLE ............................................. AS REQD
PNF IGNITION SWITCH (AFF. ENGINE) ............ BOTH
PNF PROPELLER FX BUTTON ............. OPERATE TO
...................................................................800 RPM
PNF MIXTURE ............................................ AUTO RICH
C&F OIL PRESSURE .................................... MONITOR
C&F THROTTLE .................................................. 18 IMP
C&F CHT ........................................................ MONITOR
C&F COWL FLAPS ......................................... AS REQD
C&F OIL TEMP .............................................. MONITOR
F GENERATOR .................................................... ON
CAUTION: UNLESS A GREATER
EMERGENCY EXISTS, ATTEMPT TO OBTAIN
NORMAL OPERATING TEMPERATURES AND
PRESSURES BEFORE RESTORING CRUISE
POWER.

MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A

After the engine has failed and the checklist is
complete, use the EMERGENCY PROCEDURES/
QUICK REFERENCE CARD and follow the Engine
Restart In Flight Checklist to re-start the engine.
There are no Immediate Action Items on this
checklist and either the Captain or First Officer can
accomplish the checklist. If the engine will not
rotate with airflow over the unfeathering propeller,
the starter may have to be used momentarily.
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TASK: INSTRUMENT ARRIVAL
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, POM, AFM, AIM, Enroute Low and High
charts, SIDS, STARS, IAP’s
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant in actual or
simulated instrument conditions, exhibits adequate
knowledge of Enroute Low and High altitude charts,
STARs, SIDs, IAPs, and related pilot and controller
responsibilities, uses the current and appropriate
navigation publications for the proposed flight,
selects and correctly identifies all instrument
references, and navigation equipment and
communications equipment associated with the
arrival, performs the airplane checklist items
appropriate to the arrival, establishes
communications with ATC, using proper
phraseology, complies in a timely manner, with all
ATC clearances, instructions, and restrictions,
exhibits adequate knowledge of two way radio
communications failure procedures, intercepts, in a
timely manner, all course, radials, and bearings
appropriate to the procedure, route, ATC clearance,
or as directed by the examiner, Adheres to airspeed
restrictions and adjustments required by
regulations, ATC , the AFM, the POM, or the
examiner, establishes, where appropriate, a rate of
descent consistent with the airplane operating
characteristics and safety, maintains the
appropriate airspeed/V speed within ± 10 knots, but
not less than Vref, if applicable, heading ± 10
degrees, altitude within 100 feet, and accurately
tracks radials, courses, and bearings, complies with
the provisions of the profile descent, STAR, and
other arrival procedures as appropriate.
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DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
This maneuver has mostly to do with SIDS and
STARS. The most common application of this
maneuver on the flight test is the use of a SID for
the departure. You will find the departure
frequency, initial assigned altitude, and often times
the initial course on the SID.
A STAR or Standard Terminal Arrival Procedure is
not normally performed on the flight test since it
would require a significant amount of time to get to
the arrival gate and altitude to accomplish it. Some
discussion of SIDS, STARS, and noise abatement
procedures can be expected during the oral exam.
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A

MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
± 10 knots
± 10 degrees
± 100 feet of desired altitude
Accurately tracks course
-0/ +100 feet at MDA
-0 at DH.
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TASK: HOLDING
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, POM, AFM, AIM, Enroute Low and High
charts, SIDS, STARS, IAP’s.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant in actual or
simulated instrument conditions, exhibits adequate
knowledge of holding procedures for standard and
non-standard, published and non- published
holding patterns, if appropriate, demonstrates
adequate knowledge of holding endurance,
including, but not necessarily limited to, fuel on
board, fuel flow while holding, fuel required to
alternate, changes to the recommended holding
airspeed appropriate for the airplane and holding
altitude, so as to cross the holding fix at or below
maximum holding airspeed, recognizes arrival at
the clearance limit or holding fix, follows
appropriate entry procedures for a standard, nonstandard, published, or non-published holding
pattern, complies with ATC reporting requirements,
uses the proper timing criteria required by the
holding altitude and ATC, or examiners instructions,
complies with the holding pattern leg length when a
DME distance is specified, uses the proper
wind/drift correction techniques to accurately
maintain the desired radial, track, courses, or
bearing, arrives over the holding fix as close as
possible to the EFC time, maintains the appropriate
airspeed, V/speed, within ±10 knots, the altitude
within ± 100 feet, and headings within ± 10
degrees and accurately tracks radials, courses, and
bearings.

DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
Use the recommended holding pattern entry when
able. Pay particular attention to the protected vs.
unprotected side of a holding pattern. Start timing
when on the outbound leg and either wings level or
abeam the station, whichever occurs later. Report
your time and altitude to ATC once established in
the holding pattern.
A standard holding pattern utilizes right-hand turns
and one minute inbound legs (maximum). Adjust
the outbound leg as necessary so as to have a oneminute inbound leg or less. Also adjust your
holding pattern and turns for the winds aloft.
Be ready for a clearance for the approach out of the
holding pattern. Many non-precision approaches
can be completed out of the turn back to the
inbound leg of the holding pattern. Know which
approaches can legally be commenced out of a
holding pattern and which require a procedure turn.
It is your option to accept or reject a clearance for
an approach if it is not legal or if you may be too
rushed or not properly configured in time.
A good power setting in the holding pattern and in
the clean configuration is 22 - 25 IMP and 2050
RPM. This should yield a level flight airspeed of
about 105 KIAS.

MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
± 10 knots
± 10 degrees
± 100 feet of desired altitude
Accurately tracks course.
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HOLDING (CONT’D.)
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:

FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
WARNING
DO NOT use for Navigation.
This Chart may be outdated.
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PRECISION INSTRUMENT APPROACHES
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, AC 61-27, POM, AFM, AIM, Enroute Low
and High charts, SIDS, STARS, IAP’s.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge of the precision instrument approach
procedures with all engines operating, and with one
engine inoperative, accomplishes the appropriate
precision instrument approaches as selected by the
examiner, establishes two way communications
with ATC using the proper communications
phraseology and techniques, either personally, or if
appropriate, directs the First Officer safety pilot to
do so, as required for the phase of the flight or
approach segment, complies in a timely manner
with all clearances, instructions, and procedures,
advises ATC anytime the applicant is unable to
comply with a clearance, establishes the
appropriate airplane configurations and airspeed/ V
speed considering turbulence, wind shear,
microburst conditions, or other meteorological and
operating conditions, completes the airplane
checklist items appropriate to the phase of flight or
approach segment, including engine out approach
and landing checklists, if appropriate, prior to
beginning the final approach segment, maintains
the desired altitude ± 100 feet, the desired airspeed
± 10 knots, the desired heading within ± 5 degrees,
and accurately tracks radials, courses, and
bearings, selects, tunes identifies, and monitors
the operational status of ground and airplane
navigation equipment used for the approach,
applies the necessary adjustments tot he published
Decision Height and visibility criteria for the airplane
approach category as required such as NOTAMS,
INOP airplane and ground based systems, INOP
visual aids associated with the landing
environment, NWS reporting factors and criteria,
establishes a predetermined rate of descent at the
point where electronic glide slope begins which
approximates that required for the airplane to follow
the glide slope, maintains a stabilized final
approach, arriving at Decision height with no more
than one- quarter scale deflection of the localizer or
the glide slope indicators, and the airspeed/V speed
within 5 knots of that desired, avoids descent below
decision height before initiating a missed approach
procedure or transitioning to a landing, initiates
immediately the missed approach when at the
decision height, and the required visual references
for the runway are not unmistakably visible and
identifiable, transitions to a normal landing only
when the airplane is in a position from which a
Douglas DC-3 FTM
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descent to a landing on the runway can be made at
a normal rate of descent using normal
maneuvering, maintains localizer and glide slope
within one-quarter scale deflection of the indicators
during the visual descent from Decision Height to a
point over the runway where glide slope must be
abandoned to accomplish a normal landing.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
± 10 knots
± 5 degrees
± 100 feet of desired altitude
- 0 feet at DH
Accurately tracks course.
DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
Two precision approaches are required for the DC3 flight test. One must be with a simulated
powerplant failure that will occur outside the final
approach fix. Normally the single engine ILS is
executed to a missed approach. This maneuver is
complete upon cleanup and accurately tracking
toward the published missed approach holding
pattern. The other required ILS will be two-engine
ILS and normally executed to a full stop landing.
Since this is a “raw data” approach with the
instrument information in many locations, you will
need to maintain a quick and thorough scan. You
will have a moving map and a magenta line to
follow. Use all available help from your First
Officer. Maintain precision with the configurations,
power settings, and headings and the rest should
take care of itself. Remember that once you are
established on the approach to try to keep the
inbound heading on the course within 10 degrees.
If the LOC drifts left, apply up to 10 degrees of left
correction and allow time for your correction to
work. Any more correction than this usually results
in going through the localizer.
Get the airplane configured and the Descent and
Approach Checklists complete well prior to the FAF.
When the glideslope indicator comes alive, call for
1/4 Flaps, Landing Gear DOWN, and the Before
Landing Checklist. Ask for 1/2 Flaps only when on
the glideslope.
Since the RPM is still set at 2050 RPM, adjust the
MP to keep the airspeed at 95 KIAS until
approaching the DH. Your airspeed should remain
constant at 95 knots for G/S intercept, descent on
the G/S, and the missed approach.
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Use the airspeed indicator as a pitch indicator when
descending on the G/S. You are actually making a
descent using the airspeed indicator for secondary
pitch information. If the glideslope indicator shows
that you going below the glideslope, add 2 IMP and
hold 95 KIAS. If the glideslope indicator indicates
that you are going above glideslope, reduce power
by 2 IMP and hold 95 KIAS.
The key to properly executing a missed approach is
to apply the correct sequence of control inputs:
pitch and power, then trim. Pitch the airplane up to
7 degrees and add T/O power. Then trim off any
elevator pressure and call for “Flaps UP”. After a
positive rate of climb is confirmed call for
“Gear UP”.
The single engine ILS is very similar. With the
Engine Failure, Descent, and Approach Checklists
complete, track the localizer and wait for the
glideslope to be “alive”. At “Glideslope alive” call for
the Gear DOWN and Before Landing Checklist.
Advance the operative propeller to 2350 RPM and
set 28 IMP on the operative throttle. At glideslope
intercept, reduce the power to 21 IMP.
Be ready for the single engine ILS to end in either a
full stop landing or a missed approach to the
published holding pattern. If a landing is to be
made, ask for Flaps to FULL only when landing is
assured. If a single engine missed approach is to
be made, follow the Immediate Action Items for a
Single Engine Go-Around:
SINGLE ENGINE GO-AROUND
PNF PROPELLER ............................. FULL FORWARD
PF THROTTLE .................................................. 48 IMP
PF AIRSPEED .......................................................... V2
PNF FLAPS ................................................................ UP
PNF LANDING GEAR ............................................... UP
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PRECISION INSTRUMENT APPROACHES (CONT’D.)
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:

FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
WARNING
DO NOT use for Navigation.
This Chart may be outdated.
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NON-PRECISION INSTRUMENT APPROACHES
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, AC 61-27, POM, AFM, AIM, IAP’s.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge of non precision instrument approach
procedures representative of those the applicant is
likely to use, accomplishes the non precision
instrument approaches selected by the examiner,
establishes two way radio communications with
ATC as appropriate tot he phase of flight or
approach segment and uses proper
communications phraseology and techniques,
complies with all clearances issued by ATC,
advises ATC or the examiner anytime the applicant
is unable to comply with a clearance, establishes
the appropriate airplane configuration and airspeed,
and completes all applicable checklist items,
maintains, prior to beginning the final approach
segment, the desired altitude ± 100 feet, the
desired airspeed ± 10 knots, and the desired
heading within 5 degrees, and accurately tracks
radials, courses, and bearings, selects, tunes,
identifies, and monitors the operational status of
ground and airplane navigation equipment used for
the approach, applies the necessary adjustments to
the published MDA and visibility criteria for the
airplane approach category when required such as
NOTAMS, INOP airplane and ground based
navigation equipment, INOP visual aids associated
with the landing environment, NWS reporting
factors and criteria, establishes a rate of descent
that will ensure arrival at the MDA or VDP with the
airplane in a position from which a descent from
MDA to a landing on the intended runway can be
made at a normal rate using normal maneuvering,
allows while on final approach segment, not more
than one quarter scale deflection of the CDI or 5
degrees in the case of an RMI or bearing pointer,
and maintains airspeed within ± 5 knots of that
desired, maintains MDA when reached +50/ -0 to
the missed approach point, executes the missed
approach if the required visual references for the
intended runway are not unmistakably visible and
identifiable at the missed approach point, executes,
a normal landing from a straight in or circling
approach when instructed by the examiner.
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MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
± 10 knots
± 5 degrees
± 100 feet of desired altitude
Accurately tracks course,
+50/ -0 feet upon reaching MDA.
DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
Use the same techniques for all of the instrument
work. Prior to intercepting the final approach
course, call for and complete the Descent, and
Approach Checklists. Well prior to the FAF, call for
1/4 Flaps, Gear DOWN, and the Before Landing
Checklist.
At the FAF, start the timing (if required), turn if
necessary to track the proper course, reduce the
throttle to 21 IMP, ask for FULL Flaps, report the
FAF to ATC or Unicom, and start a descent. In this
configuration, you will be descending to the MDA at
a higher than normal vertical speed. The normal
descent rate should be 700 – 1000 FPM. During
the descent down to the MDA, leave the power set
unless the rate of descent needs to be adjusted.
Be sure to level off at or above the MDA. Holding
95 KIAS as the target airspeed after level off will
require a significant amount of MP. At MDA,
advance throttles to at least 26 IMP and maintain
MDA –0/ +100 feet. The airspeed should remain at
95 KIAS. Stay in this configuration all the way to
visual contact or the MAP. It is not necessary to
calculate a VDP for this aircraft but if a VDP is
published, descent from the MDA should not begin
before the VDP.
Upon reaching the MAP, you will be required to
either:
• Execute the standard missed approach, or
• Land straight ahead, or
• Circle to land.
Non – Precision Approaches will be conducted in
either a simulated radar or non-radar environment.
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Two non-precision approaches are required for the
DC-3 type rating. The examiner will select nonprecision approaches that are representative of
those that the applicant is likely to use. Both will be
executed with two engines operating.
What this really means is that most examiners
prefer the LOC or GPS approach. At least one of
these approaches is supposed to be accomplished
without any radar vectors, and at least one of these
approaches must include a complete procedure
turn. Normally both of these requirements are
taken care of at the same time on the ride by
issuing a non-radar clearance direct to a fix and
clearance for the approach at the same time. A
course reversal will be necessary.
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NON-PRECISION INSTRUMENT APPROACHES (CONT’D)
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:

FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
WARNING
DO NOT use for Navigation.
This Chart may be outdated.
Douglas DC-3 FTM
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TASK: CIRCLING APPROACHES
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, AC 61-27, POM, AFM, AIM, IAP’s.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge of Circling approach categories, speeds,
and procedures to a specified runway, In actual or
simulated IMC to MDA accomplishes the circling
approach selected by the examiner, demonstrates
sound judgment and knowledge of the airplane
maneuvering capabilities throughout the circling
approach, confirms the direction of traffic and
adheres to all restrictions and instructions issued by
ATC, descends at a rate that ensures arrival at the
MDA at, or prior to, a point from which a normal
circle to land maneuver can be accomplished,
avoids descent below the appropriate circling MDA
or exceeding the visibility criteria until in a position
from which a descent to a normal landing can be
made, maneuver the airplane, after reaching the
authorized circling approach altitude, by visual
references to maintain a flight path that permits a
normal landing on a runway at least 90 degrees
from the final approach course, performs the
procedure without excessive maneuvering and
without exceeding the normal operating limits of
the airplane, maintains the desired altitude within
–0/+100 feet, heading or track within ± 5 degrees,
the airspeed or V speed within ± 5 knots, but not
less than the as specified in the AFM, or POM,
uses the appropriate airplane configuration for
normal and abnormal situations and procedures,
turns in the appropriate direction, when a missed
approach is dictated during the circling approach,
and uses correct procedure and airplane
configuration, performs all procedures required for
the circling approach and airplane control in a
smooth, positive, and timely manner.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
± 5 knots
± 5 degrees
-0/+100 of desired altitude
Accurately tracks course,
Maximum angle of bank 30 degrees.
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DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
One the two required non-precision approaches will
approach the runway at an angle greater than 90
degrees. If you have to turn more than 90 degrees
from the final approach course to land, the
approach is considered a circling approach.
Upon reaching the MDA, the examiner will instruct
you to remove the hood or look up and find the
runway. You should retract the flaps to 1/2 by
asking for “HALF Flaps”. You must remain at the
MDA until you have circled, you are in a position
from which a normal landing can be made, and you
are within 30 degrees of runway alignment. This is
a major emphasis item for most examiners. It is not
uncommon for an applicant to see the runway,
assume that they are now visual and that there is
no longer a restriction to remain at the MDA.
You must stay at the MDA -0 / +100, and within 1
statute mile until the runway is in the front
windshield. Add FULL Flaps (for the second time)
and verify Gear - DOWN, runway clear, and cleared
to land.
This is a two-engine maneuver. Be careful not to
exceed a normal angle of bank in turning for
runway alignment. If the approach is at a crossing
angle to the runway, be very careful of other VFR
traffic in the pattern at the non-controlled fields.
For example, consider an approach to Runway 6
from the south on the 160 radial of a VOR. On a
northwest heading the aircraft arrives at the MDA
and is visual directly over the top of runway 6 – 24.
If the winds are out of the east, the situation is not a
problem. Turn left, announce your intentions (left
traffic for runway 6) and complete the circling
maneuver.
If the winds and active runway are from the west
and using runway 24, a right turn in the traffic
pattern might have to be made if the field cannot be
acquired visually until over the top of it. Normally
all turns in a standard traffic pattern are to the left.
In this case, announce that you are on the VOR
approach and circling to land, right downwind, right
base, for runway 24. Use all eyes to watch for
traffic.
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CIRCLING APPROACHES (CONT’D.)
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:

FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
WARNING
DO NOT use for Navigation.
This Chart may be outdated.
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MISSED APPROACHES
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, AC 61-27, POM, AFM, AIM, IAP’s.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge of missed approach procedures
associated with standard instrument approaches,
initiates the missed approach procedure promptly
by the timely application of power, establishes the
proper climb attitude, and reduces drag in
accordance with the approved procedures, reports
to ATC when beginning the missed approach
procedure, complies with the appropriate missed
approach procedure or ATC clearance, advises
ATC anytime the applicant is unable to maneuver
the airplane to comply with a clearance, follows the
recommended airplane checklist items appropriate
to the go-around procedure for the airplane used,
requests clearance, if appropriate, to the alternate
airport, another approach, a holding fix, or as
directed by the examiner, maintains the desired
altitudes ± 100 feet, airspeed ± 5 knots, heading ± 5
degrees and accurately tracks courses, radials, and
bearings.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
+/ 5 knots
± 5 degrees
±100 feet of desired altitude
Accurately tracks courses, radials, and bearings.
DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
Two missed approaches are required for the DC-3
type rating. One missed approach will be from a
precision approach and the other from a nonprecision approach.
One of the missed approaches will be with a
simulated engine failure. Typically the ILS is used,
but this is not necessarily a rule. Expect the
unexpected. On a single engine missed approach,
the examiner has the option of causing the engine
failure before the FAF, while on the approach, or
during the miss. The most common scenario is for
the Single Engine ILS to be executed to a missed
approach and published Missed Approach
Procedure. The approach will be unsatisfactory if
you go below the MDA or DH before it is
appropriate. However, it is permissible to go below
DH if the airplane sinks below minimums as a
missed approach is being executed, especially if a
simulated powerplant failure occurs at or near the
DH.
Douglas DC-3 FTM

If the engine was failed prior to the approach, just
complete the Descent, Approach, and Engine
Failure Enroute Checklists. On the missed
approach, simply apply the Immediate Action Items
of the Single Engine Go-Around:
SINGLE ENGINE GO-AROUND
PNF
PF
PF
PNF
PNF

PROPELLER ........................... FULL FORWARD
THROTTLE ................................................ 48 IMP
AIRSPEED ..................................................... Vxse
FLAPS ............................................................. UP
LANDING GEAR ............................................. UP

If the engine is failed at the MAP or DH, follow the
Engine Failure During Takeoff Checklist Immediate
Action Items and proceed on the published missed
approach procedure or as instructed.
ENGINE FIRE OR FAILURE
DURING TAKEOFF/ INITIAL CLIMB
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF

MIXTURE CONTROLS .................... AUTO RICH
PROPELLER CONTROLS ...... FULL FORWARD
THROTTLES ............................................. 48 IMP
FLAPS ............................................................. UP
LANDING GEAR ............................................. UP
AFFECTED ENGINE ........................... IDENTIFY
AFFECTED ENGINE ............................... VERIFY
AFFECTED ENGINE ........................... FEATHER
MIXTURE CONTROL (AFF. ENGINE) .......... ICO

IF FIRE EXISTS:
F COWL FLAPS ....................................... CLOSED
PNF FIREWALL SHUT OFF (AFF. ENGINE) ....... OFF
PNF ENGINE FIRE BOTTLE . SELECT AFF. ENGINE
PNF FIRE BOTTLE T HANDLE .......................... PULL
CLEANUP ITEMS:
PNF IGNITION SWITCH (AFF. ENGINE) ............... OFF
PNF GENERATOR (AFF. ENGINE) ....................... OFF
PNF BOOST PUMP (AFF. ENGINE) ...................... OFF
PNF COWL FLAPS (AFF. ENGINE) ...... CLOSED/ OFF
PNF COWL FLAPS (OPERATIVE ENG) ....... AS REQD
PNF FUEL TANK SELECTOR (AFF. ENGINE) ...... OFF
PNF FIREWALL SHUTOFF (AFF. ENGINE) . CKD/OFF
C&F FUEL BALANCE .................................... MAINTAIN
C&F CHT (OPERATIVE ENGINE) ................ MONITOR
C&F OIL TEMP (OPERATIVE ENGINE) ....... MONITOR

Report the Missed Approach to ATC and declare an
emergency if the engine failure has not been
previously reported.
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A
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NORMAL AND CROSSWIND APPROACHES
AND LANDINGS
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, AC 61-21, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge of normal and crosswind approaches
and landings, including recommended approach
angles, airspeeds, V Speeds, configurations,
performance limitations, wake turbulence, and
safety factors, establishes the approach and
landing configuration appropriate for the runway
and meteorological conditions, and adjusts the
powerplant controls as required, maintains a
ground track that ensures the desired traffic pattern
will be flown, taking into account any obstructions
and ATC or examiner instructions, verifies existing
wind conditions, makes proper correction for drift,
and maintains a precise ground track, maintains a
stabilized approach and the desired airspeed/V
speed within ± 5 knots, accomplishes a smooth,
positively controlled transition from final approach
to touchdown, maintains positive directional control
and crosswind correction during the after landing
roll, uses drag devices as appropriate in such a
manner to bring the airplane to a safe stop,
completes the applicable after landing checklist
items in a timely manner and as recommended by
the manufacturer.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
± 5 knots,
First one third of the runway,
On centerline.
DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
Three landings must be accomplished for the DC-3
type rating. One must be to a full stop. The best
method for landing this large tail wheel airplane is a
wheel landing with full flaps at the lowest speed
possible.
Remember that the DC-3 tends to float with any
excess speed and even if the mains touch, there
are no spoilers to spoil lift and hold it on the ground.
The likely result of landing with excess speed is a
significant bounce or series of bounces.
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If the wind is a significant crosswind, consider using
only half flaps or less and hold the upwind wing
down through the touch down and rollout.
Touchdown on the upwind wheel first, then the
downwind wheel, and then allow the tail to settle to
the runway. Keep the airplane in the middle of the
runway. Maintain proper flight control displacement
in a crosswind through the landing, rollout, and
during taxi until the aircraft is chocked
The three-point landing is not recommended for this
aircraft as the tail has a tendency to bounce and
fishtail even with the tail wheel locked. Land with
as much flap as possible and hold the pitch level by
looking out the windshield. Apply brakes as
necessary. Be cautious and smooth with the
brakes when they are used.
Some use of brakes with the tail still in the air is
permissible. The airplane is not likely to nose-over
with the tail wheel still flying. It is possible,
however, to stand the airplane on its nose if the tail
wheel is on the ground, the airplane is still carrying
some speed, and excessive braking is used. A
solid application of both brakes simultaneously at
this point will raise the tail up and over the center of
gravity and the nose will strike the ground.
Therefore, be careful in brake applications with the
tail on the ground. The Before Landing Checklist
should be accomplished on the downwind leg of the
traffic pattern:
BEFORE LANDING
PNF BOOST PUMPS ................................................ ON
C&F LANDING GEAR .................... DOWN & LATCHED
............................................. HANDLE – NEUTRAL
....................................................... PRESSURE UP
........................................................ GREEN LIGHT
FINAL ITEMS
PNF EXTERIOR LIGHTS .......................................... SET
PNF BOOST PUMPS ..................................................ON
PNF FLAPS................................................................ SET
PNF PROPELLERS..................................................FWD

MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A
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TASK: LANDING FROM A
PRECISION APPROACH
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, AC 61-27, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits awareness
of landing in sequence from a precision approach,
considers factors to be applied to the approach and
landing such as displaced thresholds,
meteorological conditions, NOTAMS, ATC, and
examiner instructions, uses the airplane
configuration and airspeed/V speed as appropriate,
maintains, during the final approach segment, glide
slope and localizer indications within applicable
standards of deviation, and the recommended
airspeed/V speed within ± 5 knots, applies
gust/wind factors as recommended by the
manufacturer, and takes into account
meteorological phenomena such as wind shear,
microburst, and other related safety of flight
factors, accomplishes the appropriate checklist
items, transitions smoothly from simulated IMC
conditions at a point designated by the examiner,
maintaining positive airplane control, accomplishes
a smooth, positively controlled transition from final
approach to touchdown, maintains a positive
directional control and crosswind correction during
the after landing roll, uses drag devices as
appropriate in such a manner to bring the airplane
to a safe stop after landing, completes the
applicable after landing checklist items in a timely
manner and as recommended by the manufacturer

FTM 1.56
4-07-04

DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
Three landings must be accomplished for the DC-3
type rating. One must be to a full stop, one must be
from a precision approach, and one must be with
one engine inoperative.
Landing from a precision approach is no different
than a normal landing except that a normal landing
would have had landing flaps selected earlier. It is
prudent to assume on a precision approach that the
runway will not be in sight at DH and to be prepared
to execute a missed approach. Therefore the flap
position for the approach should be either UP, 1/4,
or 1/2 to facilitate the missed approach.
If the runway environment is in sight at DH and you
decide to land call for Flaps – FULL and reduce the
power. Plan to cross the runway threshold at 1.3
VSO for the current aircraft weight. Note that it takes
approximately 18 seconds for the flaps to reach the
FULL position from the UP position.

MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
± 5 knots,
First one third of the runway,
Aircraft on centerline.
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LANDING FROM A PRECISION APPROACH (CONT’D.)
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:

FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
WARNING
DO NOT use for Navigation.
This Chart may be outdated.
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TASK: APPROACH AND LANDING WITH
SIMULATED POWERPLANT FAILURE
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, AC 61-21, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge of the flight characteristics and
controllability associated with maneuvering to a
landing with a powerplant inoperative, including the
controllability factors associated with maneuvering,
and the applicable emergency procedures,
maintains positive airplane control, establishes a
bank of 3 to 5 degrees towards the operative
engine, and properly trims for this condition, sets
the powerplant controls, reduces drag as
necessary, correctly identifies and verifies the
inoperative powerplant within acceptable operating
limits, follows the prescribed airplane checklist, and
verifies the procedures for securing the inoperative
powerplant, proceeds towards the nearest suitable
airport, maintains prior to beginning the final
approach segment, the desired altitude ±100 feet,
the desired airspeed ± 10 knots, the desired
heading ± 5 degrees, and accurately tracks
courses, radials, and bearings, establishes the
approach and landing configuration appropriate for
the runway or landing area, and meteorological
conditions, and adjust the powerplant controls as
required, maintains a stabilized approach and the
desired airspeed/V speed within ± 5 knots,
accomplishes a smooth, positively controlled
transition from final approach to touchdown,
maintains positive directional control and crosswind
corrections during the after landing roll, uses drag
devices as appropriate in such a manner to bring
the airplane to a safe stop after landing, completes
the applicable after landing checklist items in a
timely manner, after clearing the runway, and as
recommended by the manufacturer.

FTM 1.58
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DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
Three landings must be accomplished for the DC-3
type rating. One must be to a full stop, one must be
from a precision approach, and one must be with
one engine inoperative. Complete the Descent and
Approach Checklists:
DESCENT
PNF EXTERIOR LIGHTS .......................................... SET
PNF SHOULDER HARNESSES .................................ON
PNF DIRECTIONAL GYROS .................................... SET
PNF TAIL WHEEL ............................................. LOCKED
C&F ALTIMETERS ................... SET/ CROSSCHECKED
C&F AIRSPEED BUGS ............................................. SET

APPROACH
PNF MIXTURE.............................................. AUTO RICH
PNF HYDRAULIC QUANTITY ....................... CHECKED
PNF HYDRAULIC PRESSURE...................... CHECKED
PNF HEATER CONTROL SWITCH ..........................OFF
PNF FUEL SELECTORS............................MAIN TANKS
PNF SET BELT SIGN................................................ON
PNF APPROACH BRIEFING ....................... COMPLETE
C&F FLT/ NAV INSTRUMENTS..........SET/ XCHECKED
C&F DIRECTIONAL GYROS ..............SET/ XCHECKED

When the engine failure occurs, perform the Engine
Failure Enroute Checklist Immediate Action Items
and then refer to the checklist:

MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
± 10 knots
± 5 degrees
± 100 feet
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ENGINE FIRE/ FAILURE/
SHUTDOWN
- ENROUTE PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF

MIXTURE CONTROLS .................... AUTO RICH
PROPELLER CONTROLS ...... FULL FORWARD
THROTTLES ........................................ AS REQD
LANDING GEAR ............................................. UP
FLAPS ............................................................. UP
AFFECTED ENGINE ........................... IDENTIFY
AFFECTED ENGINE ............................... VERIFY
AFFECTED ENGINE ........................... FEATHER
MIXTURE CONTROL (AFF. ENGINE) .......... ICO

IF FIRE EXISTS:
F COWL FLAPS ....................................... CLOSED
PNF FIREWALL SHUT OFF (AFF. ENGINE) ....... OFF
PNF ENGINE FIRE BOTTLE . SELECT AFF. ENGINE
PNF FIRE BOTTLE T HANDLE .......................... PULL
CLEANUP ITEMS:
PNF IGNITION SWITCH (AFF. ENGINE) ............... OFF
PNF GENERATOR (AFF. ENGINE) ....................... OFF
PNF BOOST PUMP (AFF. ENGINE) ...................... OFF
PNF COWL FLAPS (AFF. ENGINE) ...... CLOSED/ OFF
PNF COWL FLAPS (OPERATIVE ENG) ....... AS REQD
PNF FUEL TANK SELECTOR (AFF. ENGINE) ...... OFF
PNF FIREWALL SHUTOFF (AFF. ENGINE) . CKD/OFF
C&F FUEL BALANCE .................................... MAINTAIN
C&F CHT (OPERATIVE ENGINE) ................ MONITOR
C&F OIL TEMP (OPERATIVE ENGINE) ....... MONITOR

Plan a wider, and somewhat higher pattern than
usual if conducting a VFR pattern. Call for the
landing gear down and the Before Landing
Checklist when on the downwind leg of the traffic
pattern. Full flaps may be selected only when a
landing on the intended runway has been assured.
The natural tendency is for applicants to select gear
and flaps too early and be forced to make it to the
field boundary fence with near takeoff power on the
operative engine. Do not allow the speed to fall
below VXSE in case a go around will be required.
On a go-around the airplane is capable of climbing
with a single engine at 84 KIAS. However, if the
airspeed is low and the airplane has to accelerate
to VXSE (V2), it will take considerably longer. In this
condition, the safety of the missed approach will be
marginal and the success may be in doubt.
You will know that you have performed this
maneuver to the required performance standards if
you are allowed to land out of it. It will be an eye
opener, a leg shaker, and a good lesson if you do
allow the aircraft to get too low and too slow too
early and the examiner calls for a go-around.
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A
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TASK: LANDING FROM A
CIRCLING APPROACH
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, AC 61-27, AIM, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge of a landing from a circling approach,
selects and complies with a circling approach
procedure to a specified runway, considers the
environmental, operational, and meteorological
factors which affect a landing from a circling
approach, confirms the direction of traffic and
adheres to all restrictions and instructions issued by
ATC, descends at a rate that ensures arrival at the
MDA at, or prior to, a point from which a normal
circle to land maneuver can be accomplished,
avoids descent below the appropriate circling MDA
or exceeding the visibility criteria until in a position
from which a descent to a normal landing can be
made, accomplishes the appropriate checklist
items, maneuver the airplane, after reaching the
authorized circling approach altitude, by visual
references to maintain a flight path that permits a
normal landing on a runway at least 90 degrees
from the final approach course, performs the
maneuver without excessive maneuvering and
without exceeding the normal operating limits of
the airplane, maintains the desired altitude within
–0/+100 feet, heading or track within± 5 degrees,
the airspeed or V speed within ± 5 knots, but not
less than the as specified in the AFM, or POM,
uses the appropriate airplane configuration for
normal and abnormal situations and procedures,
performs all procedures required for the circling
approach and airplane control in a timely, smooth,
and positive manner, accomplishes a smooth,
positively controlled transition to final approach and
touchdown or to a point where in the opinion of the
examiner that a safe full stop landing could be
made, maintains positive directional control and
crosswind correction during the after landing roll,
uses drag devices as appropriate in such a manner
to bring the airplane to a safe stop, completes the
appropriate after landing checklist items, after
clearing the runway, in a timely manner and as
recommended by the manufacturer.

Douglas DC-3 FTM

MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
± 10 knots
± 5 degrees,
± 100 feet.
DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
Most of this maneuver is the same as on the
Circling Approach except that this maneuver
requires an actual landing.
Refer to the discussion in the Circling Approach
Section for the discussion of the Circling Approach
maneuver. The following paragraphs are reiterated
for emphasis:
Upon reaching the MDA, the examiner will instruct
you to remove the hood or look up and find the
runway. You should retract the flaps to 1/2 by
asking for “HALF Flaps”. You must remain at the
MDA until you have circled, you are in a position
from which a normal landing can be made, and you
are within 30 degrees of runway alignment. This is
a major emphasis item for most examiners. It is not
uncommon for an applicant to see the runway,
assume that they are now visual and that there is
no longer a restriction to remain at the MDA.
You must stay at the MDA -0 / +100, and within 1
statute mile until the runway is in the front
windshield. Add FULL Flaps (for the second time)
and verify Gear - DOWN, runway clear, and cleared
to land.
This is a two-engine maneuver. Be careful not to
exceed a normal angle of bank in turning for
runway alignment. If the approach is at a crossing
angle to the runway, be very careful of other VFR
traffic in the pattern at the non-controlled fields.
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LANDING FROM A CIRCLING APPROACH (CONT’D.)
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:

FOR TRAINING PURPOSES ONLY
WARNING
DO NOT use for Navigation.
This Chart may be outdated.
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REJECTED LANDING
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, AC 61-21, AIM, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge of a rejected landing procedure,
including the conditions that dictate a rejected
landing, the importance of a timely decision, the
recommended airspeed/V speeds, and also the
recommended clean up procedure, makes a timely
decision to reject the landing for actual or simulated
circumstances and makes appropriate notification
when safety of flight is not an issue, applies the
appropriate power setting for the flight condition
and establishes a pitch attitude necessary to obtain
the desired performance, retracts the wing
flaps/drag devices and landing gear, if appropriate,
in the correct sequence and at a safe altitude,
establishes a positive rate of climb and the
appropriate airspeed/V speed within 5 knots, trims
the airplane as necessary, and maintains the
proper ground track during the rejected landing
procedure, accomplishes the appropriate checklist
items in a timely manner in accordance with
approved procedures.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
± 10 knots,
± 5 degrees,
± 100 feet.
DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
The rejected landing is typically a VMC (no hood)
and two engine maneuver. You can expect to be at
approximately 50 feet AFE when the rejected
landing/ go-around is required. Normally the
examiner states a reason for the go-around rather
than merely a go-around command. This should
lead you to the correct decision, which is to goaround. For instance, you may hear “There is a
truck on the runway” as opposed to “Initiate a goaround.”
Simultaneously add power and raise the nose. Ask
for T/O power (42IMP) and Flaps UP. After a
positive rate of climb has been confirmed, ask for
“Gear UP”. Next, be sure to ask for “Climb Power,
After Takeoff Checklist.”
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A
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LANDING FROM A NO FLAP OR
NON–STANDARD FLAP APPROACH
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, AC 61-21, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge of the factors which affect the flight
characteristics of an airplane when full or partial
flaps become inoperative, uses the correct
airspeeds/V speeds for the approach and landing,
maintains the proper airplane pitch attitude and
flight path for the configuration, gross weight,
surface winds, and other applicable operational
considerations, uses runway of sufficient length for
the zero or non standard flap configuration,
maneuvers the airplane to a point where a
touchdown at an acceptable point on the runway
and a safe landing to a full stop could be made,
after landing, uses drag devises as appropriate in
such a manner to bring the airplane to a safe stop
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE PERFORMANCE
GUIDELINES:
Walk away from it.
DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
This is typically a VMC maneuver (no hood) and is
sometimes combined with an actual or simulated
crosswind landing. The DC-3 is easy to land with
no flaps. Increase all approach and landing speeds
by 10 knots.
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A
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TASK: NORMAL AND
ABNORMAL PROCEDURES
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVE:
To determine that the applicant possesses
adequate knowledge of the normal and abnormal
procedures of the systems, subsystems, and
devices relative to the airplane type, knows the
immediate action items to accomplish, and proper
checklist to call for or accomplish, demonstrates the
proper use of airplane systems, subsystems, and
devices appropriate to the airplane such as
Powerplant, Fuel System, Electrical System,
Hydraulic System, Environmental systems, fire
detection and extinguishing systems, navigation
and avionics systems, flight control systems, antiice and de-ice systems, airplane and personal
emergency equipment, other subsystems, and
devices specific tot the type airplane, including
make, model, and series.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
None published.
DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
This is not a specific maneuver but an over all
evaluation of your knowledge of systems and
procedures while operating the aircraft. This area
is subjective and being evaluated constantly during
the flight check.
Notice that there is a specific statement that the
applicant must know the “Immediate Action Items”
and realize when the time is appropriate to use
them. Use good CRM and accomplish the
Immediate Action Items clearly and without
hesitation. When the situation is under control, call
for the appropriate checklist. Make sure that you
keep your First Officer fully informed as to what has
been done, what you intend to do, and your overall
plan.
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A
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TASK: EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
REFERENCES:
FAR 61, POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant possesses
adequate knowledge of the emergency procedures
as may be determined by the examiner, relating to
the DC-3, demonstrates the proper emergency
procedures as determined by the examiner and
relating to the DC-3 including Emergency Descent,
in-flight fire and smoke removal, emergency
evacuation. Demonstrates the proper procedure for
any other emergency outlined as determined by the
examiner in the approved AFM.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
None published.
DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
The only item in this section that will most likely be
required is the emergency descent. A scenario
simulating smoke in the cockpit or a fire in the cabin
is typically used as the cause for the Emergency
Descent. Follow the Immediate Action Items of the
Emergency Descent Checklist, and proceed directly
to the nearest suitable airport.
EMERGENCY DESCENT
PF
PF
PNF
PNF
PF
PF

THROTTLES ......................................... CLOSED
AIRSPEED ............................................ AS REQD
ATC .......................................................... NOTIFY
TRANSPONDER .......................................... 7700
LANDING GEAR .................................. AS REQD
FLAPS .................................................. AS REQD

If the runway is long enough and the emergency is
severe, an immediate landing may be essential.
You should consider a straight-in approach and
landing even if it is a downwind landing. Complete
the Descent, Approach, and Before Landing
Checklist items:
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DESCENT
PNF EXTERIOR LIGHTS .......................................... SET
PNF SHOULDER HARNESSES .................................ON
PNF DIRECTIONAL GYROS .................................... SET
PNF TAIL WHEEL ............................................. LOCKED
C&F ALTIMETERS ................... SET/ CROSSCHECKED
C&F AIRSPEED BUGS ............................................. SET

APPROACH
PNF MIXTURE.............................................. AUTO RICH
PNF HYDRAULIC QUANTITY ....................... CHECKED
PNF HYDRAULIC PRESSURE...................... CHECKED
PNF HEATER CONTROL SWITCH ..........................OFF
PNF FUEL SELECTORS............................MAIN TANKS
PNF SET BELT SIGN................................................ON
PNF APPROACH BRIEFING ..................... COMPLETE
C&F FLT/ NAV INSTRUMENTS..........SET/ XCHECKED
C&F DIRECTIONAL GYROS ..............SET/ XCHECKED

BEFORE LANDING
PNF BOOST PUMPS ................................................ ON
C&F LANDING GEAR ................... DOWN & LATCHED,
............................................ HANDLE – NEUTRAL,
...................................................... PRESSURE UP,
........................................................ GREEN LIGHT
FINAL ITEMS
PNF EXTERIOR LIGHTS ........................................ SET
PNF BOOST PUMPS ................................................ON
PNF FLAPS ............................................................. SET
PNF PROPELLERS................................................FWD

MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A
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AFTER LANDING PROCEDURES
REFERENCES:
POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge of safe after landing/taxi/ramp
procedures as appropriate, demonstrates
proficiency by maintaining correct and positive
control, maintains proper spacing on other aircraft,
obstructions, and persons, accomplishes the
applicable checklist items and performs
recommended procedures, maintains a desired
track and speed, complies with instructions issued
by ATC, or the examiner simulating ATC, observes
runway hold lines, localizer and glideslope critical
areas and other surface control markings and
lighting, maintains constant vigilance and airplane
control During taxi operations.

FTM 1.66
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DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
The evaluation during this maneuver is essentially
the same as during the taxi-out. Be cautious while
taxiing and stay on the centerline. Maintain
adequate but not excessive speed for safe steering
and control. If you are going to swing the tail, let
the crew know and make sure that ground
personnel and equipment are not going to be in the
way. Call for and complete the After Landing
Checklist.
MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A

AFTER LANDING/ TOUCH & GO
F ELEVATOR TRIM................................................... 0
F FLAP HANDLE .................................................... UP
F TAIL WHEEL ................................... AS REQUIRED

AFTER CLEARING
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

BOOST PUMPS ................................................OFF
EXTERIOR LIGHTS ........................ AS REQUIRED
PITOT HEAT......................................................OFF
INVERTERS ......................................................OFF
COWL FLAPS..................................... OPEN & OFF
TRANSPONDER .............................................STBY
FLAP HANDLE ........................................ NEUTRAL
CARBURETOR HEAT.................................... COLD

C&F ENGINE NACELLES .............................. CHECKED

MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
Checklist compliance.
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TASK: PARKING AND SECURING
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DISCUSSION OF MANEUVER:
Use the checklist to shutdown and secure the
aircraft.

REFERENCES:
POM, AFM.
OBJECTIVES:
To determine that the applicant exhibits adequate
knowledge
The parking and securing procedures,
demonstrates adequate knowledge of the airplane
forms, logs to record the flight times/discrepancies.
MINIMUM ACCEPTABLE
PERFORMANCE GUIDELINES:
Applicant follows normal and manufacturers
recommended procedures, checklists, and
guidelines.

SHUTDOWN
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

BRAKES .......................................... AS REQUIRED
AVIONICS MASTER .........................................OFF
EXTERIOR LIGHTS ..........................................OFF
TAIL WHEEL ................................... AS REQUIRED
MIXTURES ...................................... IDLE CUT OFF
ALL ENGINE ROTATION........................STOPPED
IGNITION...........................................................OFF
IGNITION MASTER...........................................OFF
ANTI-COLLISION LIGHT ..................................OFF
BATTERY SWITCH...........................................OFF
COWL FLAPS....................................... OPEN/ OFF
LANDING GEAR HANDLE............................DOWN
FLAP HANDLE .................................................... UP

TERMINATION
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

HYDRAULIC PRESSURE ............... 800 PSI (MIN)
FUEL SELECTORS...........................................OFF
COCKPIT WINDOWS ............................... LOCKED
ESCAPE HATCH....................................... LOCKED
LOGBOOK............................................ COMPLETE
CHOCKS............................................... INSTALLED
LANDING GEAR PINS ......................... INSTALLED
CONTROL LOCKS............................... INSTALLED
CARBURETOR HEAT...................................... HOT
CARBURETOR HEAT LOCK.................... LOCKED
GENERATOR SWITCHES................................OFF
INSTRUMENT SWITCHES...............................OFF
TAIL WHEEL ............................................. LOCKED

MANEUVER ILLUSTRATION:
N/A

––––––– End of Chapter –––––––
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PREFLIGHT PROCEDURES
It is the responsibility of the Captain to see that all
checks and procedures are completed and followed
at all times.
It is the responsibility of the First Officer to complete
an exterior and interior preflight, ensure that all
appropriate charts and manuals are on the aircraft,
complete the aircraft flight log, check the weight
and balance, copy the local ATIS or weather, and
get an ATC clearance.
INTERIOR INSPECTION
Check the following items on the interior of the
aircraft prior to completing the exterior preflight
inspection:
ESCAPE HATCH .......................................................SECURE
TAIL WHEEL .........................................................UNLOCKED
LANDING GEAR LATCH ........................................ LATCHED
BATTERY MASTER..................................................OFF/ EXT
AVIONICS MASTER ..........................................................OFF
CABIN LIGHTS ..................................................................OFF
PROPELLER ANTI-ICE .....................................................OFF
WINDSHIELD ANTI-ICE ....................................................OFF
EXTERIOR LIGHTS (7) .....................................................OFF
NO SMOKE/ SEATBELT SIGN .........................................OFF
LANDING LIGHTS .............................................................OFF
ANTI-COLLISION LIGHT ...................................................OFF
IGNITION MASTER ...........................................................OFF
MAGNETOS.......................................................................OFF
STARTER...........................................................................OFF
PRIMER ...........................................................................OFF
BOOST PUMPS .................................................................OFF
GENERATOR SWITCHES ..................................................ON
PITOT HEAT ......................................................................OFF
INSTRUMENT SWITCH ......................................................ON
HEATER CONTROLS (3) ..................................................OFF
WINDSHIELD WIPERS .....................................................OFF
GYRO PRESSURE ...................................................NORMAL
FIRE WARNING CUTOUT.........................................NORMAL
STATIC SOURCES....................................................NORMAL
FIREWALL SHUTOFFS..................................................OPEN
CARBURETOR HEAT .................................................... COLD
FUEL SELECTORS ............................................MAIN TANKS
PROPELLER CONTROLS .................................... FORWARD
THROTTLES ..................................................................... IDLE
MIXTURES ....................................................... IDLE CUT-OFF
TRIM (3) .......................................................................... 0, 0, 0
FLAP HANDLE......................................................... NEUTRAL
LANDING GEAR HANDLE ...................................... NEUTRAL
COWL FLAPS ..................................................... OPEN & OFF
HYDRAULIC PRESSURE.................... CHECKED (500-1000)
HYDRAULIC QTY. .................... CKD (BOTTOM INDICATOR)
STAR VALVE ............................................................. CLOSED
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BATTERY SWITCH .............................................................ON
LANDING GEAR INDICATOR ..................................... GREEN
LEFT FUEL PRESSURE ANNUNCIATOR .........................ON
LEFT OIL PRESSURE ANNUNCIATOR.............................ON
LEFT VACUUM ANNUNCIATOR ........................................ON
RIGHT FUEL PRESSURE ANNUNCIATOR .......................ON
RIGHT OIL PRESSURE ANNUNCIATOR ..........................ON
RIGHT VACUUM ANNUNCIATOR......................................ON
LANDING GEAR HANDLE ............................................DOWN
LANDING GEAR INDICATOR .................................. ORANGE
LANDING GEAR WARNING ...............................................ON
THROTTLES ........................................................... ADVANCE
LANDING GEAR WARNING .............................................OFF
RIGHT THROTTLE ........................................................... IDLE
LANDING GEAR WARNING ...............................................ON
LANDING GEAR HANDLE ...................................... NEUTRAL
LANDING GEAR WARNING .............................................OFF
FLAP INDICATOR................................................................ UP
FLAP HANDLE...............................................................DOWN
FLAP INDICATOR................................................... CHECKED
FLAP HANDLE......................................................... NEUTRAL
ENGINE INSTRUMENTS ...................................... POWERED
RIGHT ENGINE BOOST PUMP ..........................................ON
RIGHT ENGINE FUEL PRESSURE...................... 14 – 16 PSI
RIGHT ENG FUEL PRESS WARNING .........EXTINGUISHED
RIGHT ENGINE BOOST PUMP ........................................OFF
RIGHT ENGINE FUEL PRESSURE................................ 0 PSI
LEFT ENGINE BOOST PUMP ............................................ON
LEFT ENGINE FUEL PRESSURE ........................ 14 – 16 PSI
LEFT ENG FUEL PRESS WARNING ...........EXTINGUISHED
LEFT ENGINE BOOST PUMP ..........................................OFF
LEFT ENGINE FUEL PRESSURE .................................. 0 PSI
OIL QTY ANNUN LIGHTS ...................................... CHECKED
CARGO FIRE WARNING ....................................... CHECKED
HEATER ANNUN LIGHTS...................................... CHECKED
FUEL QUANTITY (4 TANKS) ................................. CHECKED
FIRE WARNING...................................................... CHECKED
FIRE WARNING CUTOUT...................................... CHECKED
AVIONICS MASTER ............................................................ON
NAV/ COMM RADIOS........................................................ SET
ATIS/ ASOS.....................................................................COPY
AVIONICS MASTER ..........................................................OFF
BATTERY SWITCH ...........................................................OFF
NO SMOKE/ SEATBELT SIGN ...........................................ON
ANTI-COLLISION LIGHT .....................................................ON
ALTIMETERS..................................................................... SET
CHARTS ...............................................................ON BOARD
HEATER FIRE EXTINGUISHER ............................ SAFETIED
ENGINE FIRE BOTTLE ..........................................CHARGED
CRASH AXE.............................................................. STOWED
COCKPIT FIRE EXTINGUISHERS .......................ON BOARD
CIRCUIT BREAKERS ............................................. CHECKED
CERTIFICATES & DOCUMENTS .........................ON BOARD
EMK ....................................................................... CHECKED
EMERGENCY EXITS...........................CHECKED & SECURE
ELT ........................................................................ CHECKED
AFT BALLAST....................................ON BOARD & SECURE
HYDRAULIC FLUID ...............................................ON BOARD
OIL ........................................................................ ON BOARD
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EXTERIOR INSPECTION
On all exterior inspections, observe the general
condition of the aircraft and investigate any leaks.
WARNING
Do not move the propeller blades! If a hydraulic
lock exists, severe internal engine damage
could occur.
Inspect the following items on the exterior
inspection:
LEFT ENGINE OIL QUANTITY ................................... CHECK
LEFT MAIN FUEL QUANTITY..................................... CHECK
LEFT AUX FUEL QUANTITY ...................................... CHECK
LEFT FUEL & OIL DOORS........................................SECURE
CARGO DOORS .......................................................... CHECK
LEFT AFT FUSELAGE ................................................ CHECK
LEFT HORIZONTAL STABILIZER .............................. CHECK
LEFT ELEVATOR COTTER PINS (2) ......................... CHECK
LEFT ELEVATOR GROUND STRAP.......................... CHECK
LEFT ELEVATOR MOVEMENT .................................. CHECK
LEFT ELEVATOR STATIC WICKS ............................. CHECK
LEFT ELEVATOR TRIM ROD ..................................... CHECK
LEFT ELEVATOR TRIM COTTER PINS (3) ............... CHECK
LEFT ELEVATOR TRIM SETTING ............................. CHECK
LEFT ELEVATOR CONTROL LOCK .......................... CHECK
RUDDER CONTROL LOCK ..................................... REMOVE
RUDDER GROUND STRAP........................................ CHECK
RUDDER COTTER PINS (2) ....................................... CHECK
RUDDER TRIM ROD (1).............................................. CHECK
RUDDER TRIM COTTER PINS (3) ............................. CHECK
RUDDER STATIC WICKS (1)...................................... CHECK
STINGER CONDITION ................................................ CHECK
STINGER STATIC WICK ............................................. CHECK
STINGER LIGHTS ....................................................... CHECK
RIGHT ELEVATOR CONTROL LOCK ..................... REMOVE
RIGHT ELEVATOR TRIM SETTING ........................... CHECK
RIGHT ELEVATOR TRIM COTTER PINS .................. CHECK
RIGHT ELEVATOR TRIM ROD................................... CHECK
RIGHT ELEVATOR STATIC WICKS........................... CHECK
RIGHT ELEVATOR MOVEMENT................................ CHECK
RIGHT ELEVATOR GROUND STRAP ....................... CHECK
RIGHT ELEVATOR COTTER PINS ............................ CHECK
RIGHT HORIZONTAL STABILIZER............................ CHECK
TAIL WHEEL AREA ..................................................... CHECK
TAIL WHEEL STRUT........................... 4 INCHES (MINIMUM)
TAIL WHEEL INFLATION............................................ CHECK
TAIL WHEEL CONDITION .......................................... CHECK
RIGHT AFT FUSELAGE .............................................. CHECK
VERTICAL STABILIZER .............................................. CHECK
RIGHT ENGINE OIL QUANTITY................................. CHECK
RIGHT MAIN FUEL QUANTITY .................................. CHECK
RIGHT AUX FUEL QUANTITY .................................... CHECK
RIGHT FUEL & OIL DOORS .....................................SECURE
RIGHT FLAP CONDITION........................................... CHECK
RIGHT AILERON CONDITION.................................... CHECK
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RIGHT AILERON TRIM SETTING ................................. ZERO
RIGHT STATIC WICKS ............................................... CHECK
RIGHT WING TIP CONDITION ................................... CHECK
RIGHT WING TIP LIGHTS .......................................... CHECK
RIGHT WING LEADING EDGE ................................... CHECK
RIGHT WING LANDING LIGHT .................................. CHECK
RIGHT ENGINE COWL FLAPS......................................OPEN
RIGHT ENGINE HYDRAULIC LINES.......................... CHECK
RIGHT ENGINE REAR CYLINDERS .......................... CHECK
RIGHT ENGINE WHEEL WELL .................................. CHECK
RIGHT MLG DOWNLOCK MECHANISMS ................. CHECK
RIGHT CARBURETOR FUEL STRAINER.................. CHECK
RIGHT MLG INSPECTION LIGHTS............................ CHECK
RIGHT MLG PIN ....................................................... REMOVE
RIGHT MLG STRUT .................................................... CHECK
RIGHT MLG TIRE ........................................................ CHECK
RIGHT MLG PRESSURE ............................................ CHECK
RIGHT MLG CHOCKS................................................. CHECK
RIGHT COWLING ........................................................ CHECK
RIGHT OIL COOLER ................................................... CHECK
RIGHT ENGINE FRONT CYLINDERS ....................... CHECK
RIGHT ENGINE CASE ................................................ CHECK
RIGHT PROPELLER ................................................... CHECK
RIGHT PROPELLER HUB........................................... CHECK
RIGHT MAIN FUEL TANK SUMPS ............................. CHECK
RIGHT AUX FUEL TANK SUMPS............................... CHECK
RADOME ..................................................................... CHECK
ANTENNAS .................................................................. CHECK
BLOWOUT DISCS (2).................................................. CHECK
PITOT TUBES..........................REMOVE COVERS & CHECK
STATIC PORTS ........................................................... CHECK
LEFT ENGINE COWL FLAPS ........................................OPEN
LEFT ENGINE EXHASUT STACKS............................ CHECK
LEFT ENGINE HYDRAULIC LINES ............................ CHECK
LEFT ENGINE REAR CYLINDERS............................. CHECK
LEFT ENGINE WHEEL WELL..................................... CHECK
LEFT MLG DOWNLOCK MECHANISMS ................... CHECK
LEFT CARBURETOR FUEL STRAINER .................... CHECK
LEFT MLG INSPECTION LIGHTS .............................. CHECK
LEFT MLG PIN............................................................. CHECK
LEFT MLG STRUT....................................................... CHECK
LEFT MLG TIRE........................................................... CHECK
LEFT MLG PRESSURE............................................... CHECK
LEFT MLG CHOCKS ................................................ REMOVE
LEFT COWLING .......................................................... CHECK
LEFT OIL COOLER ..................................................... CHECK
LEFT ENGINE FRONT CYLINDERS .......................... CHECK
LEFT ENGINE CASE................................................... CHECK
LEFT PROPELLER...................................................... CHECK
LEFT PROPELLER HUB ............................................. CHECK
LEFT MAIN FUEL TANK SUMPS ............................... CHECK
LEFT AUX FUEL TANK SUMPS ................................. CHECK
LEFT WING LANDING LIGHT..................................... CHECK
LEFT WING LEADING EDGE ..................................... CHECK
LEFT WING TIP ........................................................... CHECK
LEFT WING TIP LIGHTS ............................................. CHECK
LEFT WING STATIC WICKS....................................... CHECK
LEFT AILERON............................................................ CHECK
LEFT FLAP CONDITION ............................................. CHECK
LADDER ....................................................................... STOW
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BEFORE START CHECKLIST
Refer to the DC-3 Flight Training Manual for details
on specific items of each of the Normal Checklists
printed in this section.

DC-3 NORMAL CHECKLIST
BEFORE START
C EXT/ INT PREFLIGHT.......................... COMPLETE
C LOGBOOKS CHECKLISTS ................... CHECKED
C LANDING GEAR PINS ..........................ON BOARD
C CONTROL LOCKS............ REMOVED & STOWED
C CIRCUIT BREAKERS ............................ CHECKED
C HYDRAULIC QUANTITY ....................... CHECKED
C HYD PRESSURE ......... CHECKED (500-1000 PSI)
C ESCAPE HATCH.................................... CHECKED
C BATTERY SWITCH...........................................OFF
C AVIONICS MASTER .........................................OFF
C CABIN LIGHTS..................................................OFF
C PROPELLER ANTI-ICE.....................................OFF
C WINDSHIELD ANTI-ICE ...................................OFF
C EXTERIOR LIGHTS (7).....................................OFF
C NO SMOKE & SEAT BELT SIGN .......................ON
C LANDING LIGHTS.............................................OFF
C ANTI-COLLISION LIGHT ....................................ON
C IGNITION MASTER.............................................ON
C MAGNETOS ......................................................OFF
C STARTER ..........................................................OFF
C PRIMER .............................................................OFF
C BOOST PUMPS ............................CHECKED/ OFF
C GENERATOR SWITCHES..................................ON
C PITOT HEAT......................................................OFF
C INSTRUMENT SWITCH......................................ON
C CARGO FIRE WARNING....................... CHECKED
C HEATER CONTROLS (3) .................................OFF
C PROPELLERS....................................... FORWARD
C THROTTLES ................................ CHECKED/ IDLE
C MIXTURES ....................................... IDLE CUTOFF
C THROTTLE FRICTION...................................... SET
C RADIOS & TRANSPONDER............................. SET
C ALTIMETERS .................................................... SET
C FLIGHT INSTRUMENTS.. SET/ CROSSCHECKED
C ENGINE INSTRUMENTS....................... CHECKED
C&F FUEL REQ’D/ON BD......____ REQ’D/ ____ON BD
C FIRE WARNING ..................................... CHECKED
C FIREWALL SHUTOFFS .................................OPEN
C CARBURETOR HEAT.................................... COLD
C WARNING LIGHTS ................................ CHECKED
C STATIC SOURCE SELECTORS ..............NORMAL
C FUEL SELECTORS............................MAIN TANKS
C TRIMS.............................................. 3 CHECKED/ 0
C COWL FLAPS..................................... OPEN & OFF
C FLAP HANDLE ........................................ NEUTRAL
C LANDING GEAR HANDLE...................... NEUTRAL
C LANDING GEAR LATCH ........................ LATCHED
C STAR VALVE............................................. CLOSED
C AFT BALLAST ...........................................SECURE
C AFT CARGO DOORS ............................... LOCKED
C PASSENGER BRIEFING ..................... COMPLETE
C FLIGHT ATTENDANT BRIEFING........ COMPLETE
PF DEPARTURE BRIEF............................ COMPLETE
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AFTER PAPERWORK COMPLETE
C&F TAKEOFF WT................................... ________ LBS
C&F % MAC..................................................________ %
C&F ELEVATOR TRIM................................. ____ UNITS
C&F AMBIENT MP READING........... ________ INCHES

ENGINE START CHECKLIST
Accomplish the following checklist when
appropriate:
RIGHT ENGINE START
F FIRE GUARD............................................. POSTED
F RIGHT ENGINE............................................ CLEAR
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

BATTERY MASTER ............................................ON
RIGHT BOOST PUMP ........................................ON
RIGHT STARTER...................................ENGAGED
RIGHT PROPELLER................... 9 -to- 12 BLADES
RIGHT ENGINE MIXTURE .................. AUTO RICH
RIGHT ENGINE MAGS.................................. BOTH
RIGHT THROTTLE ..............ADVANCE SLIGHTLY
RIGHT ENGINE PRIMER ............... AS REQUIRED
RIGHT ENGINE STARTER...............................OFF

AFTER START
C&F RIGHT ENGINE OIL PRESSURE.......... CHECKED
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

RIGHT BOOST PUMP ......................................OFF
RIGHT PRIMER.................................................OFF
RIGHT ENGINE FUEL PRESSURE ...... CHECKED
RIGHT ENGINE IDLE RPM ............500 – 800 RPM
RIGHT ENGINE OIL TEMP....................70º – 90º C
RIGHT ENGINE RPM....................950 – 1050 RPM
BATTERY SWITCH...........................................OFF
MAIN BUS VOLTAGE ................ 25 VOLTS (+1/ -0)
BATTERY SWITCH.............................................ON
HYDRAULIC QUANTITY ....................... CHECKED
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM PRESSURE...... CHECKED
RIGHT HYDRAULIC PUMP ................... CHECKED
RIGHT VACUUM.................................... CHECKED
RIGHT COWL FLAP........................... OPEN & OFF
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LEFT ENGINE START
C FIRE GUARD............................................. POSTED
C LEFT ENGINE .............................................. CLEAR
C
C
C
C
C
C
C

LEFT STARTER .....................................ENGAGED
LEFT PROPELLER ......................... 9 - 12 BLADES
LEFT ENGINE MIXTURE..................... AUTO RICH
LEFT ENGINE MAGS .................................... BOTH
LEFT ENGINE THROTTLE..ADVANCE SLIGHTLY
LEFT ENGINE PRIMER.................. AS REQUIRED
LEFT ENGINE STARTER .................................OFF

FTM 2.5
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Engine Start Sequence
Ensure that the boost pump for the respective
engine is in the ON position. Move and hold the
pre-oiler control ON, and the Starter Control Switch
to the desired position to engage the starter. Turn
the engine over three complete revolutions (9
“blades” - minimum). If the engine has been shut
down for more than four hours, the engine will be
turned over by the starter for at least four full
revolutions (12 “blades”) with the Ignition OFF prior
to start.

AFTER START
C&F LEFT ENG OIL PRESSURE .................. CHECKED
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

LEFT BOOST PUMP.........................................OFF
LEFT PRIMER ...................................................OFF
LEFT ENGINE FUEL PRESSURE.............. CHECK
LEFT ENGINE IDLE RPM...............500 – 800 RPM
LEFT ENGINE OIL TEMP ......................70º – 90º C
LEFT ENGINE RPM ......................950 – 1050 RPM
BATTERY SWITCH...........................................OFF
RIGHT ENGINE GEN SWITCH ........................OFF
MAIN BUS VOLTAGE ................ 25 VOLTS (+1/ -0)
BATTERY SWITCH.............................................ON
RIGHT ENGINE GEN SWITCH ..........................ON
INVERTERS ........................................................ON
HYDRAULIC QUANTITY ............................ CHECK
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM PRESSURE........... CHECK
LEFT HYDRAULIC PUMP .......................... CHECK
LEFT VACUUM ........................................... CHECK
LEFT COWL FLAP ............................. OPEN & OFF
AVIONICS MASTER ...........................................ON

CAUTION
When the engines have been standing for more
than four hours the propellers will be turned
over by the starter for at least four (4) full
propeller revolutions (12 “blades”) with the
Ignition OFF prior to start. This is to ensure
that any oil that may have collected in the lower
cylinders is exhausted and does not cause a
hydraulic lock during start. If excess oil has
accumulated and stops the rotation of the
engine, release the starter immediately to avoid
severe engine damage.
Starting Engines - Notes
The Captain will call for the Engine Start Checklist.
The right engine should be started first. The
Captain will normally actuate the pre-oiler, starter,
boost pump, mixture control, magnetos, and throttle
control. After observing the starting signal from the
fireguard, a visual check for propeller clearance will
be made on each engine prior to start by the pilot
on the same side as that engine.
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When ready for ignition, the Captain will bring the
appropriate mixture control lever out of idle cutoff,
place the magneto switch in the BOTH position,
and advance the throttle slightly.
Priming is not normally necessary. However, if the
engine is cold, the Captain will depress the primer
switch for 5 to 8 seconds after start to aid in engine
acceleration and repeat as necessary.
If the engine does not start within 3 to 5 seconds
select the primer for the appropriate engine. If the
engine does not start in the next 10 seconds, return
the mixture control to idle cutoff and continue
rotation with the starter. An exterior investigation
may be necessary to ascertain why the engine did
not start.
After first indication of engine start, keep the engine
turning with the starter until it can be determined
that the engine will continue to accelerate. As soon
as engine is firing smoothly, call for and complete
the after start checklist.
CAUTION
If oil pressure is not indicated within 30
seconds, stop the engine by moving the mixture
control lever to Idle Cut Off and investigate.
When starts are made with cold oil, oil pressure
may indicate higher than normal. This higher oil
pressure should be reduced by the time the oil
temperature has reached approximately 40° C.
Cowl flaps must be OPEN and OFF during start
and warm up. Do not attempt to warm the engine
more quickly by closing the cowl flaps.
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Fuel Overloading
Fuel overloading can be indicated by fuel dripping
from the drain in the lower part of the engine blower
section.
NOTE: If fuel overloading is indicated, do not
attempt to start in the AUTO RICH position.
If the engine overloads:
• Keep the Mixture Control in IDLE CUT OFF,
• Move the throttle to the full OPEN position
• Continue to turn the engine over with the starter.
This will aid in exhausting the excess fuel.
It is possible that the engine will start while
accomplishing this procedure. Should the engine
start, retard the affected engine throttle immediately
to prevent it from overspeeding and move the
Mixture Control to Auto Rich to keep the engine
running.
AFTER START CHECKLIST
Accomplish the After Start Checklist after each
engine has been started.
CAUTION: DO NOT operate engines above 1050 RPM
o
until the engine oil temperature is at or above 40 C.

TAXI CHECKLIST
Accomplish the following Taxi Checklist items when
appropriate and prior to aircraft movement.
TAXI
F
F
F
F

BRAKES ................................................. CHECKED
FLAP HANDLE .................................................... UP
FLAP INDICATOR.................................................. 0
FLAP HANDLE ....................................... NEUTRAL

C&F ALTIMETERS ........... ______ & CROSSCHECKED
C&F FLT & NAV INSTR..........SET & CROSSCHECKED
C&F FLT CONTROLS ........................ TOPS/ BOTTOMS

Taxi Notes:
• Maintain constant alert for ground obstruction
hazards.
• Use caution when taxiing downwind or on wet
and slippery surfaces.
• The pilot not taxiing (normally the First Officer)
should be prepared to use the Emergency
Hydraulic Hand Pump immediately for any
emergency braking or stopping of the aircraft.
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ENGINE RUN-UP CHECKLIST
Accomplish the following checklist items when
appropriate:
ENGINE RUN-UP
C
C
C
C
C
C

LEFT & RIGHT ENGINE .........................1700 RPM
PROPELLERS...........................EXERCISE TWICE
LEFT ENGINE FEATHER ........................... CHECK
RIGHT ENGINE FEATHER......................... CHECK
PROPELLERS........................................EXERCISE
THROTTLES ...........................................1000 RPM

C
C
C
C

RIGHT THROTTLE .............INC TO AMBIENT IMP
RIGHT ENGINE.................................. MAG CHECK
RIGHT ENGINE........POWER CHECK (2300 RPM)
RIGHT ENGINE................................................ IDLE

C
C
C
C

LEFT THROTTLE................INC TO AMBIENT IMP
LEFT ENGINE .................................... MAG CHECK
LEFT ENGINE ..........POWER CHECK (2300 RPM)
LEFT ENGINE .................................................. IDLE

C ENGINE INSTRUMENTS....................... CHECKED
C LEFT ENGINE ........................................ CHECKED
F RIGHT ENGINE...................................... CHECKED

Engine Run-up Notes:
MAG/ POWER CHECK
MAP: Field Barometric – not to exceed 30 IMP
RPM: 2300
Magneto Drop: 50 RPM (Norm.), 100 RPM (Max.)
ENGINE INSTRUMENTS
Generators – Amps
Fuel Pressure – 15±1 psi.
Oil Pressure – Green Band
Oil Temperature – Green Band
o
o
CHT – 90 C. – 220 C.

Be certain to position the aircraft so that propeller
blast will not cause a hazard to personnel or aircraft
during the run-up.
The First Officer should monitor all instruments and
control actions during the engine run-up and
promptly announce any irregularities in the
performance of the engines or instruments.
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As soon as oil temperatures reach 70°C, the engine
run-up may be performed as follows:
• Propeller governor check:
- Apply power slowly to both engines
simultaneously to 1700 RPM.
- Move both Propeller Controls aft from HIGH
RPM and observe a rise in manifold pressure.
At the same time, note a decrease in RPM.
- Return the Propeller Controls to HIGH RPM.
This check will indicate that both propeller
governor controls are working properly. Do not
leave Propeller Controls in Low RPM for any
amount of time that would cause the manifold
pressure rise above 21 IMP. Manifold pressure
above 21 IMP can cause excessive strain on the
engine.
• Propeller feathering check:
- Maintain 1700 RPM.
- Depress feathering button switch until a slight
RPM drop is observed, and a load is indicated
on the appropriate load meter.
- Pull button out immediately to stop the
feathering action. A rise in RPM should be
observed, ensuring that the electrically driven
feathering pump is operating normally.
• Ignition check:
- Slowly apply throttle on right engine to field
barometric pressure. RPM should be 2300.
- Move ignition switch from BOTH to L, hold
momentarily and check, then back to BOTH,
then to R and check and back to BOTH. Check
both magnetos for drop in RPM or roughness.
Normal RPM drop will not be over 25-50;
however, 100 RPM is permissible if the engine
operation is smooth.
• Engine instrument check:
- Generator amperage check indicating.
- Fuel pressure – 15 ± 1 psi.
- Oil pressure – Green Band.
- Oil temperature – Green Band.
- Cylinder head temperature – Green Band.
- Idle right engine at 1000 RPM.
• Repeat above check on Left Engine.
Engine Cleanout Procedure
When delays result in the engines being operated
for long periods of time on the ground or when a
rough engine is noted during the ignition check, the
following cleanout procedure should be followed.
This procedure functions as a possible remedy to
eliminate spark plug fouling. At all times during the
cleanout procedure maintain cylinder temperature
below limits.
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• Slowly increase manifold pressure to 8 IMP
above field pressure for 10 seconds. (This brief
operation at high power is intended to remove
deposits of oil, carbon, and lead, which frequently
cause temporary misfiring of spark plugs.)
• Reduce power to full IDLE position (throttle
against the stop) and hold for 5 seconds.
• Advance power to 8 IMP above field pressure
slowly so that the process requires 10 to 20
seconds. Maintain this setting for approximately
10 seconds and then return manifold pressure to
field pressure setting. (The gradual increase in
power allows marginal plugs to increase slowly in
temperature without misfiring and become
progressively less fouled.)
• Repeat the magneto check.
• If the engine is still rough, repeat the cleanout
procedure.
CAUTION
The cleanout procedure must not be
accomplished more than twice. To do so might
cause serious engine overheating to occur.
Return to the ramp for maintenance if the
engine is still rough after the second cleanout
procedure.
BEFORE TAKEOFF CHECKLIST
Accomplish the following checklist items when
appropriate:
BEFORE TAKEOFF
F
F
F
F
F

SEAT BELT SIGN ...............................................ON
PROPELLERS....................................... FORWARD
MIXTURES ........................................... AUTO RICH
PITOT HEAT........................................................ON
ANN PANEL/WARNING LIGHTS .......... CHECKED

C&F FLAPS.................................................................. UP
C&F TRIM ...............................................................0, 0, 0
PF DEPARTURE BRIEFING ..................... COMPLETE
F FLT ATTENDANT..........................NOTIFIED / ACK
F COCKPIT DOOR & WINDOWS...... AS REQUIRED

FINAL ITEMS
F
F
F
F
F

COWL FLAPS.................................................TRAIL
EXTERIOR LIGHTS .......................................... SET
BOOST PUMPS ..................................................ON
TRANSPONDER .................................................ON
TAIL WHEEL ............................................. LOCKED
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NORMAL TAKEOFF
The pilot not flying the airplane will observe the
following engine limitations and call out any
malfunction or abnormal conditions:
• Manifold Pressure – 42 IMP
• RPM – 2700
• Cylinder head temperature – Less than Max.
• Fuel pressure – 15 ±1 psi.
• Oil temperature – Green Band
• Oil pressure – Green Band
Power Settings/ Reductions After Takeoff
POWER
Takeoff (T/O)
Alt. T/O (ATO)
METO
CLIMB
CRUISE/CLIMB

IMP
48
42
42
36
31

RPM
2700
2700
2550
2350
2050

BHP
1200
1100
1050
800
600

NOTE: Adjustments in power settings should be
made smoothly to preclude engine surging.
Sudden changes in power may exceed the ability of
the propeller governors to maintain RPM within
engine limits.
Crosscheck of Flight Instruments
The pilot not flying the airplane should crosscheck
the flight instruments and call out any discrepancy
between the two panels. Primary attention should
be directed to air speed indicators, directional gyros
and artificial horizons.
AFTER TAKEOFF CHECKLIST
The After Takeoff checklist should be accomplished
after setting climb power and at the appropriate
time after takeoff:
AFTER TAKEOFF
PNF LANDING GEAR.................................................. UP
................................................. HANDLE NEUTRAL
........................................................... PRESSURE 0
PNF FLAPS.................................................................. UP
................................................. HANDLE NEUTRAL
PNF BOOST PUMPS ................................................OFF
PNF CLIMB POWER ................................................. SET
PNF CYLINDER HEAD TEMPERATURES ... CHECKED
PNF COWL FLAPS.................................................TRAIL
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CLIMB
Both pilots must be alert to traffic hazards and
provide a constant traffic watch at all times while
not flying in actual instrument conditions. This is
especially important during takeoff and the initial
climb. The use of all available exterior lights is
recommended.
Use the Climb Power Control Chart in the
Performance Section for correct power settings.
CRUISE CHECKLIST
Use the Cruise Power Control Chart in the
Performance Section for correct power settings.
Accomplish the following items when appropriate:
CRUISE
PNF EXTERIOR LIGHTS .......................................... SET
PNF CRUISE POWER .............................................. SET
PNF FUEL TANK SELECTORS.............. AS REQUIRED
PNF CYLINDER HEAD TEMPERATURES ... CHECKED
PNF COWL FLAPS................................ CLOSED & OFF
PNF MIXTURES .......................................... AUTO LEAN
PNF SEAT BELT SIGN .............................................OFF

DESCENT, APPROACH, AND BEFORE
LANDING CHECKLISTS
Accomplish the following checklist items at the
appropriate time:
DESCENT
PNF EXTERIOR LIGHTS .......................................... SET
PNF SHOULDER HARNESSES .................................ON
PNF DIRECTIONAL GYROS .................................... SET
PNF TAIL WHEEL ............................................. LOCKED
C&F ALTIMETERS ................... SET/ CROSSCHECKED
C&F AIRSPEED BUGS ............................................. SET

APPROACH
PNF MIXTURE.............................................. AUTO RICH
PNF HYDRAULIC QUANTITY ....................... CHECKED
PNF HYDRAULIC PRESSURE...................... CHECKED
PNF HEATER CONTROL SWITCH ..........................OFF
PNF FUEL SELECTORS............................MAIN TANKS
PNF SET BELT SIGN..................................................ON
PNF APPROACH BRIEFING ....................... COMPLETE

C&F ENGINE NACELLES .............................. CHECKED
C&F FLT/ NAV INSTRUMENTS..........SET/ XCHECKED
C&F DIRECTIONAL GYROS ..............SET/ XCHECKED
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BEFORE LANDING
PNF BOOST PUMPS ................................................ ON
C&F LANDING GEAR .................... DOWN & LATCHED
............................................. HANDLE – NEUTRAL
....................................................... PRESSURE UP
........................................................ GREEN LIGHT
FINAL ITEMS
PNF EXTERIOR LIGHTS .......................................... SET
PNF BOOST PUMPS ..................................................ON
PNF FLAPS................................................................ SET
PNF PROPELLERS..................................................FWD

Approach and Landing Notes
The pilot not flying will monitor all engine and flight
instruments and shall call out any irregularities
noted. Maintain a minimum airspeed of 105 knots
in maneuvering turns and do not normally exceed a
15° bank angle.
During turn to final or immediately thereafter reduce
airspeed to 97 knots or less in anticipation of flap
operation.
Reduce airspeed during final approach in order to
cross the airport boundary at 84 knots for normal
landing conditions.
Use flaps as required for normal landing.
Normal landings are tail low wheel landings. Do not
close throttles completely until airplane has crossed
the airport boundary.
Water or slush on the runway
To avoid damage to flap surfaces, caution and
good judgment must be exercised in the use of
flaps. Under these and similar conditions flap
settings may vary.
Two Engine Go-around
In the event of an aborted landing prior to touch
down in the landing configuration, proceed as
follows:
• Apply full takeoff power.
• Retract flaps.
• Accelerate to V2+10 knots (94 KIAS).
• Establish positive climb.
• Retract landing gear.
• Set climb power and accomplish the After Takeoff
checklist.
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Use 42 IMP unless more power is necessary. Use
caution when applying takeoff power. Elevator trim
must be immediately adjusted from the landing
position when the % MAC is between 11% - 16%.
Monitoring Flight Instruments
The pilot not flying shall monitor flight instrument
indications and shall call out any discrepancy
between the two panels.
Airspeed and Altitude
During all approaches the PNF shall call out:
• Airspeed - Any time it drops below 90 knots after
the airplane is stabilized on final approach or
whenever he deems necessary in the interest of
safety.
• Airspeed and Altitude - At 500 feet AFE.
(Primarily for instrument crosschecks.)
Additionally, during instrument approaches, both
pilots shall make all standard callouts as briefed by
the pilot flying the airplane.
NOTE: The PNF will adjust the cowl flaps and
carburetor heat as necessary and will assure that
the Propeller Controls are in the HIGH RPM
position before landing.
AFTER LANDING CHECKLIST
Accomplish the following items when appropriate.
All items after unlocking the tail wheel should be
accomplished only after clear of the landing
runway.
AFTER LANDING/ TOUCH & GO
F ELEVATOR TRIM................................................... 0
F FLAP HANDLE .................................................... UP
F TAIL WHEEL ................................... AS REQUIRED

AFTER CLEARING
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

BOOST PUMPS ................................................OFF
EXTERIOR LIGHTS ........................ AS REQUIRED
PITOT HEAT......................................................OFF
INVERTERS ......................................................OFF
COWL FLAPS..................................... OPEN & OFF
TRANSPONDER .............................................STBY
FLAP HANDLE ........................................ NEUTRAL
CARBURETOR HEAT.................................... COLD

C&F ENGINE NACELLES .............................. CHECKED
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ENGINE SHUTDOWN CHECKLIST
Accomplish the following items when appropriate:
SHUTDOWN
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

BRAKES .......................................... AS REQUIRED
AVIONICS MASTER .........................................OFF
EXTERIOR LIGHTS ..........................................OFF
TAIL WHEEL ................................... AS REQUIRED
MIXTURES ...................................... IDLE CUT OFF
ALL ENGINE ROTATION........................STOPPED
IGNITION...........................................................OFF
IGNITION MASTER...........................................OFF
ANTI-COLLISION LIGHT ..................................OFF
BATTERY SWITCH...........................................OFF
COWL FLAPS....................................... OPEN/ OFF
LANDING GEAR HANDLE............................DOWN
FLAP HANDLE .................................................... UP

Engine Shutdown Notes
Propeller pitch controls shall be left in the HIGH
RPM position as the engines are stopped.
Cool cylinder head temperatures to at least 150°C,
if possible, by reducing the speed slowly until the
engines are operating at 800-1000 RPM.
Move Mixture Controls to the IDLE CUT OFF
position. Check operation of oil and fuel pressure
warning lights as engines are stopping. If an
engine continues to run while the mixture is in the
IDLE CUT OFF position, turn the appropriate fuel
tank selector to the OFF position and report the
discrepancy in the ship’s logbook.
Open the throttles slowly when the engines have
stopped. Advancing the throttles too soon or too
rapidly can result in additional firing and/or
backfiring in the engines and should be avoided.
Turn individual engine ignition switches to the OFF
position only after all engine rotation has stopped.
Place the master ignition switch in the
OFF position.
Leave cowl flaps in the OPEN and OFF position
except when stopping the engines for overnight
parking. When terminating for overnight parking,
leave the cowl flaps in the OPEN position in
accordance with the checklist to allow for thermal
expansion.
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Parking Procedures
Normally the landing gear pins will not be installed
until after the chocks are in place and the engines
have been stopped. After determining that the
landing gear pins are in, place the Landing Gear
Handle in the DOWN position and Flap Handle in
the UP position. This is referred to as “splitting the
handles.” Splitting the Landing Gear and Flap
Handles will allow hydraulic pressure in the
retracting struts to equalize with system pressure
and prevent a buildup of pressure due to thermal
expansion.
Determine that control blocks for rudder, elevators,
and ailerons are in place before leaving the aircraft.
Where no surface control blocks are available, the
Captain or the First Officer must remain in the
cockpit at the controls to protect them from being
damaged by wind and/or engine blast from other
aircraft. Wheel chocks must be used if airplane is
left unattended.
CAUTION
Under the following conditions, all surface
control blocks must be installed, chocks placed
under each wheel, and the airplane tied down
and secured to protect the aircraft and control
surfaces from damage:
• High Winds
• Gusty Winds
• Thunderstorm Activity
TERMINATION CHECKLIST
When the airplane is parked overnight the following
checklist shall be accomplished:
TERMINATION
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F
F

HYDRAULIC PRESSURE ............... 800 PSI (MIN)
FUEL SELECTORS...........................................OFF
COCKPIT WINDOWS ............................... LOCKED
ESCAPE HATCH....................................... LOCKED
LOGBOOK............................................ COMPLETE
CHOCKS............................................... INSTALLED
LANDING GEAR PINS ......................... INSTALLED
CONTROL LOCKS............................... INSTALLED
CARBURETOR HEAT...................................... HOT
CARBURETOR HEAT LOCK.................... LOCKED
GENERATOR SWITCHES................................OFF
INSTRUMENT SWITCHES...............................OFF
TAIL WHEEL ............................................. LOCKED

––––––– End of Chapter –––––––
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GROUND FIRES
Engine Fire During Start
If an engine fire occurs during start, the following
checklist should be accomplished:
ENGINE FIRE DURING START
F STARTER ............................... CONTINUE START
C PRIMER ................................................. RELEASE
C MIXTURE CONTROL (AFF. ENGINE) ............ ICO
F BOOST PUMP ................................................. OFF
C&F INSTRUMENTS (AFF. ENGINE) .......... MONITOR
IF FIRE CONTINUES:
C THROTTLE .............................................. CLOSED
C STARTER .............................................. RELEASE
C COWL FLAPS .......................................... CLOSED
F ENGINE FIRE BOTTLE ... SELECT AFF. ENGINE
F FIRE BOTTLE T HANDLE ............................ PULL
IF FIRE CONTINUES:
C AIRCRAFT .......................................... EVACUATE

Landing Gear Fire
In the event of a landing gear fire, accomplish the
following items:
LANDING GEAR FIRE
1. TURN AIRCRAFT INTO WIND.
2. CALL TOWER FOR ASSISTANCE.
3. SHUTDOWN ENGINE ON SIDE OF AIRCRAFT
NOT AFFECTED BY FIRE.
4. INCREASE POWER (MIN 2000 RPM) ON
REMAINING ENGINE.
5. SHUT DOWN REMAINING ENGINE WHEN THE
FIRE FIGHTING EQUIPMENT IS IN POSITION
TO FIGHT THE FIRE
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POWERPLANT EMERGENCY PROCEDURES
Engine Fire or Failure – Takeoff or Initial Climb
The following items must be accomplished upon
first indication of an engine fire or failure during
takeoff or initial climb:
ENGINE FIRE OR FAILURE
DURING TAKEOFF/ INITIAL CLIMB
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF
PF

MIXTURE CONTROLS ...................... AUTO RICH
PROPELLER CONTROLS ....... FULL FORWARD
THROTTLES ............................................... 48 IMP
FLAPS ................................................................ UP
LANDING GEAR ............................................... UP
AFFECTED ENGINE ............................. IDENTIFY
AFFECTED ENGINE ................................. VERIFY
AFFECTED ENGINE ............................. FEATHER
MIXTURE CONTROL (AFF. ENGINE) ............ ICO
IF FIRE EXISTS:
F COWL FLAPS .......................................... CLOSED
PNF FIREWALL SHUTOFF (AFF. ENGINE) .......... OFF
PNF ENGINE FIRE BOTTLE ... SELECT AFF. ENGINE
PNF FIRE BOTTLE T HANDLE ............................ PULL
CLEANUP ITEMS:
PNF IGNITION SWITCH (AFF. ENGINE) ............... OFF
PNF GENERATOR (AFF. ENGINE) ....................... OFF
PNF BOOST PUMP (AFF. ENGINE) ...................... OFF
PNF COWL FLAPS (AFF. ENGINE) ...... CLOSED/ OFF
PNF COWL FLAPS (OPERATIVE ENGINE) . AS REQD
PNF FUEL TANK SELECTOR (AFF. ENGINE) ...... OFF
PNF FIREWALL SHUTOFF (AFF. ENGINE) . CKD/OFF
C&F FUEL BALANCE .................................... MAINTAIN
C&F CHT (OPERATIVE ENGINE) ................ MONITOR
C&F OIL TEMP (OPERATIVE ENGINE) ....... MONITOR

Engine Failure or Fire Notes
The PF will announce the engine failure and initiate
the memory items from the checklist. He will
operate all the controls necessary to affect a
positive engine shutdown. He will announce each
action before it is taken. The PNF will confirm all
actions that might affect power changes prior to
having such actions executed.
The PF may direct the PNF to accomplish other
required memory items. The PNF will monitor the
checklist progress and situational awareness.
After the completion of the memory items, the PF
will direct the PNF to accomplish the clean up
items.
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Engine Failure or Fire Notes (cont’d.)
If the engine malfunction occurs before reaching V1
(84 Knots) the takeoff will normally be aborted by
immediately closing the throttles on both engines
and maintaining directional control. The PF shall
be responsible for the decision to abort the takeoff.
If the engine malfunction occurs after V1 maintain
takeoff power until reaching 400 ft. AFE. After
reaching 400 ft. AFE, set Maximum Continuous
Power (42”/ 2550 RPM).
Use Maximum Continuous Power (42”/ 2550)
during subsequent engine out climbs.
Trim the aircraft to maintain the dead engine wing
between level and 5° above level.
Do not normally exceed 10° of bank especially in
turbulent air conditions.
Use caution when making turns into the dead
engine.
After reaching 400 ft. AFE:
• Adjust power to maintain 94 knots (Minimum) with
not more than maximum continuous power.
• Monitor engine, flight, and vacuum instruments
closely.
• Use cowl flaps as necessary to maintain the
desired cylinder head temperature.
• Preserve electrical power when possible.
SINGLE ENGINE APPROACH
Do not lower the landing gear until at the FAF for a
non-precision approach, and the aircraft is cleared
to descend to the next lower altitude. Do not apply
any flaps until landing is assured. For a single
engine ILS approach, lower the landing gear after
the glide slope comes alive, but before it is
centered. Do not apply any flaps until landing is
assured.
SINGLE ENGINE GO-AROUND
In the event of a single engine go-around, use the
following checklist:
SINGLE ENGINE GO-AROUND
PNF PROPELLER CONTROL ......... FULL FORWARD
PF THROTTLE .................................................. 48 IMP
PF AIRSPEED ........................................................... V2
PNF FLAPS ................................................................ UP
PNF LANDING GEAR ............................................... UP
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Single Engine Go-around Notes:
Apply maximum power (42") and rotate to takeoff
attitude. Use caution not to overboost operating
engine (Manifold Pressure in excess of 48” is
considered an overboost) unless ground contact
becomes a factor. Use extreme caution during goaround when applying maximum power with one
engine inoperative.
• Raise flaps slowly and maintain 84 KIAS.
• Retract gear when positive climb has been
established.
• Reduce to Maximum Continuous power
(42”/ 2550) at 400 ft. AFE.
ENGINE RESTART/ UNFEATHERING – IN FLIGHT
The following checklist will be used to restart an
engine in flight:
ENGINE RE-START/ UNFEATHERING IN FLIGHT
PF AIRSPEED ...................................... MAX 130 KIAS
PNF FUEL TANK SELECTOR ................... MAIN TANK
PNF FIREWALL SHUTOFF ...................... LOCKED/ ON
PNF PROPELLER CONTROL ...................... FULL AFT
PNF THROTTLE ............................................. AS REQD
PNF IGNITION SWITCH (AFF. ENGINE) ............ BOTH
PNF PROPELLER FX BUTTON ............. OPERATE TO
...................................................................800 RPM
PNF MIXTURE ............................................ AUTO RICH
C&F OIL PRESSURE .................................... MONITOR
C&F THROTTLE .................................................. 18 IMP
C&F CHT ........................................................ MONITOR
C&F COWL FLAPS ......................................... AS REQD
C&F OIL TEMP .............................................. MONITOR
F GENERATOR .................................................... ON
CAUTION: UNLESS A GREATER
EMERGENCY EXISTS, ATTEMPT TO OBTAIN
NORMAL OPERATING TEMPERATURES AND
PRESSURES BEFORE RESTORING
CRUISE POWER.

Note: Eighteen inches of Manifold Pressure should
be used to warm up the engine to obtain zero thrust
(approx.) and minimize rapid changes of engine
temperature and pressure.
If a propeller overspeeds while unfeathering:
• Assure speed is below 130 KIAS.
• Move the Propeller Control full forward.
• Then move the Propeller Control slowly aft and
forward and watch for an RPM response.
• If the above does not result in propeller governor
control, accomplish the Propeller Overspeed
Enroute checklist.
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PROPELLER OVERSPEED DURING TAKEOFF
Accomplish the following items if an engine
overspeeds during takeoff:
PROPELLER OVERSPEED DURING TAKEOFF
PNF THROTTLE (AFF. ENGINE) ................... REDUCE
PNF PROPELLER CONTROL (AFF. ENGINE) REDUCE
PF AIRSPEED ........................................................... V2
PNF FLAPS ................................................................ UP
PNF LANDING GEAR ............................................... UP
PNF RPM .......... CONTROL WITH FEATHER BUTTON
IF PROPELLER UNCONTROLLABLE:
PNF AFFECTED ENGINE ............................. FEATHER
PNF MIXTURE CONTROL (AFF. ENGINE) ............ ICO
CLEANUP ITEMS:
PNF IGNITION SWITCH (AFF. ENGINE) ............... OFF
PNF GENERATOR (AFF. ENGINE) ....................... OFF
PNF BOOST PUMP (AFF. ENGINE) ...................... OFF
PNF COWL FLAPS (AFF. ENGINE) ...... CLOSED/ OFF
PNF COWL FLAPS (OPERATIVE ENGINE) . AS REQD
PNF FUEL TANK SELECTOR (AFF. ENGINE) ...... OFF
PNF FIREWALL SHUTOFF (AFF. ENGINE) . CKD/OFF
PNF PROP CONTROL (AFF. ENGINE) ....... FULL AFT
PNF THROTTLE (AFF. ENGINE) ................... CLOSED
C&F FUEL BALANCE .................................... MAINTAIN
C&F CHT (OPERATIVE ENGINE) ................ MONITOR
C&F OIL TEMP (OPERATIVE ENGINE) ....... MONITOR

Propeller Overspeed Notes:
If a propeller overspeeds during takeoff or initial
climb:
• Immediately reduce the throttle on the affected
engine.
• Immediately retard the Propeller Control to attain
an RPM of less than 2700.
• If necessary, hold RPM below 2700 by alternately
operating and releasing the feathering switch until
sufficient altitude is attained to safely accomplish
the checklist and return to the airport.
An overspeed greater than 3050 RPM requires an
engine change.
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ENGINE SEIZURE - DELIBERATE
In the event of a propeller overspeed, various
aspects must be considered prior to determining
the course of action to be followed.
Deliberate engine seizure should be used only
when there is no other alternative. If an overspeed
does not result in severe aircraft vibrations or fire,
the immediate course of action should be:
• Slow down the aircraft and attempt to regain
control of the propeller, and
• Fly the aircraft at as low an altitude as is
practicable for the route.
• Keep all personnel away from the plane of
propeller rotation and land as soon as possible.
These steps should reduce the RPM of the
runaway propeller. In this scenario, the aircraft
would be controllable and could be safely landed. If
the immediate action had been an attempt to seize
the engine, however, the following might result:
• The drag of a frozen propeller would be greater
than the drag of a windmilling propeller and
engine and therefore more power would be
required to maintain flight.
• If the engine froze and the propeller uncoupled,
rotation would continue without benefit of
lubrication (this would be true regardless of the
subsequent positioning of the oil shutoff valve).
• The friction heat that would result from the above
would in all probability ignite a fire in any engine
having a magnesium nose case and this section
has no means of fire control.
• Eventually this heat would cause the propeller to
become disengaged and, in so doing, various
parts of the aircraft could be severely damaged.
If an overspeed results in severe aircraft vibration
or a fire and all means to regain control of the
propeller prove to no avail, seizure of the engine
might be dictated. In the event that this proves
necessary, proceed as follows:
• Propeller Control - Full aft.
• Reduce airspeed to minimum practicable with full
flaps if altitude permits, to reduce windmilling
speed.
• Firewall shutoff valve - OFF.
• Flaps up when engine seizes.
NOTE: This procedure will reduce windmilling RPM
and minimize inertia forces thereby lessening the
possibility of failing the reduction gear or losing the
propeller.
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FIRE OR SMOKE
Cabin, Cargo Compartment, or Cockpit Fire
If a fire occurs in the cockpit or cabin, accomplish
the following checklist:
CABIN SMOKE OR FIRE
PF LAND ............................ AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
PNF COCKPIT/CABIN DOOR ......................... CLOSED
PNF RAM AIR VALVE .................................... AS REQD
F COCKPIT HEAT VALVE .............................. COLD
F CABIN AIR TEMP CONTROL ...................... COLD
PNF ......................... ATTEMPT TO EXTINGUISH FIRE

Cabin, Cargo Compartment,
or Cockpit Fire Notes:
Consider cutting off the circulation of fresh air
before attempting to extinguish the fire.
• In case of a cabin fire, determine whether the
smoke needs to be cleared before fire
extinguishing procedures are started. In general
fire fighting should be started first but the
potential need for smoke removal, to prevent
asphyxiation, must also be recognized.
• The decision to restrict airflow, however, should
be tempered by consideration for the relative
seriousness of:
- The toxic and other noxious effects of smoke or
extinguishing agent, and
- The urgency of restricting airflow to control the
fire. Ventilation should be maintained as long as
possible and restored as soon as possible.
ELECTRICAL OR RADIO FIRE
If an electrical fire occurs, proceed to the nearest
landing area and accomplish the following checklist
as time permits:
ELECTRICAL SMOKE OR FIRE
PF LAND ............................ AS SOON AS POSSIBLE
PNF GENERATOR SWITCHES .............................. OFF
PNF BATTERY SWITCH ......................................... OFF
AFTER FIRE IS OUT
PNF ELECTRICAL SWITCHES .............................. OFF
PNF AVIONICS MASTER ....................................... OFF
PNF BATTERY SWITCH ............................... BATTERY
PNF L GENERATOR SWITCH ................................. ON
PNF R GENERATOR SWITCH ................................. ON
PNF ELEC. SWITCHES (ONE AT A TIME) .............. ON
PNF AVIONICS MASTER ......................................... ON
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Electrical or Radio Fire Notes:
Do not use liquids to extinguish an electrical fire
until power has been removed.
After the fire is out attempt to recover items by
restoring power slowly and methodically.
If the fire originated in the radio area, pull the radio
circuit breakers before placing the Avionics Master
Switch on. Then restore radios as necessary by
resetting the appropriate circuit breakers.
HEATER FIRE
If a heater fire occurs, accomplish the following
items:
HEATER FIRE
F MAIN HEATER SWITCH ................................. OFF
PNF RAM AIR VALVE ........................................ CLOSE
PNF CO2 ................................................... DISCHARGE

SMOKE EVACUATION - COCKPIT OR CABIN
After a fire has been extinguished, the following
checklist may be used to evacuate the remaining
smoke from the aircraft:
SMOKE EVACUATION
F
F
F
F
F
F

RAM AIR VALVE ..................................... CLOSED
COCKPIT HEAT VALVE .............................. COLD
CABIN AIR TEMP CONTROL ...................... COLD
AFT EMERGENCY EXIT WINDOW ...... AS REQD
CABIN TO COCKPIT DOOR .................. AS REQD
F/O SLIDING WINDOW ............................... OPEN

EMERGENCY DESCENT
The following checklist should be accomplished for
any situation that requires a maximum
performance/ emergency descent:
EMERGENCY DESCENT
PF THROTTLES ........................................... CLOSED
PF AIRSPEED .............................................. AS REQD
PNF ATC ............................................................ NOTIFY
PNF TRANSPONDER ............................................ 7700
PF LANDING GEAR .................................... AS REQD
PF FLAPS ..................................................... AS REQD
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Emergency Descent Notes:
There are two methods of accomplishing a
maximum performance/ emergency descent: high
speed and low speed. The method used will
depend upon the circumstances that dictated the
need for such a descent.
High Speed Emergency Descent
Landing Gear .................................................. UP
Flaps ............................................................... UP
Airspeed ....................................... NTE 190 KIAS
The high speed/ minimum drag method of descent
should normally be used for the following reasons:
• No deceleration period is necessary.
• If an engine fire is in an area which has no CO2
protection, the higher airspeed will result in better
engine cooling airflow for blowing out the fire and
for cooling engine surfaces. In case of fire,
landing gear and wing flap extension should be
delayed as long as possible before landing.
Low Speed Emergency Descent
Landing Gear ........................................... DOWN
Flaps ........................................................... FULL
Airspeed ......................................... NTE 97 KIAS
The low speed/ maximum drag method of descent
should be used when circumstances require it. The
following examples would suggest it as a safer
course of action:
• Engine failure, propeller overspeeding, or
propeller cannot be feathered.
• When airplane structural damage has occurred.
• When descent is made in turbulent air.
FUEL PRESSURE FAILURE
LOSS OF FUEL PRESSURE WITH
ACCOMPANYING ENGINE MALFUNCTION
Accomplish the following items:
• Turn on electric boost pump.
• Switch fuel selector valve to tank containing fuel.
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LOSS OF FUEL PRESSURE WITH
NORMAL ENGINE OPERATION
Accompanied by fuel pressure warning light ON.
Accomplish the following items:
• Turn boost pump on momentarily.
• If there still is no fuel pressure, turn the boost
pump off and shut down the engine immediately.
CAUTION
When fuel pressure is lost and the engine
continues to operate normally, a broken
pressure gauge line is indicated. This
represents a potential fire hazard. Shutdown
the engine and turn the fuel off.
HYDRAULIC SYSTEM FAILURE
LOSS OF HYDRAULIC PRESSURE
WITHOUT LOSS OF FLUID
HYDRAULIC PRESSURE/ FLUID LOSS
PNF GEAR/FLAP HANDLES ........................ NEUTRAL
F COWL FLAPS .................................................. OFF
CONTINUED IN POM

Use the Emergency hydraulic hand pump to supply
pressure to operate:
• Landing gear,
• Wing flaps,
• Cowl flaps,
• Brakes, and
• To pump up accumulator pressure.
EMERGENCY LANDING GEAR OPERATION
(LOSS OF FLUID AND PRESSURE)
The Landing Gear may be lowered without fluid
pressure by use of the following Free Fall
Procedure:
• Landing Gear Control Handle - DOWN.
• Dive airplane, if necessary, and follow with a
pull–up.
• Landing Gear Control Handle - NEUTRAL.
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LANDING GEAR LATCH FAILURE
If the green Landing Gear light does not come on
and the Landing Gear Latch will not engage, repeat
the above procedure and/or accomplish the
following:
• Landing Gear Control Handle – DOWN.
• Use the Emergency Hand Pump to apply
maximum pressure on the landing gear to engage
latches.
• Return Landing Gear Handle to NEUTRAL.
• Visually check that landing gear is fully down.
• Make a normal landing regardless of red warning
light indication.
• Do not taxi after landing until landing gear pins
have been installed. After the landing gear pins
have been inserted, taxiing may be continued
with caution.
CAUTION
When braking with the gear unlatched, landing
gear pressure will increase. Use caution when
applying brakes to prevent the landing gear
pressure from exceeding 1500 psi.
Landing Gear Latch Failure Notes:
The Star Valve should remain CLOSED at all times.
In case of complete loss of hydraulic fluid, wing
flaps and brakes are inoperative.
A partial hydraulic line failure will usually allow the
landing gear or flaps to be lowered under pressure.
When control handles are returned to NEUTRAL,
the Landing Gear Hydraulic Pressure Gauge will
drop to zero. An internal leak with no loss of fluid
from the system will react in the same manner.
A hydraulic line failure will result in the loss of
hydraulic fluid down to the emergency fluid level.
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EMERGENCY WING FLAP OPERATION (WITH
FLUID AVAILABLE FOR THE EMERGENCY
HAND PUMP.)
Accomplish the following items:
• Star Valve - CLOSED
• Flap Handle - DOWN
• Use Emergency Hand Pump to lower flaps to the
desired setting.
• Return Flap Handle to NEUTRAL.
Note: Consider minimizing the use of the
Emergency Hand Pump for flap extension in order
to preserve the remaining fluid in the reservoir for
brake operation after landing.
If flaps will not go down do not make repeated
attempts to lower them because of the probability of
a leak in the flap down line.
EMERGENCY USE OF BRAKES (WITH FLUID
AVAILABLE FOR THE EMERGENCY
HAND PUMP)
If emergency braking is required, use the following
procedure:
EMERGENCY BRAKING
(HYDRAULIC PRESSURE LESS THAN 675 psi)
F LANDING GEAR HANDLE .................... NEUTRAL
F FLAP HANDLE ...................................... NEUTRAL
C BRAKE PEDALS ................................... DEPRESS
F HAND PUMP ......................................... ACTUATE

Emergency Braking Notes:
The Star Valve must remain CLOSED.
Do not operate brakes by alternately applying and
releasing the brake pedals. Each time the pedals
are released all built up pressure is lost, requiring
several additional strokes of Emergency Hand
Pump to restore pressure.
Before landing depress brake pedals and operate
hand pump until a slight pressure is felt against the
pedals. This will indicate that brakes will be
operable after landing.
Do not taxi after landing unless necessary to clear
runway while depending on the Emergency Hand
Pump.
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EMERGENCY EVACUATION PROCEDURES
PASSENGER EVACUATION
If an emergency evacuation is required, accomplish
the following checklist:
EVACUATION
F THROTTLES ........................................... CLOSED
F MIXTURE CONTROLS .................................... ICO
F IGNITION SWITCHES ..................................... OFF
F IGNITION MASTER ......................................... OFF
F BOOST PUMPS .............................................. OFF
F FUEL TANK SELECTORS .............................. OFF
F FIREWALL SHUTOFFS .................................. OFF
F BATTERY SWITCH ......................................... OFF
C&F AIRCRAFT .......................................... EVACUATE

The purpose of an aircraft evacuation during an
emergency is to remove all passengers and
crewmembers safely from the aircraft in the
minimum time.
In an emergency or anticipated emergency
resulting in the need for a rapid and orderly
evacuation of passengers, crewmembers must give
forceful instructions as the situation demands
ascertaining that these instructions are clearly
understood.
The following prescribed crewmember duties are
presented as a guide to assist each crewmember in
coordinating individual duties.
Various types of emergencies and good judgment
may require deviations from these duties in the
interest of safety.
Captain’s Duties
• Declare an emergency - notify ATC.
• Identify the flight - give position and nature of
emergency and assistance needed.
• Advise plan of action and other information that
may expedite subsequent aid to rescue
operations.
• Consider delaying landing until ground
emergency crews are available.
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First Officer’s Duties
• Secure all loose equipment, heavy articles and
baggage. Place all loose cabin articles in the
lavatory.
• Assist in determining and correcting cause of
emergency as directed by the Captain.
• Assist in providing passengers comfort as
required.
• Any other duties as requested by the Captain.
EMERGENCY EXITS AND USE
Captain’s Duties
• Complete the Emergency Evacuation Checklist
and secure the cockpit.
• Direct the evacuation of the aircraft and arrange
for comfort of passengers.
First Officer’s Duties
• Leave aircraft through the front cargo door with
the fire axe.
• Proceed to main cabin door if available for
evacuation and assist passengers to the ground
from this or other exits being used.
• If the airplane is in a nose down attitude, assist
passengers through front cargo door.
• Assist Captain in arranging passenger comfort
after completing evacuation.
EMERGENCY EQUIPMENT
An 18 lb. Dry Chemical hand fire extinguisher is
provided at the buffet.
A fire axe is located on the aft side of the bulkhead
behind the Captain’s seat.
A First Aid Kit is located in the upper buffet
compartment.

––––––– END OF FTM –––––––
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